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Acknowledgements 

I have a web site where I record and report my own racing adventures. Within this is a section that 

lists all the year's drivers who I compete against, including Marc Noaro. I created a funny (well, I 

hoped it was at the time) short spoof profile on Marc's son, which was well received by Diane 

Rosen; she is the wife of Michael Segal, one of my competitors. We are quite close, so the fact that 

she was very polite about the spoof was pleasing but not defining. Others mentioned it, and so with 

Diane's other encouraging comments about my writings, I decided to start work on the first chapter 

and see how it went. Diane once commented to me that, if she and her husband were ever nobility, 

they would be Lord and Lady Oftenbroke and I am ashamed to say that it took me a while to work 

out the financial connections. Once I did, I had my first character names. I decided to use Diane's 

surname as I have fond memories of the original Lady Di and did not want to use that name in vain. 

Diane was the first person who found out I was writing the book, and read the earliest versions as 

they developed. She was always encouraging me to carry on and for that I thank her. 

I need to point out that I don't like being called Pete. As a child my mum once complained that “if I 

had wanted you to be called Pete, that is what I would have christened you.” She named me Peter 

and, instead of being a rebellious thirteen-year-old, I actually understood her point and have 

protected my name ever since. That doesn't stop some people of course. Take my manager when I 

worked at Bombardier, Jon Hemsley. He took my characteristics, along with the fact that I am an 

amateur racing driver, and my escapades that he often heard of, and decided to call me Crazy Pete! 

Well, it is just a character name and I have been called much worse, so Crazy Pete it was to be. 

Thanks Jon. Anyway, who says that character is based on me? 

The next person to read a development version of the first chapter was another work colleague, 

John Moore. John likes fantasy and the Harry Potter books, so he was a good person to ask. He 

commented that I was being a little too technical at times, but understood when I explained that I 

had to write in my style rather than forcing a less flowing, less natural prose. Even so, I managed to 

return to my work and dial out the excesses. At this point I should mention that I intended from the 

start to teach all aspects of motor racing to my readers, so that not only will they, hopefully, have a 

fun read, but will also enjoy learning about a wonderful sport. 

Next up for the proof-reading was Susan Horner, who I have known since the late 1970's. She has 

no interest in motor racing and so I was delighted that she almost demanded that I carried on. She 

pointed out quite a few typos and grammatical errors, plus inconsistencies that would have severely 

undermined the book. 

With my motor racing, I was first supported by GRS in 2015. This is Godfrey Racing Support and 

is owned and run by Peter Godfrey. He is ably supported by Patrick Weightman and Steve Foster, 

and these characters can be found in the renamed Goblins, Dragons and Spooks (GDS), which 

consists of Pater Goblin, Padrick Dragon and Steve the Spook. I'll let you work out who is who. I 

am very pleased in the way I have matched both Pater and Padrick to their real-life counterpoints. 

Steve the Spook's behaviour is, sadly, complete fiction. 

Other characters in the book are for the reader to unravel. I will point out that the only completely 

fictitious character is Baron von Cheetah. His job is to do all the naughty things, most of which are 

made up. Yes, I did say most. He is not an evil person, just somebody who is determined to win and 

is willing to go too far. He does have redeeming moments, one of which is in the very first chapter. 

Anyway, enough chatter. I hope you enjoy the book. 
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1 

Max was ever so excited, but also disappointed and very upset. “Oh dad, you're about to be a racing 

driver. A real racing driver! Please let me come and watch you at your first event, I promise I won't 

get in the way.” 

Max's dad was unequivocal, meaning he would not budge. “Sorry Max, but you’re at school 

tomorrow when I'll be testing my race car, which I need to do in order to get up to speed. There are 

just too many things to do over the weekend. Face it Max; I know you wouldn't mean to get in the 

way, but you would get bored and, besides, when I'm driving there will be nobody to look after 

you.” 

Dad could see that Max was very upset. “The last thing I want to do is distress you. Maybe I 

shouldn't go. I could wait until Silverstone before I start my first race. That's when your mum is 

planning to go, with you and Phoebe. I'll only have to miss three meetings”. 

The thought of dad missing his first races horrified Max. “No dad! You've got to go. Don't worry 

about me; I'm just a silly boy. I'd feel even worse if you didn't go. But you've got to call me before 

you go out for the first time; and straight afterwards. I want to be the first to hear how much fun it 

was. Also, call me straight after every race. Will you do that for me, dad?” 

“Of course I will Max. And you're not silly. For a ten-year-old I cannot believe how grown up you 

behave. Not as grown-up as your little sister, of course, but that's boys for you”. Max's dad gave his 

daughter a wink. 

Phoebe beamed at her mention “And me, dad. You've got to call me as well. After all, if you're not 

here then there's only mum and me to look after Max and you know how hard work he is normally, 

so goodness knows how excitable he'll be over the weekend. Considering that I'm only eight, I don't 

half have some responsibilities.” 

“Alright, alright,” dad chuckled “but in the meantime you two need to get to bed. I'm travelling late 

enough as it is, and I'm not setting off until you kids are tucked in for the night.” 

So off the children went. Max thought he'd stay awake for hours but instead, as soon as his head hit 

the pillow, he was fast asleep.” 
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2 

“Max, Max, wake up!” Phoebe's excitement was overwhelming her. She was shaking Max while 

calling him and the poor boy was so tired he couldn't stop his head from rocking. 

“Phoebe, stop that. I've only just got to sleep, what's got into you? Hold on, where are we? This isn't 

my bed.” Max was trying to rub the sleep from his eyes. Something strange was going on and he 

couldn't think straight. As his brain started to work and he looked around he had a sudden 

realisation “Are we in a caravan?” 

“Oh yes Max.”, replied his sister “and look out of the window.” Max did as instructed and could not 

believe his eyes. It was light, and there were Caterham Seven racing cars everywhere. One of those 

Caterhams was parked right outside the caravan. It was coloured a lovely dark blue and had the 

name Marc Navaero written along the side - his dad's name! And his dad was standing alongside, 

waving and grinning like a Cheshire cat. 

Max sprang up and out of the little caravan, closely followed by Phoebe, completely failing to see 

poor mum who was about to start breakfast “don't mind me, kids, I'm just the household servant” 

she called, smiling. 

“Uh? Um. Oh, sorry mum. Morning.” replied Max. “Dad, what's going on? Is this Donington Park? 

Why are we here? How did we get here?” 

“Calm down Max. You too Phoebe. It's simple really,” dad explained “mum and I waited until you 

were both asleep and gently scooped you both out of your beds and... Calm down Phoebe, we 

agreed I'd tell the story”. 

Phoebe was too animated to calm down “But I woke up, so mum and dad whispered to me their 

plans and told me to not wake you. We settled in the back seat and, in order to stop you lolloping all 

the way here, I cuddled against you and fell asleep on the way. I woke up in the caravan and 

couldn't wait to wake you.” 

“You cuddled against me? All the way? Ew, how far was that?” Max was mortified, but then 

realised where he was “I've never been to a proper racing circuit before. And dad is competing! Can 

I sit in your car, dad? I promise not to break anything; it's just that I haven't seen it before, what 

with it having to go away for preparation straight from the person you bought it from. It's a 

beautiful looking car, dad”. 

“Sorry son, but the rock trolls won't be happy if someone else sits in it before I go out for the first 

time. I'll ask them if you can sit in it later”. 

“The rock what?” asked Max. 

“The rock trolls” piped up Phoebe “who else do you think? Certainly not the McMillimigs or the 

goblins or the dragons”. 

“Don't forget the spooks” added dad. “Look, see over there that man kneeling and waving his arms 

in the air? He's a McMillimig. And over there, that short green man with pointy ears, well he's a 

goblin. Oh, here comes Rock Bernie, he's the chief rock troll who is looking after my car. I'll 

explain more later Max, I need to talk with Bernie.” 

And so off strolled dad, in deep discussion with a great lumbering troll, who was dragging a 

wooden club behind him. Max was perplexed, but not too confused to seize an opportunity. So 

when Phoebe went into the caravan to help with the breakfast, naughty little Max clambered into 

dad's car. No sooner had Max installed himself into the driving seat and grasped hold of the steering 
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wheel when, whoosh like an airbag, out shot what looked like white sheet with two eyes and a 

mouth “Whoo-oooo! Who's a naughty boy?” 

“Aargh!” called Max, but not too loud as he didn't want to be caught “A ghost!” 

“Ghost? How insulting! I'm a spook”, replied the spook, “and I work for GDS - that's Goblins, 

Dragons and Spooks. We look after racing cars”. 

“You look like a ghost to me” retorted Max, pleased with himself for being so bold. 

“No, no, no.” replied the spook. “Ghosts look like people who are fading away. They are no good 

with racing cars, as you never know when a spanner will slip through their fingers. Then there are 

ghouls who are too bad tempered and end up breaking more things than they fix. I, on the other 

hand, am a spook. I can fade my way into the bowels of the car and fix it from the inside; very 

efficient. My name is Steve the Spook”. 

“Er, hello Steve?” 

“No, no. If I was called Steve I would have said that. No, I'm called Steve the Spook” 

“Sorry. Hello Steve the Spook.” said Max. “This is all rather strange. Who would have thought that 

a rock troll would look after my dad's car?” 

“I agree” replied Steve the Spook “Rock trolls are horrible creatures. Unlike spooks. And, of course, 

goblins and dragons”. 

“What I mean is,” explained Max, “who would have thought that rock troll, goblins, dragons, 

spooks and McThingies would look after racing cars. Um, no offence meant”. 

“None taken. And they are called McMillimigs; they are a tribe of Macs that love and worship 

motor racing. Anyway, if we didn't look after the cars, who would?” 

“Hold on, what do you mean by goblins and ghosts?” asked Max, who was so confused that he 

forgot to be scared. 

No! There are no ghosts.” Steve the Spook was not impressed. “I work for GDS. The G is for Pater 

Goblin, who owns the company and is a goblin; the D is for Padrick Dragon, who is a dragon and 

the S is for me.  

Suddenly Steve the Spook's eyes widened “Ah, got to go; your breakfast is ready”. And with a ** 

puff ** of smoke, he was gone. 

At that exact moment, mum popped her head out of the caravan door to call Max in “Does your dad 

know you are sitting in his car, young man? Don't worry, I won't tell him. But come in quickly, it is 

too early in the year to be out wearing just pyjamas and a dressing gown”. 
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3 

Breakfast was wolfed down. Max just had to get out and mingle, but before that, dad wanted to lay 

down the ground rules. “Everybody has to sign on first, Max, so don't get in people's way. Then 

they have to get themselves and their cars ready for going out. And that includes me, so I don't want 

to have to chase after you”. 

“Don't worry dad”, Phoebe piped up, “I'll look after Max.” 

Young Master Navaero looked askance at his sister, but mum spoke before he could reply “I'll be 

looking after the two of you, so you'd better behave or you'll be confined to the caravan all 

weekend.” the children were about to protest, but she went on “don't worry, I know you're both 

well-behaved; just don't get too excited”. 

Dad stepped out of the caravan, race-license in hand and young Max followed. Max pointed ahead 

to a building “Dad, I've been looking at your race details which includes a paddock plan. See there, 

that's where you have to sign on.” Of course, dad already knew that, but thanked his son for the 

information anyway. 

Off ran Max only to run straight into the path of an even faster competitor, rushing to the same 

destination. “Yeoooowwww!!” the man cried as he tried to stop suddenly, but only his feet 

temporarily succeeded. The rest, led by his head carried on at unabated speed as he was launched 

into the air, spinning over Max's head and landing in a crumpled heap on the other side. “I'm all 

right” he called, springing up and smiling. Noting both father and son's horror, he placated them 

“don't worry, it was all my fault. I'm just in a hurry to sign on before scrutineering”. 

“Scrutineering is tomorrow,” observed dad,”so you can calm down “I'll walk to the Signing On 

Office with you. We are Marc and Max”. 

“Oh hello Marcandmax, and what's your son called? I'm Crazy Pete and I still can't stop, as I'm 

bound to have forgotten something.” And off into the distance he scampered. 

Two minutes later Max and his dad arrived at the back of the queue for signing-on. Just in front of 

them was a panting Crazy Pete. Max decided to try to introduce himself again “Um, hello, I'm 

Max.” 

Crazy looked at them both as he caught his breath, his eyes lighting in recognition. “Oh, hello 

Marcandmax and Max. Hold on! Oh, sorry. Hello Marc and hello Max. Are you both new drivers?” 

Pete asked, winking at Max. 

“No,” Max laughed, “just dad. He's my dad. I think you guessed that. He's racing with the Caterham 

Classics. Which car are you racing?” 

“I'm also racing a Classic, as are the two fellows in front. You see that chap at the front? He's the 

current champion and hot favourite for this season, Grayson Smidt. He's always very composed and 

methodical, not at all like me” grinned Crazy. 

“Yes, Crazy Pete tries his best,” quipped the other driver, just in front of them, “but is usually just 

very trying. Ah, hold on, that's meant to be a joke; Pete and I have had many a fun battle. Anyway, I 

couldn't help hearing your conversation. I'm Colin. And here comes Parky Ranger,” commented 

Colin as Parky joined the back of the queue. “Parky, meet our new competitor Marc and his son 

Max”. 

“Ah, a new victim,” joked Parky, rubbing his hands together. “Hold on, I recognise the name; Aren't 

you the Rock Troll's new customer? Colin is also being looked after by them, so I suppose he had 
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better be nice to you. I can be horrible though, as Team McMillimigs look after me”. 

During all the talk, little Max's head was swivelling this way and that, trying to listen to and absorb 

everything. Grayson, having signed on, was now leaving and could see how excited Max was and 

chuckled at him “this is the calm before the storm; I dread to see how hyperactive you are going to 

be when your dad gets out on circuit, never mind when he actually races.” he extended his hand to 

Max and smiled at his dad “speak to you later Marc”. 

Max took Grayson's hand and shook it shyly “Hello Grayson. Hi Crazy and, er, um”. 

Grayson was helpful “That's Parky and he's Colin. Don't worry, there are a lot of names to 

remember so we won't be offended when you forget them all. Oh, and be nice to Parky. His 

girlfriend is a genie. Behave and she may grant you a wish or two.” 

 

4 

“Dad, you look like a bank robber” Max quipped as his father put on a fire-proof balaclava. 

“If you are not careful, I'll be robbing your piggy-bank, young man. Now, how do I fasten this 

crash-helmet?” 

Both Max and dad only spent twenty minutes on the problem before realising that they did not have 

a clue. Then Phoebe appeared, took one look at it and exclaimed “It's easy, you just thread the strap 

through one side of the clasp and then back out through the other.” She looked at dad's blank 

expression. “Put your crash-helmet on, dad; I'll fasten it. But you are going to have to learn how to 

do it on your own. I won't always be here for you.” 

So dad did as he was told, waited patiently for Phoebe to tighten the strap and then approached his 

Caterham. It was a tiny car and Dad Navaero towered over it. Which would not be so bad but for 

the fact that it was topped with a roll-cage, a collection of thick round bars bent to shape so that the 

occupant would be protected if the car ever rolled over. The problem was, how to get in? And once 

inside there were all sorts of straps to attach, to form what looked like rather complicated seat belts. 

Dad was confused “I think I need Phoebe!” 

“Don't worry,” Rock Bernie assured him “it's easy. I'll get you in and strapped up nice and tight”. 

Dad wasn't fully assured as he could see other drivers in the distance inserting themselves into their 

steeds. Crazy Pete lithely clambered on top the cage, raised himself to full height and took a step 

into the gap in the cage; allowing gravity to do its job, he raised outstretched legs just at the right 

time, using his hands on the cage to catch himself and swing into position. With a flurry of arms and 

belts he was ready to go, looking around into the passenger compartment for his crash-helmet. It 

wasn't there, so he unbuckled himself, crawled out of the side of his car and staggered off to find it. 

Parky was looking on at all this, slowly shaking his head as he coolly approached his car, stepped in 

with his left-leg though the gap in the side, grabbed the roll-cage with both hands and pulled his 

right-leg through; then Parky lowered himself into a crouching position before easily extending his 

legs forward, so that he was comfortably in the correct position. A beautiful genie leaned in to kiss 

him on the crash-helmet before she buckled his belts for him. 

Dad was apprehensive watching all this “I think I'll use Parky's method. But without the kiss, if you 

don't mind, Rock Bernie”. Phoebe dashed up and offered hers instead. Max grimaced. 

Just then, from the tannoys, drivers were called to the Assembly Area, which is where all drivers 

gather before they are released onto the circuit. Children are not allowed there, so Max watched his 

dad drive off before joining his sister and mum, to go and find somewhere to watch. 
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5 

The family headed to a grandstand at the far end of the paddock. It was freezing cold weather and 

so it felt like a long walk. On arrival, they noticed that is was a really steep climb to a decent seat. “I 

think we need a ski-lift” commented Phoebe. 

“Preferably with a St. Bernard's dog at the top, with a barrel of rum” replied mum. 

“Don't be naughty, mum” responded Max “but a supply of oxygen may not be a bad idea.” 

When they found a seat, they were greeted by a kindly woman “Hello, I'm Rose. You come and join 

me. Share my flask of hot tea.” With that introduction, she handed out plastic cups and filled them, 

whispering to mum “I'm afraid there's no rum in there”. 

Just at that point the cars were released from the Assembly Area, through the pit lane and onto the 

circuit. Rose identified them to her new friends. First out was Grayson Smidt, followed by Master 

Steve, then Navaero Senior. “Ah, you see those two cars behind your dad?” pointed Rose “they are 

Trevor Mint, followed by Thomas Teapoux; they like to learn the circuit together, always co-

operating with each other. Behind them is my husband Michael”. 

“Do you mean Lord Oftenbroke?” gasped Max's mum. 

“Wow!” Exclaimed Max, “Are you a Lady?” 

“Considering this skirt I'm wearing, one would hope I'm not a man” laughed Lady Rose. “You are 

correct, of course, Lord Michael Oftenbroke is my husband. Ah, here comes one more car; it's 

Crazy. He's behaving while he drives through the pit-lane. Don't worry; that won't last.” 

Max was bopping up and down in anticipation of all the drivers returning at the end of their out-lap. 

Sure enough, Grayson was first to appear in the far distance as he joined the long straight leading 

towards the final corners. He was already a long way ahead of the others as he smoothly braked 

hard, turned right and then left and accelerated into the distance; no drama and the perfect racing 

line for this set of corners called a chicane. 

Next up was Thomas, who was leading Trevor. Being the front of the two, Thomas was driving into 

the air first and that wind resistance slowed him down. The air was being punched to the side of 

Thomas's car and, because it did not settle back for a few seconds, Trevor, behind had less wind 

resistance and so was going faster. Before they reached the braking zone, Trevor pulled out and, 

even though he drove straight into the heavier air, he was now travelling much faster than Thomas 

and so easily passed him. Lady Rose commented on this to Max, who was enthralled “They work 

together during testing and qualifying. They swap places like this all the time, learning as they go 

along. Then afterwards they discuss all they have learnt and come up with ways to go even faster. 

Thomas finished last year as runner-up in the championship and Trevor was third. Ah here comes 

Crazy.” 

Crazy arrived next at the chicane, braking very late. As he turned in, all four wheels locked up and 

sideways he went, but the slide was caught and as he reached the first apex the car straightened and 

away he accelerated. Then came Max's dad, which was confusing for the boy “why is dad so slow?” 

“What makes you think he's slow?” asked Lady Rose. “Don't answer that; I understand your 

confusion. The first lap pace of each driver means very little. You see, some drivers like to take their 

time for the first few laps, like Parky who's coming next. Others, like Thomas and Trevor like to 

find the limit right from the start. Your dad is driving his car for the first time, so the sensible thing 

is to start slow and build up as he gets used to it.” 
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The session went on, with Max and Phoebe waving at the drivers each time they approached the 

chicane, although no driver saw them and so didn't wave back. Aside from Grayson, of course, but 

it took even him fifteen minutes to respond, which then made both children even more excitable and 

frenetic. 

It was fun, even though not too much happened. Max loved watching Trevor and Thomas passing 

each other at the same point every lap; he enjoyed each lap that Grayson smoothly negotiated the 

chicane, every one perfect; he enjoyed Crazy slithering round almost as quickly and only having 

one spin, which in itself was fun. But the highlight was when dad passed a car for the first time. He 

went on to pass another car later on, and that was voted as the second best moment. 

 

6 

Max waved at Crazy Pete as he drove past, on his way to the McMillimigs with a front wheel-arch 

flapping. Returning to the Rock Trolls was Dad, Lord Oftenbroke and Colin Netherfree. All three 

clambered out of their cars and removed crash-helmets that revealed beaming faces. “What did you 

think of that, then, Marc?” asked Colin. 

Max's dad had a grin even bigger than his son's “That was amazing! Awesome! Incredible! I just 

don't believe how intense it all was.” 

Phoebe watched on and shook her head “Mum's right. The only difference between boys and men 

are the size and price of their toys.” 

“Intense?” asked Colin, “You just wait until your first race. Now that will be intense. This is just a 

preparation, you wait and see. What was that you said, young lady? Toys indeed!” 

“Yes, it is all very intense,” casually commented Lord Oftenbroke. “Anyway, who's for a cup of 

tea?” 

Max was wishing he could get involved, when he saw Parky and his genie walk by. She smiled at 

Max, then winked. 
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7 

Evening had come and the Navaero's were in their caravan with the Oftenbrokes as special guests. 

They were having curry and dad added extra spices as a treat. “Well, I deserve it,” he observed, “it 

has been an exhausting day.” 

“It must have been exhausting, the amount of times you passed me” Lord Michael harrumphed. He 

then laughed and praised Marc “Seriously though, you did pick up speed as the day went on. Give it 

ten years and you will be almost as fast as Smidt.” 

Max laughed out loud. He had been buzzing all day long, so half the things that were said to him 

didn't filter into his brain until much later. Like now. “Um. Lady Rose, you were saying earlier 

today how Thomas and Trevor always work together. So how come Grayson is champion if they are 

so good?” he asked. 

“They are both very good,” replied Lady Rose, “but Grayson is simply brilliant; he really is an 

exceptional racing driver. You know, all three of them prepare their own cars all by themselves.” 

And so the evening went on, but not for too long as the drivers had to be up early for preparations 

before qualifying “Right then, I'll go and fetch the Rolls” decided Lord Oftenbroke. “We have to be 

off to our five-star hotel tonight. Unfortunately we have to slum it tonight as there is nowhere more 

suitable for our exclusive demands.” And so up he got, and marched out of the caravan. 

Max showed that he was impressed in the way his eyes widened. Phoebe just raised her eyes in 

disbelief. Lady Rose just smiled “I apologise for Michael, but he's not really a snob.” 

Within minutes, a clapped out Ford Mondeo pulled up and Lady Rose stood. “It looks like my Rolls 

has arrived. We'll be off now to that not-quite five-Star TravelStay. £20 a night you know.” And 

with that they were gone. 
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It had been a terrific day, and that was just testing; Max couldn't wait for the next. He knew that, the 

sooner he got to bed, the sooner morning would arrive; but how could he possibly expect to sleep? 

He did though; just like the previous night, no sooner than he had put his head on the pillow he was 

asleep. Even as he was drifting off he was thinking “Again? This is not like me.” 

Moments later, Max was wide awake, stirred by the smell of cooking. He sat up and opened the 

curtains by his bed. Peering through them, he saw his dad approaching, holding a tray of freshly 

made bacon butties. In the distance, Rock Bernie was holding slices of bacon whilst a dragon 

breathed fire over them. What looked like a goblin was buttering the tea-cakes, with Steve the 

Spook filling and distributing them. 

“Morning kids” called dad as he entered the caravan, “we are being treated to breakfast by the Rock 

Trolls and GDS. Help yourselves.” 

“But dad,” questioned Phoebe, “what about the germs coming out of the dragon's mouth?” 

Just then, the dragon gave out the loudest sneeze ever. Max saw that Rock Bernie became rather 

charred and covered in sticky goo. Max looked away and soothed Phoebe's fears “I'm sure the food 

is fine. Can I have two?” And with that, the family got stuck in? Luckily Max did not have to 

explain the noise. 

Dad had been busy so far “I have already signed on and checked out the car with Rock Bernie. All 

there is to do now is wait for qualifying, which is an hour from now. But I need to be in my race 

overalls within half an hour as I need to be at the Assembly Area twenty minutes before we start.” 

“Why so long?” asked Max. “It seems to be a waste of time, sitting in your car for so long.” 

“Well,” explained dad, “if we all arrived when we are due out, it would be chaotic. Especially as we 

have to do a noise test before they let us in. This way, if everybody turns up early, everybody can be 

processed and lined up and we can all leave at the same time and so get the maximum track time.” 

“The cars don't need a noise test” offered Phoebe, “I can tell you that they are all very noisy.” 

Dad laughed “Well, the test is to ensure the cars are not too noisy. Here, for racing, the limit is 98 

decibels. A decibel is just a way of measuring how loud a noise is and in testing it is usually down 

at 95 decibels, which our cars usually pass with ease. There are some fast road cars, such as 

Lamborghini or Ferrari, that get turned away from track days after failing a noise test, which is 

there to protect local residents. Anyway, after the noise test, we line up in the Assembly Area in 

arrival order and can compose ourselves. A few stragglers may turn up later, but that's fine as it cuts 

down on the initial queue and, anyway, they line up at the back.” 
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And so it was time for qualifying. Dad was an early arrival to the Assembly Area, but not before 

Grayson, Trevor and Thomas. Lord Oftenbroke was next, which allowed Lady Rose to accompany 

Max and Phoebe. “Sorry Max, I know you want to go and help your dad, but children are not 

allowed in the Assembly Area”. 

“I know”, replied Max sulkily, “it is such a dangerous place with all the cars arriving. I might get 

too excited and run about, putting myself at risk of serious injury.” Max harrumphed. 

“Unfortunately for you, Max, you understand exactly”, teased Phoebe “so you have no reason to 

complain. Anyway, you'd just get bored. See, all dad is doing is relaxing and focussing himself on 

qualifying. Where's the fun in that?” 

As the minutes ticked by, Max was determined not to be bored and failed rather badly. Phoebe 

grinned as he balanced himself upright on his stationary bicycle, then rode around for a short 

distance, then stopped and practised his balancing again. 

“Max!” called Lady Rose. Max rode up, ready to absorb the information he was about to observe. 

Lady Rose pointed to the red car that was pulling up behind dad “That's Baron von Cheetah. Also 

known as the Red Baron. He has been known to, how shall I put this, bend the rules. He can be very 

aggressive; in fact I can see Rock Bernie, by your dad, gesturing towards the baron. Good; your dad 

is being warned to be careful.” 

“How come I didn't see him yesterday?” asked Max. 

“Not all drivers take part in testing.” replied Lady Rose. “It is expensive, so you can save a lot of 

money. Or he may have been working.” Then, almost under her breath she continued “Or plotting 

something; I just hope it doesn't involve your dad or my husband.” 

“Finally!” Cried Max, as the barrier leading to the circuit was opened and Grayson led the field out. 

Both kids cried out their encouragement to Marc and were delighted to see him wave at them as he 

calmly pulled off. At that point, all heads turned to a screech of wheels at the entrance as Crazy Pete 

arrived, his timing perfect as he revved his engine for the noise test, then accelerated off to join the 

last of the cars leaving. The Baron, seeing Pete approach in his rear-view mirror, slammed on his 

brakes causing Crazy to lock all four wheels as he slowed as hard as possible to avoid impact. 

“He'll claim he didn't see Pete,” commented Lady Rose, “and frankly I have to say Well Done to the 

Baron; I have no sympathy as drivers should be more careful. No, I'm not being harsh. Now do you 

understand the dangers and why children are not allowed in there?” 

“Er, yes”, replied Max, a little shocked. 
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10 

This time, the group went to watch from the first corner. Max insisted, as he wanted a close-up view 

of the drivers braking and turning into this fast right-hand corner. Once there, the first driver 

through was Smidt and Max could see that he was already fully committed, with all four wheels 

drifting at just the right angle. Not long after was the Baron and Crazy right behind. Just as the 

Baron got to the apex of the corner, the rear of his car slid wide and he braked in an effort to control 

it. Crazy, who had been lining up for a pass, jammed on his brakes in avoidance and had an 

almighty spin, but caught it wonderfully and carried on unabated. The remaining drivers, still 

bedding themselves into the circuit, followed at a much more serene pace. Dad was at the back and 

didn't slide his car at all. 

As each lap passed, Grayson appeared in exactly the same attitude, always perfectly balancing his 

car. Thomas and Trevor were always pacing each other, whilst the Baron was wild. The only 

incident was when Parky clipped the inside of the circuit, upsetting his cars balance and spinning 

into the gravel. Luckily he managed to get back onto the circuit, but he very nearly got stuck. The 

next time round, he left a clear space to the apex, but as the laps progressed, he recovered his line. 

Dad was visibly picking up speed and excited his son by passing Lord Oftenbroke around the 

outside of this corner. Crazy, on the other hand was driving slower and slower and eventually raised 

his hand to indicate he was returning to the pits. 

With five minutes remaining, Max decided it was time to leave, and so headed for the Parc Ferme 

which is located at the end of the pit lane. This is where the cars gather after qualifying and racing, 

so that the scrutineers can examine any car they wish to. Max arrived just as the first of the cars had 

already entered the area and parked where indicated by officials. 

All the drivers got out of their cars and greeted each other, sharing tales. Max could see that Crazy, 

first into Parc Ferme, was chatting with the Baron. Pete was smiling and laughed, then left to chat to 

another driver. Max's dad broke off from his own discussions to approach and chat to his son. 

Everybody was smiling and laughing, demonstrating why they all spend so much on their hobbies. 

Well, almost everybody. The Baron looked on angrily. 

Marc qualified twelfth out of fourteen, one ahead of Crazy Pete, with Lord Oftenbroke last. Thomas 

and Trevor qualified second and third, with the baron fourth. Pole? Who do you think? Well done, 

Grayson. 
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11 

It was mid-afternoon, with the start of the first race rapidly approaching. Dad, having eaten that 

very strong curry the previous evening, needed yet another pre-race toilet break. 

Max's mum was worried “He's been feeling worse and worse. The way he looked – and ran – tells 

me he's not going to make the race”. 

The second call for the Assembly area had already been made and mum left the caravan to wait 

outside the gents in case she could help. Phoebe had gone off with her mum, ostensibly to help, but 

in reality to be the first to laugh at dad. 

So Max was all on his own, dreaming of the day he could drive a racing car. He looked over at all 

the race gear and noticed the spare race-suit. It wouldn't do any harm to try it on, surely? It was a bit 

baggy, but Max managed to zip it up. He wanted to try the boots on next, but they were just too big. 

The gloves weren't, though. Now, should he try the crash-helmet on? Where would the harm be? On 

it went, again a little loose, but he managed to tighten the chin-strap and it wasn't too wobbly. He 

could even see through the visor. All he needed now was a car. 

He looked out of the caravan window and nobody was about, so Max decided to sneak over to the 

Rock Trolls' awning and sit in dad's car. He took a couple of cushions with him so that he could sit 

properly and reach the pedals; not that it mattered as he wasn't going to drive it. But if you are going 

to play, he reasoned, you should play properly. He carefully positioned the cushions and placed 

himself in the driver's seat, putting the seatbelts over him and connecting them. He grasped the 

steering wheel and just enjoyed the brief moment before he should sneak back to the caravan. 

“There you are!” called Rock Bernie. “I've been looking for you.” 

“Er, umm, no Bernie, it's me, Max.” 

“What did you say? Ah, seat belts! Hey, they do look a little slack”. Rock Bernie lent in and 

tightened the belt with poor Max too shocked to say anything more. Bernie then pressed the starter 

button “Come on then Marc, off you trot. Last call to the Assembly Area was ages ago and they will 

start without you”. 

Max had watched dad drive loads of times, so knew what to do. He depressed the clutch pedal, 

pushed the gear lever into first, then slowly released the clutch. The car lurched forward, then 

stalled. 

“Ah!” teased Rock Bernie “You really should not have had that curry. Is that why you are so 

slumped? Come on, let's go”. 

This time, when Max released the clutch, he also applied a little pressure to the accelerator pedal 

and off he went. He drove all the way to the Assembly Area where, he promised himself, he would 

park it up for his dad, thus being the hero by saving time. When he got there he was waved through 

and found himself alone on the circuit! What now? He drove round a couple of corners and found 

himself approaching all the other competitors who were already lined up on the grid. Luckily Marc 

had qualified on the back row, so Max just slotted in and stopped, planning on getting out. 

All of a sudden, the cars at the front launched themselves forward, then the next closest to the front 

and so one. Lord Oftenbroke was last and Max, in shock, finally responded and was away. Max 

didn't understand why everybody didn't start at once as he charged forwards. He was gaining on the 

pack at a massive pace when he remembered that races are preceded with a parade lap, where 

drivers are not allowed to pass each other, but drive at a sensible pace for a complete lap before 

coming to a stop at their correct grid positions for the race start proper. Just in time, Max braked 
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hard and avoided passing Lord Oftenbroke. He then realised that his dad had qualified ahead of 

both the lord, who was already signalling Ma to pass, and Crazy Pete. Max duly passed both cars 

and followed the rest of the pack to line up for the start of the race. 

At this point, a recovering Marc Navaero had located Rock Bernie, but not his car. On seeing Marc, 

Bernie's mouth opened in shock and he pointed towards the grid. Marc was more than a little 

surprised to see his car there. But who was in it? 
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12 

At the head of the stationary grid of cars, a set of red lights appeared. “Oh well”, thought Max, “I'm 

in trouble now no matter what, so I might as well make the most of the moment.” 

As the red lights extinguished, Max’s quick reactions and light weight ensured he made a great 

start. He had already made up six cars by the time he got to the first corner, then after the corner 

passed Thomas Teapoux who was returning from a trip into the gravel; it looked to Max that 

Thomas had been nudged off, possibly by the Baron. Max could see five cars ahead of him, with 

Grayson in the lead, followed by Trevor Mint, Baron von Cheetah, Crazy Pete and Master Steve. 

Two corners later, Crazy out-braked himself and went wide. The Master cautiously slowed in 

avoidance, allowing Max to slip past both of them. Master Steve quickly reacted and passed Crazy 

who was still recovering. 

Whilst the incident allowed Max to pass two cars, it also resulted in the first three pulling away by a 

couple of seconds. Max wanted to watch their lines as he had a lot of learning to do, so needed to 

concentrate hard; while Max was steering one way, those ahead were already steering another. Then 

Max had to watch for the brake lights to appear so he could learn the braking points. Luckily, 

Grayson was driving conservatively at this early stage of the race, so the pack was not pulling away, 

while there was now a decent gap behind to Master Steve. 

Approaching the first corner for the start of the next lap, Max observed where Grayson applied his 

brakes, then Trevor at the same spot a moment later, then, impact! The baron did not brake until 

after he had nudged Trevor, who was pushed off at the same place as Thomas had been disposed of 

during the previous lap. “Well that wasn't very nice” thought Max. 

Slowly but surely over the next two laps, Max closed the gap as he closed on the baron, who was 

not near enough to challenge Grayson. At the start of Lap Five, Max made his move; von Cheetah 

held the inside line for the first corner, but Max bravely and cleanly drove around the outside. It was 

a wonderfully instinctive move, but the baron simply stayed on his racing line and gave Max the 

option of a crash, or backing off. 

“I was ahead on turn-in!” thought Max “That means I had the line and I should not have been 

crowded off”. 

Max knuckled under and two corners later caught out von Cheetah with an audacious dive down the 

inside, forcing the baron to concede the position. Now only Grayson was ahead, and he was picking 

up speed. Max charged after him, and used all the skills he had learnt to close the gap, by the end of 

that lap, to about a second. 

Going into the first corner, Max braked and then felt a gentle impact from behind him. Max braked 

harder and turned the steering wheel, but his car kept going forward, being pushed towards the 

gravel by the car behind. So Max tried lifting off the brake pedal, which had the desired effect of 

taking braking force off the front wheels, so that more force was then available for steering. Max 

then had to catch, with a balanced throttle, the ensuing slide and he returned to the track in third 

place. Behind the baron! Well done Max. 

Max pushed and pushed, rapidly closing on the baron yet again. By the end of the sixth lap he was 

directly behind von Cheetah and approaching the first corner when, figuratively, little horns 

appeared at the side of Max's forehead. One lap later he gave a cheery wave to von Cheetah, who 

was stranded in the gravel. The baron waved back but, with the clenched fist, it did not look to be a 

friendly wave. 
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Grayson had pulled a gap after Max had been pushed off the track, but now that gap was 

diminishing. As they passed the start-finish line on Lap 10, where the Last Lap board was 

displayed, Max was ready to attack. Grayson defended his line by sticking to the inside, so Max 

went to the outside, drove round the outside of Grayson and was through into the lead. Max was 

elated, but also relieved that Grayson was the gentleman he had considered him to be. Max checked 

his mirror and saw Grayson give a friendly wave. What Max did not see, was the baron huffing and 

puffing in the background. 

All Max had to do now was stay ahead for his maiden win, which he duly did. It wasn't easy, as 

Grayson, despite his friendly demeanour, does not like to finish second. But the chequered flag 

belonged to Max as he punched his fist into the air. The marshals and the crowd waved; even the 

baron acknowledging a job well done. Throughout the warming down lap, Max waved to the crowd 

and hooted his horn, all the time trying to figure out how he was going to explain it all to his dad. 
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13 

Max had taken his time returning to Parc Ferme, with most of the drivers passing him along the 

way. By the time he arrived, both Grayson and Trevor, who had recovered to finish third, were 

being interviewed. Standing alongside them was Marc Navaero: Max's dad! Mum was also there as 

was, pointing a wagging finger at Max, Phoebe. As Max pulled up behind the other two podium 

winners, he heard his sister say “I told you it was Max.” And then looking directly at Max 

“Somebody is about to be grounded for the rest of his childhood.” 

Both his parents looked on, perplexed. Grayson placed his hand on dad's shoulder “Cheer up Marc, 

all you've lost is a bit of petrol; you never would have made the start. Look at me! I've lost a race 

win and I'm not complaining.” He then gave a thumbs-up to Max. 

Just as Trevor's interview concluded, the Parc Ferme gates were opened to admit the Baron, who 

had finally been extracted from the gravel trap. As he pulled up, both Thomas and Trevor went over 

for a little chat. “Oh dear,” cried Max, “I don't think the baron is going to be happy with me.” 

“I saw what happened at the first corner, Max, and what you did was wrong.” Dad did not sound 

happy. “Mind you,” he went on, his grimace turning into a smile “I would have done the same. 

Now, I'll think about what punishment to meet out to you. In the meantime, enjoy the moment while 

pondering on what is to come.” 

Farmer Keith, the scrutineer, was already calling Trevor to return to his car, when he turned to Max 

“What is to come is a weigh-in for the top three. I have already told the interviewer that there is no 

time for you to talk, so jump back into your car and follow Grayson and Trevor.” 

Both cars in front of Max passed their test easily, but Max was by now a little uneasy. He is a lot 

lighter than his dad, by fifty kilograms or more, so realised that trouble was about to follow. As he 

pulled up on the scales, his worries were compounded by von Cheetah calling over “Master 

Navaero, we will have a word. Now!” 

Keith called back “No, Taffy boy, right now he will be weighed. Save your tittle tattle for later.” 

With that, he looked at the scales. “My, my. We do have a problem”. 

The thing about race-car weighing-scales is that they are complicated things to operate. There is 

nothing modern or electronic about them. There is a long horizontal beam along which weights can 

be moved.  The beam is pivoted and, when out-of-balance, will rest on a stop at one end or the 

other. The weights on the beam are moved to adjust its balance and when the beam is horizontal, 

and therefore not resting on either stop, the weight can be read off. 

Grayson used this complication to his advantage “You've got it wrong Keith, start again.” And with 

that, Grayson surreptitiously backed onto the scales. 

“Off the scales!” called Farmer Keith. “I wasn't born yesterday.” 

“And I still want a word!” growled the baron. 

“You can wait until I have finished.” called back Keith, determined not to turn back to face the 

Baron, who looked to Max to be very close to the back of his car. 

“Ah, you seem to be legal after all” declared Keith, smiling. 

The baron took a step back. “Now, if you don't mind, I will have that word.” 

Max swallowed as the baron walked to the side of his car and, with a menacing grimace leant in and 

whispered “Well done.” He looked Max straight in the eye, gave the slightest of nods, then 

straightened up, turned, and marched off. 
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14 

The evening meal was a muted affair. Dad's stomach was feeling much better, but he was not very 

talkative. Max understood very well why he would be upset; after all, racing was a life-time 

ambition and the expense of it meant it took a lot of saving up for. A knock at the door was heard 

just before the door opened “Only us.” called Lord Oftenbroke. “Can we come in?” he asked, not 

giving time for an answer. 

“Just in time,” called dad. “I was just about to give my thoughts on today's activities.” 

Phoebe grabbed Max's hand to offer her support, and Max did not pull away. Lady Rose looked 

anxious as she spoke “If you'd like to discuss it first, both Michael and I would be happy to offer 

our thoughts?” 

“No thanks. After Max gave his version of events, I have thought a lot and keep coming to the same 

conclusion. First of all, he is a good boy and, as unbelievable as his story is, I believe him. Some of 

the things he said were, frankly, naughty. But then he is a boy, as Phoebe often reminds me, and so 

he often gets himself into trouble. 

“What Grayson said after the race was right; I would not have raced, so all I lost was a bit of petrol. 

Well, plus a bit of tape to patch up the car's nose-cone after Max nudged off the baron.” Dad smiled 

“That was funny, and worth everything in itself. But you won Max! Of course, you do realise that 

your car really was underweight? Everybody knew. All the drivers, even the baron, supported you 

afterwards. As did Farmer Keith. He knew. 

“So the question that everybody wants to see answered, Max, is: how fast are you when at a legal 

weight?” Dad looked around. “Well, I want to know. Rock Bernie is already installing the ballast 

just in case I decide in Max's favour and it would be a shame for him to be wasting his time. Okay 

Lady Rose, you offered to give advice. What do you think?” 

Phoebe squeezed Max's hand in anticipation, while Max squirmed and tried to look innocent. Mum 

put her arm around her son and smiled at him. Lady Rose clasped her hands together “Marvellous 

idea. But Max is too young and doesn't have a race licence. How could it be done?” 

“Well that's easy” answered dad, “the same way as last time. He'll sneak onto the grid. Well Max, 

what do you think?” 

“Um, well. Er. Yes, of course I do.” Young Max was exploding with nervousness and anticipation. 

“But what if they stop me and we are found out? We will all be in trouble.” 

“Nonsense!” replied dad. “After all, if I have an upset stomach again,” he winked “and you sneak 

off, how can I be blamed? I'll just cry 'That naughty boy will be grounded for a week!' They can't 

punish you, as you are under-age. Anyway, all the drivers are discussing your natural talent and 

want to see you race again. I've been approached by Trevor, Thomas, Crazy and Parky. They all 

want to see you.” 

“Um, but what about Grayson?” Asked Max? 

“Him?” asked dad. “He encouraged the others to speak to me. That man does not like to be beaten 

and wants to prove himself against you. As for me? Well, I'm just the world's proudest dad. Now, 

maybe I should have another strong curry just to make things more realistic?” 

“I don't think so,” replied mum. She looked at the Oftenbrokes “you don't want to be in a small 

caravan after Marc has eaten a curry.” 
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The following morning Max awoke having, yet again, fallen to sleep immediately. Again, just like 

the previous two mornings, he could not understand how that was possible, nor how time had 

passed so quickly as it felt like only seconds since he had got into bed. 

Over breakfast, dad started to gently break the news “Well son, we can't have you racing with my 

overalls as they are not a fit. And as for my crash-helmet! It is far too big for your little head. Mind 

you, that may change if you win races and become cocky! Until then, though, you need your own 

crash helmet and race-wear.” 

“Um, er, are you saying I cannot race, dad?” 

“Worse than that, Max.” Dad was very serious. “There is a shop on at the circuit, so we can buy 

everything you need. But there is a problem.” 

“Dad, just tell me?” 

“Well, it is all a lot of money. How serious are you about racing young man? It has all got to come 

out of your pocket money.” 

Max tried to lighten the issue “Ah. I see what you mean. That is serious. And it is fairly certain that 

I have not got enough.” 

“You can borrow my savings Max,” chipped in his sister. “After all, you'll owe me for years. And 

all that time you'll have to be nice to me” Phoebe winked at her brother. 

“There's no need for that, Phoebe.” chipped in their mother. “After all, the poor lad won't be able to 

cope with being nice for so long. No, me and your dad have decided that we will make the 

purchase, but Max will have to work it off. From now on he'll make his own bed, tidy his room and 

wash the car every week.” 

“And that is just the start young man,” added dad. “We will find plenty more chores for you.” 

Max did not hesitate “I'll do it dad and I won't let you down.” 

Dad turned serious once more “But it is only for one race, Max. I'll be racing after today. There is 

no way the officials and competitors will turn a blind eye any further; not all of them. So it is a lot 

of money for just twenty minutes of racing.” 

“I know dad. But every time I am doing one of the jobs you give me, I'll be able to remember this 

weekend and it will all be worthwhile.” 

Dad ended the conversation “Come on then, as long as you know what you are letting yourself into. 

Now, it is an early race so we have no time to lose. Let's go shopping!” With that, dad marched out 

of the caravan with Max rushing to keep up. 
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Max was on the starting grid again, but this time with the knowledge and permission of his dad. 

Nobody else knew of course; not any of the competitors or any of the officials. If they had known 

then Max would have been stopped. Earlier, in the Assembly Area where all the competitors had 

gathered, Marc Navaero was standing by his car, giving advice to the rather small driver inside it. 

Lady Rose was alongside chatting with her husband. Farmer Keith walked by and gave a cheery 

wave to Marc. All the drivers and their friends and family said hello to, or waved at Marc. But, of 

course, nobody knew that Max was driving. 

The red starting lights came on and all the drivers responded by revving their engines. Max did the 

same, focussing himself completely on the lights; as soon as they went out he released his clutch, 

which allowed the engine's power to be transmitted to the wheels, and away he went. Crazy Pete 

made a lightning start and passed several slower reacting drivers ahead. Meanwhile Max had 

applied too much power too early and so his wheels spun, reducing his acceleration and allowing 

Lord Oftenbroke to pass him before the first corner. 

The cars ahead were pulling away and Max, eager not to lose touch, pulled out to pass Lord 

Oftenbroke around the outside of the next right-handed corner. Now Max was compromised for the 

following bend to the left and had to slow down, allowing his rival to recover his position and pull 

away. 

“Calm down Max,” he said to himself “This is a long race and there is plenty of time. By rushing, 

you will only drop further back, so be patient.” So Max waited behind Lord Oftenbroke until the 

long straight towards the end of the lap, where he easily took the place. Entering a chicane, a tight 

right then left section designed to slow cars down from over 100 miles per hour down to around 30, 

he could see the pack disappearing. Max knew that the gap was so large because he had slowed 

Lord Oftenbroke down for no good reason, meaning both drivers fell back. 

It took half the race for Max to close the gap to the pack. By then, he could see that Crazy Pete had 

fallen back and was duelling with Parky and Master Steve. Max saw Parky challenge The Master by 

trying to out-brake him going into a corner, but his rival turned in as normal, forcing Parky to slow 

more than he had anticipated, which allowed Crazy through and Max followed. Next, Crazy made a 

move on The Master and was rebuffed in the same way, allowing Max to gain another position, but 

Crazy held Parky at bay. Going into that last corner chicane, Max decided it was his turn to attack 

Steve, pulling to the right and braking later than The Master in order to claim the corner. Max could 

see Parky in his mirrors attempting exactly the same manoeuvre. Both Max and Parky succeeded, 

and Max looked ahead to see how far ahead his next target was. 

All the cars in Max's race were built to exactly the same specifications, so they all had roughly the 

same performance. The car at the front is always a little slower, as it is pushing the air out of the 

way, so there is less air-resistance for the cars behind. Max was about to learn about this as, 

approaching the first corner of the next lap, The Master pulled to his left side and Parky appeared 

on his right. As all three braked, Crazy passed between Max and Parky to lead them all by the apex. 

But Pete had entered the corner a little too fast and so his car skewed sideways, Allowing Parky 

back through. Max challenged Crazy on the exit of the corner, but Pete recovered himself and 

stayed ahead. 

And so it went on, each driver looking for an advantage where they could break away. Crazy's main 

advantage was at the chicane where he developed the best braking point and so usually made a pass. 

His weak points were the straight leading to that chicane, where he was invariably passed in the first 

place, and the following Start/Finish straight where he was passed again. 
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The four circulated each lap, nose-to-tail, pouncing on any minor mistake to make a place. On the 

final lap, with Max at the rear of the pack, Crazy pulled out for another pass at the chicane to lead 

the group home. But he braked a little too hard this time and locked his brakes. With the front 

wheels momentarily stationary, with tyre smoke pouring from where they sat on the track, Pete lost 

some of his braking effort and so he went straight over the chicane, spun, and became beached in 

the gravel, on the final corner of the race! The two cars immediately behind Crazy scattered in 

avoidance, slowing enough to allow them to safely avoid the hazard. Max, just a little further back, 

was able to continue unabated, leading the now trio at the chequered flag. 

Max had not, at any time, been racing for the lead, but he did not care. He had a brilliant time and, 

from the sound his rivals were making by blaring their horns to the crowds and marshals, so had 

they. Max joined in, ensuring he pipped and waved at every marshal and also acknowledging the 

crowds applause. As he slowly threaded his way through the chicane before peeling off into the pits, 

he acknowledged Crazy who, while still stuck, was applauding his three rivals. 

Entering the Assembly Area, Max pulled over and could see drivers had already got out of their cars 

and were talking animatedly to each other. Grayson was in the background, being interviewed after 

a flawless win. Max was looking forward to joining them, but was exhausted, so closed his eyes, 

just for a moment, and was asleep. 
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“Max! Wake up!” Phoebe was rather insistent. “You are so lazy! It is nearly eight! It's time for 

school” 

“What? Where am I?” asked Max. 

“In bed of course; where do you think? Anyway, dad's on the phone. He's about to go onto the 

circuit for the first time and has rung to tell us all about it. He is really excited.” 

Max was tired and confused, but then he realised it was all a dream. “Oh no!” he thought to himself. 

“But it was so realistic. And all those friends I had made and now I won't see any of them again. Or 

race again. Well, the racing will come. One day Max, one day.” 

“Come on Max, dad's waiting. He's talking to mum now; he spoke to me first. What's up Max, you 

look really upset?” 

“Oh, don't worry about me,” replied Max. “I've just had a really weird dream.” 

“Not as weird as the one I had last night,” replied Phoebe. “I dreamt that you was a racing driver 

instead of dad!” 

 

18 

Dad told Max that he was getting used to how a race weekend was run and had already met some of 

the drivers, who he was getting on with. But Max then had to wait until after school before Dad 

called back again to give another report. When that time came, dad explained how he had driven 

slowly at first to allow himself to get used to his car, but had gradually picked up speed as the day 

progressed. He still was not fast enough, but needed more experience to be able to go faster. 

Late the following morning, after he had completed his qualifying laps, dad called his family. He 

explained to Max that the qualifying session sorted out the starting order for both races. Of the 

fourteen starters, Max was a little disappointed to hear that his dad had only lined up in twelfth 

place for both races. 

Dad called again in the afternoon and the news was even worse. Towards the end of his race a part 

on his car failed, causing him to retire. Even so, he was classified in twelfth place so he didn't finish 

last. 

Sunday came and Max received another race report, starting with “Would you believe it? After 

yesterday's stub axle failure, today my wheel bearing failed.” 

Max had to interrupt “Dad, I'm ten years old; I haven't a clue what you are saying. Did you win?” 

“No son,” replied his dad, a little despondently, “I'm sorry to report that I retired again, this time on 

the fifth lap. It wasn't a successful opening race weekend was it? Maybe I should let you drive next 

time, Max. After all, you won't do any worse. Actually, that reminds me; last night I had the 

strangest dream.” 
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1 

Max's dad was getting ready to leave “It's a long way to Anglesey, so I need to leave early. Are you 

two kids going to be alright?” 

Phoebe answered for the family “We shall be fine, dad. Well, me and mum anyway. I'm not sure 

about Max, especially the way he has been acting lately.” 

Mum agreed “I can't say I'm upset with the sudden change, but it has all come as a shock. Maybe I 

should take Max to visit the doctor.” 

“I can't win!” complains Max “All I am doing is washing dad's car and making my bed. I thought 

you would all be happy.” 

“We are Max.” consoled dad. “But it is such a sudden change, ever since I returned home from my 

first race, when your bed was already made and then you pounced on my car with a bucket of water 

and a sponge. I am not complaining, but you can't blame me for being a little confused.” 

“It's just a dream I had over that weekend where I felt I was there with you.” explained Max. “Now 

I feel I owe it to you, dad, to do those chores. It was such a good dream; I just wish I could dream it 

again.” Max suddenly had a vision of Parky’s genie girlfriend smiling at him. 

“What is it Max?” asked dad.  “You look like you've just seen a ghost.” 

“Not a ghost dad, but I have a feeling all of those car washes are about to be rewarded” Max 

grinned. 

Mum misunderstood her son “Ah, so that is what this is all about. Don't you think you have enough 

pocket money already? If we give you any more, your dad won't be able to go racing.” 

“No mum, I have more than enough spending money. It is hard to explain, but I feel like I'm being 

rewarded.” 

“Hmm.” contemplated Phoebe. “I have heard that tidiness has its own reward; I don't like the sound 

of this.” 

Soon dad had packed his car, hitched up his caravan and was on his way. Max's mother and sister 

were very surprised at how soon afterwards Max proclaimed his tiredness and went to bed. It seems 

he was tired too, as he was asleep in moments. 
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Was he or wasn't he? That was the question. Max opened his eyes, which didn't help as he was 

under the duvet. Try again. He reached his hands upwards, grasped the ends of the quilt and slowly 

pulled it down to see... Phoebe's smiling face. “Morning Max! Up you get, we have a busy day 

ahead.” 

“Move Phoebe, I'm trying to see where I am.” 

“You're in bed, silly! Look about and you will know exactly where you are.” 

Even though Max's eyes had been open for almost a minute, he realised that he had not been using 

them. He looked around and saw what looked very much like a caravan interior. He laughed 

“Anglesey! How did we get here?” 

“Who cares?” replied Phoebe. “Seriously though Max, I woke up a short while ago and here we 

were.” 

Max bounced out of bed and into the living area. “Hi mum. Where's dad?” He looked out of the 

window and gasped at the view of the mountains and the sea. He was about to dash outside, when 

mum called “Stop right there. First you will have breakfast and then you will get dressed. Dad has a 

treat for the two of you this morning, but you will have to be quick as the wind is forecasted to get 

quite nasty later on, so we will not waste time.” 

“What treat, mum?” asked Phoebe. “Are we both going to drive the race car?” 

“Do you want to?” asked mum. 

“No thank you.” replied Phoebe. “What a horrible idea. I don't mind watching dad. Or Max if I 

must, especially if I need a good laugh”. 

Max was too busy eating to respond, but managed a quick grunt. It was clear to Phoebe that he was 

thinking about the treat, as was she. 

There was not long to wait. 
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Dad had made arrangements for some introductions. “Okay kids, let’s go and meet some of the guys 

in the paddock.” As he left the caravan, Max and Phoebe followed, listening to him explain. “As 

you know, the Rock Trolls are looking after me, but there are also a couple more teams that look 

after other drivers. One of them is GDS. They don't look after any of the cars in the class that I race 

in, but you will see them about and I, or rather they, don't want you two being wary of them.” 

As they were walking, with a ** puff **, a white sheet with eyes and a mouth appeared. Dad turned 

back to his children “Don't worry, this is Steve the Spook.” 

Max was about to speak, but then noticed Steve the Spook shaking his head; well, Max assumed 

that he was. Just at that point a dragon landed to Max's left, whilst at the same time, Baron von 

Cheetah, who happened to be passing, called out “Why are you shaking your head, Steve Spook? 

Have you two already met?” 

“Don't you start creating trouble” called out the dragon, who then burped, sending a flash of flame 

over Max's head. “Oops, sorry” the dragon sniggered. 

The baron, whose head was now scorched, was not amused. He noticed Parky Ranger in the 

background, alongside the genie, and decided to take advantage of her presence by calling out “I 

wish Padrick would stop burping fire!” 

Padrick Dragon sniggered and burped. There was no fire! He then grinned and burped again. 

Nothing. “Dear oh dear,” he cried, smiling “I do wish the baron's wishes would not come true. Only 

the silly one's, of course.” 

Padrick burped again, shooting an extra-large stream of fire over Max's head, leaving a rather 

bemused baron, sporting a very frazzled hairdo, with nothing to do but stomp off in a foul mood. 

Padrick sniggered again and spoke in a much deeper, threatening voice “Now where's this little boy 

I'm supposed to eat?” 

Max quickly hid behind his dad, with Phoebe looking on bemused. “Did I say eat?” continued the 

dragon, laughing. “Sorry, I meant meet”. 

Max was poked in the back and turned to see, well, he did not know what he saw. “Hello, I'm Pater 

Goblin. Don't you be afraid of that big soft lump; he's just a pussy-cat. No!” That last comment was 

Pater calling to Padrick, whose eyes were lighting up with happy thoughts. “Just because I called 

you a pussy-cat doesn't mean you can roll on your back and demand a tummy rub while flapping 

your wings! Again! You do that and the resultant damage will be repaired at your expense.” 

Padrick's eyes drooped. 

Just at that moment, ** puff **, Steve the Spook appeared to Max's right. “Hello, I'm, eeuurr” said 

Steve the Spook, before going quiet, his eyes rolling. 

“He's done it again!” exclaimed Pater Goblin. 

Max was astonished and pointed to his left “But Steve the Spook's still over there as well.” 

“Oh! That explains it!” whimpered Steve the Spook, who ** puff ** disappeared. His other self also 

** puff ** disappeared and then there was another ** puff ** as he reappeared to Max's right. 

“Do you feel any better?” asked Pater who, not waiting for an answer turned back to Max “Do you 

know when you parent's complain that they can't be in two places at once? Well don't believe the 

hype; it is not at all as good an idea as you would think. Poor little Spooky is always doing it. The 

problem is, his mind also ends up split into two places.” 
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“I'm not Spooky, I'm Steve the ooooohhhh!” complained Steve the Spook. “I'm going for a lie 

down.” And with a ** puff ** he was gone. 

 

 

4 

“Wow!” Max was impressed. “Those views are incredible.” 

“It's a shame it is so cold,” added Phoebe. “Considering that it is now April, I didn't realise it could 

get this cold. As for the wind!” Just then she spotted Padrick flying above the coast, examining the 

circuit from the air. A sudden gust of wind caught him and he was blown out to sea. 

“It will get even colder if you stand around here all day.” commented dad. “We are only at the 

second corner and we have just half an hour left to complete our tour of the circuit. Back on your 

bicycles now, I want to study the curved straight ahead.” 

“How can you have a curved straight, dad?” asked Max, as he mounted his bike. “It can't be straight 

if it's curved, surely?” 

“Alright, you have me there,” conceded dad. “It is a long, fast bend, but is treated as a straight 

because it is full power all the way to the next corner. It is trickier than a straight as I need to choose 

my line carefully.” 

On they cycled, dad stopping at the next corner to examine the kerbs and gain an understanding of 

the best way to drive through. Max was attentive, when he could take his eyes off the sea which was 

to his left and ahead. 

With one more corner study complete, they headed south towards the next, which was tight and 

went to the right until it headed north. Dad explained to Max “Corners like this are called hairpins. 

Drivers have to slow right down for the entry and then get on the power for the exit. I can lose a lot 

of time here and so need to understand it before I test later on today.” 

Now heading north, dad could see that Max was still mesmerised by the sea to the left. Max was 

relieved by the prospect of the following right-hand bend that led inland. Dad chuckled, knowing 

what was to come. He wanted to see his children's reaction to the best effect, so decided to follow 

them closely as he encouraged them “You two cycle ahead. Be careful, because shortly after the 

corner there is a sharp drop.” 

Both kids accelerated off. Rounding the corner they discovered a short rise and so used all of their 

strength to race to the top. There, the track ahead fell away as both shocked youngsters braked to a 

sudden halt to ogle at the sight. They were confronted with the most amazing view, probably the 

best from anywhere on the whole island. From seeing little ahead of them just a moment ago, they 

now observed, separated by the sea, an entire mountain range. 

They both looked back to their dad. “What's up kids?” he asked. “You look spooked.” 

Just then, with a ** puff **, Steve the Spook appeared. “Hello. Did somebody call?” He didn't stay 

long as the wind swept him away before, with a startled ** puff **, he was gone. 

Phoebe rolled her eyes as dad turned back to study the corner in detail. Max was about to coast 

down the hill when his dad called to him “Max, you may want to help me investigate this corner; 

after all, you never know how useful the information will be to you over the weekend.” 

Max thought that sounded promising, so spent the rest of the walk shadowing his father, absorbing 

everything. 
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“I can just about stay upright!” called Max. He was standing next to Lady Rose, but the strong wind 

was creating a racket. They were atop of a hill to the left of the pits, so they could watch the cars go 

round the first-corner hairpin. 

“It is only going to get stronger as the day goes on,” replied Lady Rose. “In fact it is already too 

windy for light aircraft as the local airport has had to close. I saw one struggle to land earlier and he 

was low down, where the wind is at its lightest.” 

The race cars could be heard in the distance. Suddenly Grayson Smidt appeared, followed by some 

distance by Colin Netherfree. Grayson slowed almost to a standstill for the hairpin and very 

carefully negotiated it. Colin's approach was much faster and he was visibly harder on the brakes, 

but then got it all wrong and was not able to turn until he was almost off the circuit. He just about 

recovered himself and accelerated out of the corner, now even further adrift of Grayson. 

“You know the conditions are tricky when Grayson is struggling,” called Lady Rose to Max, “but 

his caution is obviously wise, as Colin demonstrated.” 

All the other cars, including Max's dad, safely rounded the hairpin, but they were all even more 

cautious than Smidt had been. 

“I'm looking forward to seeing Crazy go round this corner,” called Max. “Actually, I haven't seen 

him all morning. Where is he?” 

“He's poorly, bless him.” replied Lady Rose. “He called to let us know he wouldn't be attending as 

he cannot stop coughing. He only has to say one word to collapse into another coughing fit. It took 

him ten minutes to say just that.” 

As time progressed, each of the drivers got faster and faster as they approached the corner, but 

Grayson always seemed to be a little slower that he might have been, which confused Max. Of 

course, Lady Rose had an answer but just advised Max to wait for the session to unfold. 

One by one, drivers miscalculated their braking spot and went wide, often onto the grass. Then 

Parky Ranger, usually a very consistent driver, got it all wrong, locking his brakes as he went 

straight off and gently crashed into the tyre-wall. Red flags were waved by marshals all around the 

circuit, indicating to the drivers that the session was suspended and that they were to slowly and 

carefully return to the pit lane. 

“The marshals will extract Parky from the tyre wall and help him back to the pits,” explained Rose. 

“The tyre-wall will be examined and repaired if necessary then, if there is time, the session will 

resume. So, Max. Can you explain why Parky crashed, especially bearing in mind that, by now, he 

has learnt how to take the corner? A clue is that this will also answer Grayson's apparent lack of 

pace.” 

Max thought hard but could not come up with a reason. 

“Here's another clue,” offered Lady Rose. “Can you feel the wind, and how it seems to be blowing 

at us in different directions?” Max nodded as Lady Rose continued “It is very blustery. The drivers, 

seated inside their cars, cannot feel the wind and so don't know what direction it is blowing from.” 

“Oh, I think I understand,” smiled Max. “If the wind blows directly towards the driver, it is helping 

to slow them down, but if it is blowing the same direction that the car is travelling, slowing down is 

harder and so more stopping distance is needed. So Grayson was being careful in case the wind 

caught him out!” 
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“Exactly!” cried Lady Rose. She was very pleased for Max. “Well done. Mind you, come qualifying 

tomorrow Grayson will take more liberties as he will want pole position. But there is no point 

risking a crash in the very first test session. 

Max was pleased that he had worked it all out for himself. With a bit of luck, he may even get to put 

his new knowledge to a practical use. 
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Bernie was showing Max how his support staff went about their job “It's a good thing your dad has 

support with us Rock Trolls. We are a far better choice than those other muppets.” 

Max liked the GDS team and so wanted to defend them. First, though, he would find out what to 

protect them from “They seem to know what they are doing. And Team McMillimigs have a lot of 

customers so they must be pretty good.” 

“Pah!” responded Rock Bernie. “First off, the McMillimigs are a bunch of religious nuts. They 

worship their god who, once he feels sufficiently wanted, performs the required transformation. For 

example, if a front wheel is torn off in an accident, two McMillimigs pray for an hour and it is 

fixed. Perfectly! What sort of mechanical work is that? I doubt he's even a proper god! 

“As for GDS; where do I begin? Alright, we make a good team when making toast, but Padrick 

can't even get that right. All he does is breathe fire on things, or jump up and down on them. Then 

there's that spoo.., hold on, that was close. Never say his name, or there he is in front of you; how 

creepy is that? He disappears into the cars innards and does goodness knows what, and then the 

thing works! As for the goblin; anyone would think he owned the place!” 

“He does.” interrupted Max. 

“That's not the point. All he does is organise and get stuck in. How can you call any of that real 

mechanic's work?” 

“So how do you do things differently?” asked Max. 

“By doing things properly, that's how. We each have our own personal club and we whack the 

offending part until it works again.” Rock Bernie sounded very proud. “All the clubs are made of 

various types of wood, all differently sized. Here, allow me to show you how to properly change 

your dad's wheel.” 

Bernie started to thump a perfectly healthy front wheel until the wheel nuts vibrated off and the 

wheel itself fell to the floor. It was then nudged out of the way and the replacement wheel was 

whacked so hard that it bounced into the air. A side-swipe delivered the wheel perfectly onto the car. 

Each wheel nut was then delivered in a similar manner and were then repeatedly tapped until they 

were fully screwed on. 

Bernie then described the final stage “I just need to tighten them up correctly with this separate 

torque club, and then we are done. There!” 

Max had to admit that he was impressed. 

Just at that point, Pater Goblin entered the workshop. He was not happy “Has anyone seen Padrick? 

I haven't seen him since the morning”. Max shook his head while Bernie shrugged. Pater was 

concerned “This is not like Padrick and we have loads of work to complete. Even Spooks can’t find 

him. I'd better get back.” 

“Don't worry Pater. If you need any help, I'll send the boys round to lend a hand.” offered Bernie. 

“I might take you up on that, thanks. But please leave the bigger clubs behind.” replied a grateful 

Pater. “Oh, and I looked for the fuel filter you need for Marc, but I couldn't find one. Max, would 

you mind popping over to the McMillimigs to see if they can spare any? Just ask for Andy 

McMillimig.” and with that, Pater left. 

“See what I mean?” Bernie asked Max. “Dragons indeed. You just can't trust the slackers.” 
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Max walked up to the McMillimig's large awning. He was nervous as he had not been there before, 

but often heard chanting coming from the interior. He introduced himself to the first person he saw 

in McMillimig overalls “Um, er, hello. I've been sent to talk to Andy McMillimig.” 

“Sorry lad, I’m busy so I can't help you. Hold on though.” Mr. McMillimig bellowed out “Andy! 

Do you know where Andy is?” 

The reply came back “Sorry Andy, no idea. Hold on, maybe Andy knows.” Then, turning towards 

his colleague questioningly, he replied “No, sorry, and I doubt Andy or Andy knows either.” 

The original Andy looked at Max “Hold on, I have a thought. Andy specialises in non-prayable 

repairs. Try through there” he pointed to a separate section of the awning; Max thanked him and 

headed towards it, disturbing several McMillimigs who were kneeling and bowing around Parky's 

car. “Um, er, excuse me” Max apologised. 

Entering the cordoned off area, Max found a McMillimig taking the bonnet off a car. “Ah lad, I see 

you are looking for me.” 

“Are you Andy McMillimig?” Max asked. 

“That I am. And I see you are after a fuel filter.” 

Max was surprised “Yes. I didn't realise you had been told.” 

“Why would I be told?” Andy looked bemused. “I already knew. Why wouldn't I? 

“Anyway, I'm sorry but I cannot help you. Fuel filters are not usually required, so we only have one 

and I'm just in the process of fitting it into this car. Bad timing and all that. Otherwise I would have 

happily sold it to you.” 

“Are they expensive?” asked Max. 

“No, they only cost a few pence, but I can't go giving away the stock now, can I?” 

“I hope you don’t mind me asking, but who is the boss of this company.” asked Max. 

“Boss? You mean owner. That will be me of course. After all, my name is Andy McMillimig?” 

Max was confused. “But isn’t everybody else who works here also called Andy McMillimig?” 

“Of course they are. What's that to do with it? You're a strange one, you are, lad. Ah, will you look 

at that?” Andy showed Max the faulty fuel filter, who then examined it. Max thought it looked fine, 

but didn't know what it was supposed to look like and so just shrugged. 

“It is perfectly healthy,” observed Andy. “Other repairs have already been carried out, and so I'm 

guessing the boys over-did it on the praying. We usually get side effects of a free wash or polish. Or 

little extra repairs like this! There you go lad, I won't be needing this now.” 

Max thanked Andy, and then asked how much he needed, to which Andy replied “well, as the repair 

cost us nothing, you can have it. After all, we have to spread the faith.” 
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Dad had decided to let Max drive the circuit, but had warned him “Be very careful, son, as the wind 

is building up rather badly. Do not take any risks and DO NOT CRASH! You saw what happened to 

poor Parky; just bear in mind how much more experience he has got.” 

“Are you sure this is wise dad? Of course I will be careful but, as you say, even Parky wasn't safe.” 

“I trust you, son. Just make sure you pootle around; I don't want you trying to set any records. I'll be 

qualifying, so there is no need for you to practice taking liberties. I repeat: look what happened to 

Parky, even with Jeanette's protection.” 

“Who is Jeanette?” asked Max. 

“His girlfriend, silly.” replied dad. “Surely you have seen Jeanette the genie?” 

“Oh, sorry. I like her; she is a very nice lady. I just didn’t know her name.” replied Max. He then 

changed the subject “Dad, how come the weather is so bad? Is it going to get worse?” 

“It is bad because of the geographic location.” replied dad. “Anglesey is an island by the Irish Sea, 

so there is no land to slow down the wind. This is the windiest circuit we are likely to visit, but 

there are other locations in Britain that are even windier. The Shetland Islands are the worst, but 

Anglesey is not that far behind. 

“So Max, I want you to go out now purely to gain some experience. If you can cope here, you can 

cope anywhere; and you will cope.” 

Max was thinking back to that conversation whilst he waited in the Assembly Area. Abruptly, he 

was disturbed from his thoughts by a whistle announcing the start of the session. He focussed his 

mind and waited for the cars ahead to pull away, before he too set off. Lord Oftenbroke was just 

ahead and Max decided to follow until he was comfortable with the conditions. Max stayed close to 

Lord Michael for three laps before he decided to drop back into free space. 

Max encouraged himself “Time for me to pick up the pace. Just don't crash!” He remembered how 

slow Grayson was going into the first corner and so was equally cautious. As Max braked, it felt 

like a great hand pushed him from behind and his car's pace seemed to hardly diminish. Max went 

very wide, but just about managed to stay on the circuit “Thanks Grayson” he whispered. 

The session went on with Max being very careful all the time. Sometimes he would brake for a 

corner and have to re-apply some power as he was far too early, then the next lap he would brake at 

the same point and just about scamper round. It was hard work and exhausting, but he stayed on the 

circuit. At one point Grayson flew past him, but a couple of corners later Max saw Smidt recovering 

from an off-track excursion, before pulling away. Max was smart; he instantly worked out what 

Grayson was up to, and so picked up his own pace, but only on certain corners. He was looking 

forward to explaining to his dad how to safely pick up the pace. 
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Max was with the Rock Trolls, washing his dad's car, when Farmer Keith walked in and asked “Has 

anyone seen Padrick? Pater Goblin hasn't seen him all day, and I need his help.” 

“What's up Keith? Can I help?” asked Bernie. 

“Well, it's my combine harvester,” replied Keith, “I can't start it. I thought Padrick could jump up 

and down on it; that might help.” 

“Sorry, but he's not been seen all day. I could hit it with my club?” offered Bernie. 

“I suppose,” agreed Keith, “but I reckon it could do with Padrick's expertise.” 

Bernie decided to take control “Come on, let's have a look. Are you coming Max?” 

Off they set, with Bernie wielding a particularly large wooden club. Soon they arrived at the car 

park, where Farmer Keith's mode of transport took up eight spaces. “How come you brought your 

smaller model?” asked Bernie. 

“I thought I'd bring the sporty number, as I was travelling so far.” replied Keith. “I'll climb on board 

and try to start her again.” 

Once aboard, Farmer Keith turned the ignition and it whirred and whirred but would not start. Rock 

Bernie gave it a strategic wallop with his club, just by the engine, but there was no change. Bernie 

tried again by thumping a wheel, bashing the radiator and even biffing the driver's door. Soon every 

panel was dented and still, aside from the occasional splutter, it wouldn't start. Exasperated, he 

exclaimed “I can see why you want Padrick. Hold on, I have a plan. All I need is Steve the Spook.” 

Suddenly, with a ** puff **, Steve the Spook appeared “Hello!” 

Do us a favour “Stevie boy,” asked Bernie, “sorry, Steve the Spook. Can you go and find Jeanette 

and ask her to come here?” 

“I'm not a messenger boy” huffed Steve the Spook. 

Just as he was about to ** puff **, Ben apologised “It's not for me, it's for Farmer Keith. We cannot 

start his combine harvester.” 

“I'll see what I can do, but this may take some time.” This time Steve the Spook did ** puff ** and 

then disappeared. 

One second later there was another **puff ** and a rolled-up white sheet appeared and unfurled 

itself to reveal Jeanette the genie. She looked indignant “I could have walked! Oh, hello Farmer, I 

understand you are having starting problems. Well, don't worry, I'll deal with it.” 

Jeanette waved her arm and pointed at the combine harvester and it spluttered into life, before 

stuttering to a stop just as quickly. She waved her arm again, and energetically thrust her fingers 

towards the recalcitrant machine. Again, it turned over menacingly; again it died just as quickly. 

“Ah, I understand” she acknowledged. “It is broken. Try a recovery service.” With that advice, she 

turned and walked away towards the paddock. 

“It takes a woman to give sensible advice like that.” observed Rock Bernie. “Come on then Max; 

off we go. Thanks Steve. See you later Keith.” 

Farmer decided to wait until Padrick turned up. He would know what to do. 
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It was evening and they were in the caravan. There was a knock on the door and Lord and Lady 

Oftenbroke were invited in by Phoebe. “Hello, come in. Max says he has an idea on how dad can 

get a good qualifying time. He wants to share it with you, Lord Michael.” 

Lady Rose smiled “Do stop calling us by our titles, or we will call your parents Mr. Dad and Mrs. 

Mum. Just call us Rose and Michael. We are friends, after all.” 

“Thank you Rose,” called Max. “Now, er, Michael, come and sit down. I have a plan for you and 

dad in qualifying.” 

“He is excited,” commented dad, “but so far he has refused to say anything.” 

“I should think he is,” replied Rose. “Have you seen his lap times?” Everybody shook their heads “I 

can't believe it. But Max was second fastest, with only Grayson being quicker.” 

“Max!” Dad managed to be annoyed and proud at the same time. “I thought I told you to be careful. 

You do remember, don't you?” 

“Dad, I was careful. Just let me explain. Grayson passed me at one point and then went flying off 

the track, but recovered and pulled away.” 

“This is not a good start, Max” interrupted dad. 

“But dad, the point is that Grayson is always careful and doesn't take liberties. I realised that he was 

pushing hard where making a mistake would not result in a crash. What he was doing was being 

extra cautious at dangerous places like the hairpin, but making up for it by pushing harder at safe 

corners. Don't worry dad, I did not take liberties. I just pushed a little harder. And that's all you have 

to do in qualifying. I'll show you the corners where you can push and where you need to take your 

time. After all, you only need to get two perfect laps in.” 

“Excuse me!” Phoebe folded her arms. “I thought I was the clever one. Time to punish Max for 

being a smarty-pants” She giggled wrapped her arms around her brother and gave him a kiss. 

“Ew.” Max wiped his face. “Next time I'll keep quiet!” 
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Saturday morning was a mad rush for Max's dad, as he had to get his car over to scrutineering 

where it passed without any issues. He returned to the caravan just as Max was getting up, so 

decided to tease his son “You'll never make a racing driver if you can't get up, young man. Next 

time I'll have you push the car all the way to the scrutineering bay.” Dad thought about his last 

comment and turned glum “Come to think of it, there are some circuits were we have to do just that 

early in the morning. Due to a noise curfew, engines cannot be started before a certain time.” 

Max was tired, but sharp enough to reply “I'd better practice my lie-ins then; I wouldn't want to put 

you out of a job, dad.” 

Soon after breakfast, the Oftenbrokes arrived. Lord Michael was yet to take his car to scrutineering, 

so Max's dad left to help. As it wasn't too long to the start of qualifying, Max and Lady Rose left to 

find a good spot to watch. Phoebe did not like the wind and was worried that it might start to rain, 

so stayed behind to help mum. 

It took Max and Lady Rose much longer than expected to reach their destination. “It will be worth 

the walk, Rose. We are going to a corner called Peel. Yesterday, Phoebe and I walked the circuit 

with dad and we saw an amazing view. The banking that we are going to is considerably higher, 

which means that we will see the same view” 

Lady Rose was not so sure “Have you thought this through Max? Still, we are nearly there.” 

They were protected from the wind by the banking that they were about to ascend. As they reached 

the top, Lady Rose’s fears were realised as they were both hit by the strong wind. Lady Rose burst 

out laughing “You are right, Max; the views are incredible. But I think I understand why we are the 

only people here. I am leaning over so far that, if the wind was to ease off I think I would fall over.” 

Just at that moment, and only for a couple of seconds, the wind did ease. Lady Rose was wrong, as 

she managed to stay upright, but then looked down to see poor Max prostrate in the mud. As much 

as she tried, she couldn't stop herself and laughed even louder “Your parents are going to kill me for 

not looking after you. Come on; let's go to that viewing bank by the Corkscrew, which is just 

downhill from here.” 

Max did not disagree. Together, giggling, they went to their new spectator point where they got 

some very strange looks from some of the crowd. 
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The Navaero family were enjoying lunch at the hospitality tent that was provided by the Rock 

Trolls. The wind was still blowing hard, causing the canvas to flap around; it was very loud and so 

it was difficult to hear. 

Looking through the entrance towards the car park, Max saw Farmer Keith approaching, followed 

by Andy McMillimig and Andy McMillimig and Andy McMillimig and, well, so it went on. “Dad, 

look. I didn't know there were that many McMillimigs.” 

“There must be at least a couple of dozen out there.” replied dad. “What on earth are they doing?” 

“You could ask Farmer Keith,” offered Phoebe, “as he is coming here. Oh, and I counted thirty.” 

Farmer Keith entered and went straight to the tea urn. He made himself a cuppa and then poured 

extra cups for each of the McMillimigs as they arrived. 

As Andy McMillimig entered, he saw Max “Good afternoon Master Navaero. Are you racing 

today?” he asked. 

“Er, no. I don't think so.” Max replied, and then smiled “I think it is only fair for dad to have a 

drive; after all, it is his money. By the way. Um, er, excuse me for asking, but what have you all 

being doing?” 

“I don't mind you asking. We've been trying to start Farmer Keith's combine harvester.” 

“And very grateful I am too,” interceded Keith. “You lads have been praying for a good while. We 

can get it to turn over, but it just won't start.” 

“Is there any petrol in the tank?” asked Phoebe. 

Farmer Keith's eyes widened and his face turned the colour red. “Er, I've just remembered I have 

some important scrutineering to do. Ah, er, I will see you all later.” 

And with that, Farmer Keith left. 

A few minutes later he could be seen in the distance, walking by with a jerry can in hand. Rock 

Bernie noticed it and commented “That looks heavy, as though it was full of fuel. I'll bet we hear a 

rather loud engine start up in a few minutes.” They did. 
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It was not until after lunch that the family had looked at the qualifying times. Thomas Teapoux had 

qualified on pole position for both Saturday's and Sunday's races, with Trevor Mint second in both. 

Grayson Smidt lined up third for Saturday and fourth for Sunday. Max was stunned. He ran straight 

over to Grayson to ask what the problem was. 

Grayson offered no excuses “There was no problem for me. I just wanted to make sure I didn't 

crash, but I still tried my best. Thomas and Trevor worked together and both drove perfectly.” 

“But working together like that, is that cheating?” asked Max. 

“If it is, then I am just as much of a cheat.” replied Grayson. “I was working with Colin, but we 

didn't get the job done. No, both Thomas and Trevor deserve their starting positions and I'm very 

pleased for them. Thomas especially; have you not noticed how happy he is? 

“By the way, I noticed you were covered in mud yesterday. I then heard that the wind had blown 

you over. Are you alright?” 

“Yes,” replied Max. “I thought I was going to be in trouble, but dad saw the funny side.” Grayson 

smiled as Max continued “No, he really saw the funny side. I just hope that he is not still laughing 

when he is supposed to be racing, in about an hour's time.” 
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Finally, dad got to take part in a race. He had qualified in ninth place, out of twelve. The baron was 

immediately ahead, with Master Steve behind. The cars had just completed their parade lap and 

were now waiting for the lights to go out, starting the race. 

Max had decided to watch from the first corner; he would have preferred to watch from Peel corner, 

but the wind was still blowing hard and he was wearing fresh clothes. As soon as the red lights went 

out, all the cars surged forwards. Both Thomas and Trevor started well, pulling clear of all bar 

Grayson, whose start was absolutely perfect; he slipped between the two front-row starters and 

pulled away cleanly, but then braked a little too late and went wide into the first corner, allowing 

both Thomas and Trevor back through. Towards the back, Marc Navaero out-dragged the baron and 

kept that position through the first corner. A blistering start saw Lord Michael, from last place, up to 

ninth, just behind Marc. 

Away the cars blasted, the noise receding as they pulled away for Max’s vantage point. There was 

now a minute of peace, before the cars returned, so Max accepted a cup of coffee from Lady Rose's 

flask. Shortly, the noise began to build again. Windy or not, it was obvious that nobody was holding 

back, with Thomas, Trevor and Grayson nose-to tail, closely followed by the rest of the densely 

packed opposition. Trevor pulled out to pass Thomas, but this was no test session and decided to 

pull back behind the lead car just before he braked for the first corner. Grayson pounced, braked 

much later than Trevor, but kept his car under control and claimed second place. There were still 

four cars behind Navaero Senior, but Lord Michael was slipping back. 

Peace and quiet again. Max had to decide whether to use the time in discussion with Lady Rose, or 

by eating a bar of chocolate. In his excitement he decided to do both, but just succeeded in talking 

nonsense, whilst almost choking himself. Lady Rose was gently tapping him on the back as the cars 

returned. Trevor had got back ahead of Grayson, while the baron got alongside dad going into the 

first corner. Exiting, dad tried to stay alongside von Cheetah, who stuck to his racing line and 

pushed Navaero off the circuit. Max's choking increased as he tried to wave his fist at a 

disappearing baron. 

Next time round, Max saw that his dad had dropped to last place, but caught and passed Lord 

Michael alongside where Max was standing. Max, having finally recovered, gave a great cheer at 

that move. 

With around five minutes of the race remaining, with Grayson back in third place, it looked like the 

competitors had settled down, but Thomas braked earlier than normal for the first corner, protecting 

himself from being passed by approaching the corner on the right-side of the track. Trevor pulled to 

the left just as Thomas moved over to the middle, which gave Grayson the opportunity to brake 

extra late on the inside of Thomas. Round the corner Grayson went, and away into the lead. Thomas 

dropped to second with Trevor third. 

That was the order of the race at the end. It was another win for Grayson, but it was hard fought for. 

Dad finished in eleventh place; he had lost one place from his starting position but did not mind. He 

blamed himself for trying to cling onto a place that the baron had already won. 
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It was early on Sunday morning. Padrick Dragon was drenched and exhausted. Max, who was 

cleaning his dad's car, saw him staggering towards the GDS awning and so ran there to alert the 

staff “Pater! Quick! Padrick looks to be in trouble.” 

Pater looked up “About time, where have you been? Oh, you do look rough. Come on, sit down and 

have a brew”. 

After a few minutes, Padrick's panting had slowed to almost manageable levels. All were looking at 

him for an explanation. “It's windy out there.” is all he could manage. 

“What has the wind got to do with you leaving me stranded? But for the Rock Trolls, we would 

have been stuffed.” 

“The wind has everything to do with it. There was I looking at the circuit from up high...” 

“Up high! When? Not Friday morning?” 

“Yes, Friday morning!” grumbled Padrick “A great gust of wind caught me and took me all the way 

to Ireland. I had to get a ferry back.” 

“Why didn't you fly back?” Max asked, innocently. 

Pater laughed “That's what got him in trouble in the first place. So what time did the ferry get in?” 

Pater realised that the full story was not being told. 

“Er, I don't know.” replied Padrick. “I don't have a watch.” 

Pater walked up to Padrick, extended a finger onto the dragon's skin and swiped downwards. He 

then placed his finger into his mouth “Salty. You've been swimming.” 

“I've been sweating. Sweat tastes of salt.” 

“How did you get here from the ferry?” asked Pater. 

“I walked.” 

“Before you walked?” 

“Er, well before that I walked off the ferry.” 

By now Pater had worked it all out “Why didn't you just dive into the sea when the wind caught you 

on Friday morning?” 

“Because the tide was going out; I wouldn't have had the strength.” replied Padrick “I only just 

made it back this morning. Oops!” Padrick covered his mouth. 

“I knew it!” cried Pater. “Here's what I had already worked out, before you virtually admitted it. 

You got blown all the way to Ireland, got the ferry back and from the port decided to fly here. Only 

the wind caught you out again, and back over the sea you went. Luckily, although how lucky we are 

yet to ascertain, this time the tide was coming in and so you was able to return. Have I missed 

anything?” 

“Well, you didn't put sugar in the tea.” replied Padrick. 
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Padrick Dragon was not happy. Within two hours of dragging himself back to the paddock, the wind 

died down and the clouds cleared. It was a beautiful day. Max was happy, as dad decided that 

weather conditions were now safe enough to allow his son to race. It also helped that the other 

drivers also demanded that Max be allowed on the grid. 

Max focused on the red lights that were now showing on the starting gantry. All around him, 

engines were revving. Max raised the speed of his engine to what he considered to be the optimum 

and waited. Lights out! The cars in front span their wheels, whilst Max's start was perfect and he 

rocketed between them. He would have passed the next two cars given more distance, but now he 

was braking for the first corner. Inexperience meant that he did not protect the inside by moving to 

the right of the circuit and so he was attacked by Lord Oftenbroke, who had made an equally good 

start and out-braked Max into that first corner. 

The long curve that followed allowed Max to attempt a pass on Lord Michael and again 

inexperience showed as he was unable to make the pass, allowing Parky Ranger to sneak through. 

Max decided to settle down and wait for his opportunity, but the pressure was on as Colin 

Netherfree was closing fast. Ahead, Parky found his way past Lord Oftenbroke and Max soon 

closed the gap. Behind, Colin was snapping at his rear. 

Joining the Start-finish straight for the second time, Max got a run on Lord Oftenbroke, who braked 

early for the first corner hairpin. Max hesitated for just a moment before pouncing. Lord Michael 

was fair, staying to the left of the track and Max passed in the middle. The hesitation cost Max 

dearly though, as Colin did not falter, instead aiming to the far right and getting alongside Max and 

claiming the corner. Max was behind Colin as they exited, followed by Lord Michael. 

Max realised that he needed to avoid over-driving, as that could ultimately lead to loss of control 

and, potentially, a crash. Colin was obviously faster, so Max settled for stalking Colin, learning all 

he could. Max braked at exactly the same point as Colin, turned in at just the same moment, apexed 

the corner at precisely the same position, and exited the corner at absolutely the same place. Max 

was focused and relentless and soon started to brake a little later in order to see the effect. Max 

adjusted his lines slightly and, slowly but surely, began to find a faster route. 

Time was running out for Max, who was by now much faster than Colin, but could not find a way 

to pass him. Colin was forced to drive defensively by approaching corners from the inside. Whilst 

this was a much slower way to negotiate a corner, it meant that the only way Max would be able to 

pass was by driving the long way round Colin. Or Colin could make a mistake, but his years of 

experience made that very unlikely. 

It was such an intense experience for Max that time seemed to disappear. All too soon, the 

chequered flag was shown and it was all over. Max pulled alongside Colin, pipped his horn and 

gave a cheery wave, showing that he appreciated the race. Colin raised his thumb to Max, and then 

waved back. The rest of the slow-down lap was spent sounding their horns to the marshals and 

spectators, waving all the way. 

On arrival in parc ferme, Colin got out of his car, walked over to Max and congratulated his young 

rival. Grayson could be seen ahead, celebrating his win. Max smiled and explained how he had 

enjoyed their competition. He yawned as he was feeling very sleepy. He closed his eyes, just for a 

moment, and was asleep. 
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It was the start of another ordinary school day, or rather it should have been but Max was in too 

good a mood. He bounded out of bed, got himself cleaned and dressed, then sprinted downstairs to 

acknowledge his cheerful presence to the world “Morning mum! Morning Phoebe!” 

“Good morning to you too,” replied mum. “You are a spritely one. Have you been sneaking sweets 

into your bedroom?” 

“No,” laughed Max. “I just had a good dream about dad's racing.” 

“Not as good as your last one,” commented Phoebe. “You didn't win this time.” 

“He cannot win every time,” offered mum, “In the dream I had, you did very well Max.” 

“Is everybody sharing my dream?” asked Max. 

“No, don't worry.” comforted mum “We are having our own dreams. It is just that we are all as 

excited about your dad racing as you are.” 

“So what did you dream, mum?” asked Max. 

“I can't remember now,” replied mum, “but it involved you racing and you did very well.” 

Phoebe offered her version “All I can remember is that you were a very silly boy, so it was very 

life-like.” 

“In that case it wasn't the same dream as mine,” replied Max “because I was very sensible and 

clever, especially when I was racing.” 

“Definitely not the same dream as mine.” teased Phoebe. 

Max was not put off “My dream was so realistic and I remember everything. And I'm sure that the 

people really do exist. I know what you're going to say, Phoebe, but I don't care. It was real for me. 

It might only be in a dream, but I really am a racing driver.” 

 

 

18 

Dad called regularly over the weekend. His testing went very well, but he could not believe how 

windy it was. 

For the first race, dad had qualified ninth. Thomas Teapoux scored his first ever pole position, with 

Trevor Mint second on the grid and Grayson Smidt third. During the race itself, Grayson drove 

through to yet another convincing win, with Thomas second and Trevor third; Dad had a busy race, 

eventually finishing tenth, ahead of Lord Oftenbroke. 

For the second race, Thomas won another pole position, with Trevor again second. This time, 

Grayson qualified in fourth place, but again converted his starting position into a win. Thomas 

finished third, with Trevor fourth. Dad qualified ninth and this time finished tenth. 
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Max’s dad entered living room via the front door and was very happy “Zandra, thank you for 

cleaning and packing the caravan.” 

“Pardon?” replied mum. 

“That was me, dad.” beamed Max. 

Stunned silence followed, during which Phoebe decided to test a popular theory by dropping the pin 

she just happened to be holding. The noise made as it landed on the table was almost deafening. 

Phoebe was concerned for her brother “Is this something to do with those strange dreams you have 

when dad goes racing.” 

“It might be, but so what?” defended Max. “It doesn’t do any harm, and I am helping dad. After all, 

Wales is a long drive away. It is almost as far to Pembrey as his last trip to Anglesey.” 

Dad was moved “What can I say, Max? I am impressed. If your dreams have this effect on you, then 

long may they continue. And you have done such a good job. The caravan is clean and tidy and 

everything I need is there. My overalls and crash helmet are where they should be, there is a bag 

packed with clothes and towels. You have even packed the fridge and utensils. How did you do it 

all?” 

Max beamed “I created a check-list on a spreadsheet. When you returned from Anglesey I did the 

unpacking for you and wrote everything down. I just made sure I put everything back again. I even 

packed your race license and entry tickets.” 

“Did you?” gasped dad. “I forgot to check for them. Maybe I should use your check-list. 

“Are you sure that you are okay, Max? I’m not sure I like the idea of these dreams.” 

“Yes dad, I am more than okay,” Max smiled “I just want you to have a safe journey and, the earlier 

you leave, the less rushed you will be. 

“I admit that the dreams feel like a reality, but does it matter? It is just my way of becoming 

involved in your racing. Phoebe and I are really looking forward to Silverstone when we will really 

be at that circuit with you.” 

Dad returned to the caravan to double-check that he had everything he needed; he did. Before too 

long, he hitched the caravan to the car, said his goodbyes and left. 

Max wanted to get to bed as early as possible, hoping he knew what was to come. The moment he 

had eaten his supper, he made his excuses and said goodnight to Phoebe and his mum. As soon as 

he got into bed and closed his eyes, he was asleep. 
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Max woke up and cautiously opened his eyes. He was in the caravan! Delighted, he sprang out of 

his bed and dashed to the door, saying good morning to his mother. He was oblivious of his mum's 

reply as he dashed out of the caravan to marvel at the sights. On exiting the caravan he dashed 

straight into a big belly. He looked up to see the smiling eyes and grinning mouth of Padrick 

Dragon. He smelt the breath too. 

“Ew,” choked Max, “er, I mean hi, Padrick.” 

“Hello.” replied Padrick, licking his lips. “Is it breakfast time?" Max reversed back into the caravan 

and slammed the door shut. “I do believe it is.” chuckled Padrick. 

Max’s mum was exasperated “Max, how many times have I told you not to go out before eating 

breakfast and getting dressed.” 

“Shouldn't there be a question mark at the end of that sentence, mum?” 

“No. It wasn't a question, but a statement of fact. Now eat your breakfast and then get yourself 

dressed.” 

Max started to eat, but played with his food sulkily “Mum, Padrick just tried to eat me.” 

“Don’t be silly, Max,” replied mum. “He’s full up having only just eaten your sister.” 

Max looked aghast until his mother soothed him “Phoebe is with your dad and Rock Bernie. She 

was playing with Padrick earlier.” 

Just then, the door was flung open and a strangely dressed man burst in “Where’s that dragon? I 

know he’s here somewhere!” 

Mum stood, straightened here back and spoke “I don’t know who you are, but polite people knock 

before entering.” 

“Well I’m not polite, so that’s alright!” replied the stranger, “My name is George. Saint George. 

And I do not have time for pleasantries. Now you know who I am, perhaps you can answer my 

question?” 

Max looked out of the window and saw that Padrick was nowhere to be seen. Close by was a large 

horse. It was covered in armour and there was a lance alongside. 

Mum stood firm “Who is this dragon and why do you want him?” 

“Who? What a strange question.” retorted Saint George. “I know there’s a dragon near here and I 

intend to slay him.” 

“You mean kill him?” cried Max. “Why?” 

“Because he’s a dragon, you stupid child!” growled Saint George, “I am doing God’s work, which 

is to slay all dragons.” 

“I won’t even claim to know what a dragon looks like,” mum was careful not to lie, “but I do know 

that you are a very rude man and it is time for you to leave.” 

“I’m wasting my time here,” with that, Saint George turned before continuing “but I will find him 

and I will slay him, as God is my witness!” With that, Saint George left. 
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Max dashed out of the caravan and sprinted towards the Rock Trolls awning to find his dad. He 

almost ran straight into Andy McMillimig. 

“Stop right there young man” ordered Andy. “What’s the rush for?” 

Max was panting and could hardly speak. Andy encouraged him to calm down and talk slowly “We 

have just been visited by a strange man calling himself Saint George. He is looking for Padrick. He 

says he wants to slay a dragon.” 

“I see.” Andy considered this information “I know of Saint George; he is a religious nut.” Max 

looked at Andy askance, but said nothing. Andy continued “We will have to come up with a plan to 

deal with him. Come on, let’s go and see your dad and Bernie.” 

Off they walked, with Andy pondering the discussion to come. On entering the Rock Troll’s work 

area, Marc saw that his son was distressed “Max, what’s the matter? Come here.” 

Marc looked towards Andy, who started to speak just as Max wrapped his arms around his dad. 

“Don’t worry, your son is alright, but Padrick is in a spot of bother.” Together, Andy and Max 

described the uninvited visitor. 

Bernie was angry. “That nutter has caused enough trouble in Wales as it is. There is no way I am 

going to allow him to hurt my friends!” He was clutching a rather large club and swung it defiantly 

into one of the many rocks that were stored at strategic points in the awning. Shards of the rock flew 

into the air and one of them struck Andy in the face. It was a large, sharp fragment, cutting Andy 

deep. 

Bernie was shocked at the damage done by his moment of foolishness and started to apologise, but 

Marc intervened “Save your apologies for later, Bernie. We need to get Andy to the Medical Centre 

before the wound scars”. 

But Andy wouldn’t accept any help and left quickly, marching to his own caravan. Max offered to 

go and talk Andy into receiving professional care, then ran after him, but failed to catch up before 

reaching the caravan. 

Max knocked on the door and waited, then knocked again. Remembering how Saint George had 

burst into his own family’s home, he was reticent to enter uninvited, but felt he had to. He knocked 

one last time and then opened the door. He called out, but nobody was there. Max searched the 

caravan, then knocked on the toilet door before opening it, finding that it too was empty. 

Confused and sure that there was no other way out, Max left, closing the door behind him. After 

walking away for just a few steps, he heard the door open. Max turned to see Andy McMillimig 

leaving the caravan. There was no injury on his face. It was completely healed. 
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Saint George was nowhere to be seen. The paddock returned to normal and so Max’s dad got ready 

to go out and drive. Lady Oftenbroke offered to take Max and Phoebe to watch the driving. 

It turned out that the best place to spectate was from the outside of the circuit. But the paddock, 

where all the drivers and their cars are based, is on the inside of the circuit. As there is no bridge or 

tunnel at Pembrey, spectators such as Max have to cross when no race cars are on-track. Luckily the 

small group got across before the crossing was closed. They were heading for the banking at the 

first corner, but it was a long walk and so they had to hurry. As soon as Max cleared the track, he 

ran ahead urging Lady Oftenbroke and his sister to follow. “Come on, or we'll miss the start”. 

“Max, why are you running straight on” called back his sister. “We need to turn left here.” 

Max returned, panting but undeterred. Off he ran again, determined to claim a good spot from 

which to watch. The two ladies walked on in a more stately manner, arm-in-arm and soon arrived at 

the base of a steep bank. Luckily Max was nowhere to be seen as they realised that they were going 

to have to scramble upwards; very unladylike! 

Max need not have rushed as, at the top, they found themselves alone. “I wonder if we will ever see 

Max again?” pondered Phoebe, just before he appeared at the far end on the bank, still running at 

full speed. He returned to them panting, just in time to see the first of the cars exit the pit lane and 

join the circuit. Grayson Smidt was first, followed by Colin Netherfree, Parky Ranger, Navaero 

Senior and the rest. 

After a minute another car was heard leaving the Assembly Area and entering the pit lane. Out 

screeched a yellow and black car desperately trying to catch up to those ahead. Not realising how 

much speed he had attained, he screeched his wheels as they locked under braking for the first 

corner, leaving two black lines of rubber in his wake. Only leaving the circuit by a little, he bounced 

across the grass, returned to the tarmac and was on his way. “That’s Crazy!” laughed Lady Rose. 

“And it looks like he's having a quiet day” quipped Phoebe. 

The drivers drove well from where the small group were watching. All apart from Crazy, who was 

always sideways, but he appeared to gather his car up by the apex and he usually pulled away 

smoothly. “Is that mud on his car?” asked Max. “I wonder where that came from.” A few laps later, 

Crazy had even more mud on his car and he was also missing a rear wheel-arch. 

Max was enjoyed himself, but was also thinking about the likelihood of driving his dad’s car. 
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Having returned to the paddock, the group made their way to the hospitality awning. On their way 

they came across Crazy, Colin and Parky. Max greeted them “Hello, I enjoyed watching you all. 

Um, Crazy, how did your wheel-arch come off?” 

“I've no idea,” replied Crazy “it came off all by itself as I was negotiating Woodlands. That's the 

100mph bend just before Honda Curve.” 

“That's helpful for Max. But he doesn't know where Honda Curve is” jested Colin. “That's the final 

corner of the circuit; you will have seen it in the far distance from where you were watching. I was 

going to wave, but my car was a bit of a handful. Hold on a moment Crazy; what do you mean by 

'all by itself'? I saw you spearing off the circuit at Debini and not returning to the track until after 

Paddock; you were bouncing all over the grass. Don't deny it, I was right behind you.” 

“I saw that too”, added Parky. “Except it happened right in front of me and Colin was nowhere to be 

seen. How many times did you go off there, Pete?” 

“Er, twice. Maybe. It depends on if there are any other witnesses” joked Crazy. “How else am I 

supposed to learn the circuit if I don't push to the limit? Anyway, I've left the car with Andy 

McMillimig who is going to fix it.” 

“They are all called Andy McMillimig”, pointed out Trevor who had just arrived, “how do you 

cope?” 

“Actually it's quite useful” replied Parky. “After all, I'm not going to forget their names. And 

whichever Andy I approach always seems to be the right person.” 

Max remembered that Crazy had been poorly and so had not raced at the last event, so asked him 

“How are you feeling? You seem to be walking about very slowly.” 

“Oh, I am alright, thank you,” answered Crazy, “but I do still cough if I do too much, or inhale 

smoke. I am going to have to stay away from the trucks that are racing this weekend. Have you seen 

the smoke that comes out of them? 

“More interesting will be how I cope with the Safety Car that I volunteered to drive tomorrow.” 

“What is a Safety Car?” asked Max. 

“It is used when the race needs to be slowed” answered Crazy. “The job entails sitting in the 

driver’s seat of the Safety car, alongside a co-driver. I will have my full race-wear on and be 

waiting, with the engine running, at the end of the pit lane just in case I am needed. 

“If there is an incident on circuit which needs dealing with, but is not serious enough to need a red 

flag, then the safety car can be used. You know what a red flag is, Max?” 

“Yes,” remembered Max “if there is a serious incident, or a car stops in an unsafe place and cannot 

be safely recovered, then the race is stopped by the marshals waving red flags, and red lights can 

also be shown.” 

“That’s correct.” Crazy was pleased with the answer, but couldn’t continue until his sudden 

coughing fit stopped. “Excuse me. If there is an incident that is less serious but requires the 

marshals to be exposed to danger, then the Safety Car is released in front of the lead car and 

proceeds at a much slower pace. All the cars bunch up behind the Safety Car, so that a long train of 

cars can pass the danger zone. Once the train has passed, the marshals will have safe periods before 

the Safety Car returns on each successive lap.” 
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“What worries me,” teased Colin, “is that Pete will be driving the Safety Car. You are not supposed 

to drive it sideways!” 

Crazy rolled his eyes and Max laughed. 

Just then, there was a disturbance “Who is that, over there?” asked Trevor, pointing into the 

distance, “the armoured man mounted upon a large horse?” 

“Oh no!” cried Max. “That’s Saint George. What is he doing with that spear?” 

Saint George was aiming that spear. 

“Steve the Spook!” called Max. 

With a ** puff **, Steve the Spook appeared “Hello, I'm Steve the Spook!” 

Max pointed, just as Saint George was swinging his throwing arm forward. 

With a ** double-puff **, Steve the Spook transported himself in front of Saint George just as the 

spear was being released “Boo!” 

Everyone followed the path of the spear and saw it heading towards Padrick, who was chatting with 

Bernie. The distraction that Steve the Spook gave was just enough and the spear landed between the 

dragon and the rock troll. Saint George grabbed a second spear but Padrick, alerted, took off and 

flew to safety. 
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Andy McMillimig approached Max who was passing by, “Hello young man. How are you?” 

“Um, er, I’m alright thank you.” Max was a little reserved after the caravan incident, but was also 

curious “Do you mind if I ask how your wound healed so quickly?” 

“That’s what I’m here to demonstrate, but it will be more than a little confusing. Are you up for it?” 

“I think so,” cautiously replied Max. 

“Good, then allow me to introduce you to myself and note that, unlike us two, he is wearing a cap.” 

Andy opened his arm to present the person to his right. 

There, Max could see another Andy McMillimig, who spoke “Hi Max, I guess you are not too 

surprised at seeing another me?” 

“Not really,” replied Max, “You all look identical to me. No offence meant.” 

“None taken.” laughed the Andy wearing a cap “That is because we are all identical. Now, look to 

your left.” 

Max did as he was told and there, wearing another cap was… Max! 

Max without a cap opened his mouth was but was speechless. Max with a cap was almost as 

confused, but managed to say “Hi Max. Um, er, I’m Max, I mean, I’m you.” He extended his hand 

and touched Max (without a cap) on the arm. He then continued “I have to ask you what the exact 

time is?” 

Max turned from his interloper and looked at his watch before answering “It’s 11:47am. Why?” 

Max with a cap followed up his question with “My watch says 11:51am. You will understand within 

four minutes.” 

Andy with a cap broke the silence that fell “How are you Max” Both cap-wearing visitors departed. 

The original Max watched them enter the caravan and spoke “Okay, I suppose. I thought you were 

going to explain things. You were right about the confusion.” 

Andy spoke “Come on, to the caravan. Note that the door you see is the only way in. Go inside and 

try to find anyone.” 

Max dashed to the caravan and stepped inside. It was empty. Andy followed. He picked up two 

caps, put one on and offered the other to Max. The only place Max had not investigated was what 

he assumed was the toilet, alongside which was what he thought was a cupboard, but that no door. 

Max entered the ‘toilet’ and found that it was an empty room with some strange controls, which he 

had not noticed on his previous visit. 

“Welcome to my time machine.” Andy also entered. “Okay, I will set the dials to four minutes in the 

past.” He did so, pressed a button and then opened the door. “Come on Max, it is now four minutes 

ago.” 

“You can’t expect me to believe that?” asked Max, who looked out of the caravan door and gasped. 

“That’s me!” 

“Yes, and notice he is not wearing a cap, but you are.” Andy motioned towards the door “Come on, 

follow me. Hold back and go to the left of Max; that is the earlier you. And don’t forget to ask him 

the time.” 
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As they approached Max heard the earlier Andy say to the earlier Max “Good, then allow me to 

introduce you to myself and note that, unlike us two, he is wearing a cap.” 

After exchanging pleasantries, the earlier Andy advised the earlier Max “Now, look to your left.” 

The earlier Max did as he was told and there, wearing his cap was… Max! 

Max was amazed, but now understood. He had travelled back in time! “Hi Max. Um, er, I’m Max, I 

mean, you.” He stepped forward and touched the earlier Max on the arm and asked for the time. On 

being told that it was 11:47am, Max gave his time of 11:51am. 

“Come on then Max, back to the caravan.” So Max and Andy, both of them wearing caps, returned 

to the caravan. 

“Now we just step into our time machine and return from where we came.” 

Which is what they did. But so far Andy had only explained half the story “Imagine now that, 

instead of returning to the present time, we went back again, this time to 11:48am. We obviously 

won’t, because on both the occasions we were at that time zone, there was only two of each of us. 

But if we did, then there would have been three of us. That is pretty much exactly what I do. All of 

the Andy McMillimigs that you see, well, they are all me. I just go back in time as often as I need 

to, in order to build up my team. 

“There is only ever one of me, but as I visit the same time zone on multiple occasions, there appears 

to be lots of me. At the end of the day, when all my tasks are completed, each version of me will 

just return to their original time.” 

Max understood. Just. “But that doesn’t explain how your injury healed.” 

Andy continued “Imagine there are twenty or more of me doing a full day’s work. If a working day 

is only eight hours, then that comes to 160 hours continuous work, which is almost a full week. Not 

only would that be physically impossible, but I would also age very quickly. 

“Each time I return from a time travel, my body regenerates to the point from where I left. The 

effect is that, for the injury you saw, it never happened. Although I do remember how much it hurt. 

“Alternatively, if I go back in time a second or subsequent time, I can pray for fifteen minutes, 

which I usually do with all the other versions of me, first thing every morning. You have probably 

seen me or, if you prefer, us, do that?” 

“No, you probably pray before I get up.” Replied Max, who then asked “Where did you get the time 

machine from and how does it work?” 

“Oh, that’s easy,” replied Andy, “Vulcan provides it; he is the god of motor racing, who I worship. 

It works by pressing the buttons in the correct order.” 

“Thanks for telling me all this.” Max was grateful for the information, but still had a concern 

“should I tell anyone or keep it secret?” 

“It is best to keep it quiet. I told you not only because of what you witnessed earlier, but also to 

make sense of anything else that you may witness over the weekend. 

“Oh, and there is no need to worry about your sister. She found out about it at Anglesey.” 
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In the afternoon dad allowed Max to drive on the circuit, but Max was not sure he wanted to as he 

was worried about Padrick. Despite his reservations, the youngster was talked into going out and 

was soon happy with his decision. The concentration required meant that Max could stop thinking 

about things he had little or no control over. 

Max’s view of the approach to the first corner was a lot different from behind the steering wheel. It 

looked hard from where he had been standing on the spectator banking, but now it was like trying to 

juggle blindfolded. Having exited the final corner at high speed, Max was soon travelling at over 

100mph. He now had to choose where to start braking as hard as possible so that, by the time he 

reached the very slow hairpin bend, he could come off the brakes and turn in, still travelling as fast 

as the car could go. If Max braked too soon, he would be very slow going around the corner. But 

choosing too late a braking point and Max would be unable to turn and simple go straight off. Max 

was on his fourth lap and again chose caution over valour. 

Arriving to the Assembly Area late was Max’s problem. All the other drivers had left, so Max had 

nobody to follow and had to try to learn the racing lines all by himself. But now, bearing down in 

his rear-view mirror, was a yellow and black car. As Max was braking hard, he watched the car pull 

out and was almost alongside before he visibly started to reduce speed. It was Crazy Pete and, even 

though he was now slowing fast, he was still much faster than Max and so passed easily before 

pulling back in front of Max. 

Now having someone to learn from, Max eased off his brakes a little to try to keep up with Crazy 

who, still braking hard, flicked his car to the right, catching the resulting slide. Max turned in more 

conventionally and stayed with Crazy as he exited the corner. Now that Max had a car to follow he 

was able to pick up speed, but was aware that Crazy was likely to go off at any moment. 

But Crazy did not go off. His earlier session had taught him the approximate lines and so now he 

was fine tuning. Max saw Crazy go too deep into some corners, which causing Pete to fall back and 

helped Max to keep up. The main problem, for both of them, was that hairpin bend. Every few laps 

Pete would try a little too hard and just about skitter round the corner, but Max stayed close, now 

thinking of trying to pass. 

That opportunity soon arrived as Crazy got a little sideways on leaving the final corner. Pete was 

usually very quick there, stopping Max from slip-streaming past, but now Max got a good exit and 

pulled alongside. Heading towards the first corner, they both braked very late; a little too late! 

Aiming for the hairpin’s apex, Max turned his steering wheel but his car hardly responded. The path 

that Crazy expected to take was cut off and the two cars touched, very lightly, Max’s rear wheel to 

Crazy’s front. Crazy was pushed onto the grass, even further than Max. 

They both recovered to the tarmac and resumed their driving, but Crazy dropped back. When the 

session was over Max returned to the paddock and Crazy drove by on his way to Team McMillimig, 

giving a cheery wave. One of the drivers pointed to his flapping front wing, commenting about the 

situation being normal. 
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Drivers have a choice of staying at the circuit or getting some sort of overnight accommodation. For 

many competitors, remaining on-site makes sense as there are no potential problems in returning to 

the paddock in the morning; there is also little chance of oversleeping once activities get under way. 

The Navaeros stay in their caravan, whilst the Oftenbrokes stay in a travel lodge or bed and 

breakfast. Others choose a hotel, whereas Crazy Pete sleeps in the back of his car. He has an MPV 

with the rear seats removed, but there is little space for anything but a sleeping bag. 

For Crazy, Pembrey is a luxury as it has a bar and restaurant that stays open until late, so he was 

able to treat himself to a cooked meal and a whole half pint of lager. He was still off colour, so did 

not notice Max’s cautious approach “Um, er, Hi Crazy. I’ve come to apologise.” 

Crazy looked up and smiled “Oh, hello Max. Sit yourself down. Apologise for what?” 

“For causing the accident earlier today at the first corner.” 

“The what?” Crazy thought for a moment, “Oh, that. Don’t be silly. It was as much my fault. After 

all, we were not racing, so I could easily have eased off the throttle a little earlier. 

“I did see you pull alongside, but expected you to get round the corner without any trouble, so I 

turned in without a thought. You didn’t take the line I expected and so cut across my path, leaving 

me with nowhere to go other than the grass. I should have catered for a minor misjudgement and 

not fully committed myself. Actually I take back what I said earlier; it was all my fault. I’m still a 

little poorly and so I was not concentrating as hard as I should have been.” 

Max stayed while Crazy finished his meal and they talked about the circuit. On finishing, they left 

the restaurant and passed by a couple of drivers kicking a football around. It was kicked towards 

Crazy, who decided to show off his balancing skills by standing on it. “I do this all the time in the 

gym, on a medicine ball, as part of my core muscle training.” he explained. “I then balance on one 

leg, which is very difficult.” 

Crazy put one foot on the ball, concentrated and then stepped on, immediately stepping off again. 

He tried again with the same result. “Are you sure this is safe?” asked Max. 

“No problem at all,” replied an over-confident Crazy, “it is perfectly safe. I just need to get the 

balance right.” On his third attempt the football slipped from under him, his legs reared forward and 

he landed on his back. 

As Crazy sprang up Grayson, who was returning in his van from a meal in the nearby village, 

pipped his horn “It looks like I arrived just in time for the show. Are you alright, Pete?” 

“My pride has been damaged,” admitted Crazy, “but I am fine. I guess my balance is upset from my 

still being poorly.” 

“Plus that half-pint you drank.” teased Max. 
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Marc Navaero was concerned for his son, who was equally fearful for Padrick “What you need, son, 

is to keep busy. From where I was watching you did well driving yesterday; it was also a good 

distraction for you.” 

“But dad,” interjected Max sulkily, “I did contribute to the impact with Crazy. And I wasn’t that 

fast, not even when you sent me out for the second session later in the afternoon.” 

“Impact?” snorted dad, “Pah! When drivers are testing, they need to find their limits so that they 

don’t have to find them come the race; you two did nothing wrong. My car wasn’t damaged and 

Pete just needed to glue his undamaged cycle-wing back on. 

“In the second session you did me proud. Face it Max, Saint George’s presence is upsetting you, but 

when you are driving you get yourself focused and perform well.” 

“Thanks dad,” sighed Max, “you have to admit, though, that I was slow everywhere.” 

“Why do I have to admit such a thing?” questioned dad, “Have you seen the pace of the other 

drivers? You pulled away from Crazy in your second session.” 

“He says he is down on power.” contested Max. 

“He always says that. Now, there are a couple of things that I have already admitted to myself,” 

confessed dad, “which is that you are faster than me and my qualifying compromises your races. 

So, I have a plan. Or, rather, a strategy. 

“You will qualify, queuing up for the session before anybody else, so that when it starts, you can let 

quicker cars past and then tag along behind them, just like you have done in races. That way you 

can learn the best way to negotiate this tricky circuit. This afternoon you will race, starting from a 

position you have earned, rather than inherited from me. And maybe you will find yourself 

competing for a step on the podium. Which step that is, depends on you.” 

Dad’s say was final and Max found himself happy to do as he was told. Padrick was in the 

Assembly Area to see Max off and became very jovial when Saint George was escorted away by the 

stewards. That cheered Max up, as it meant Padrick was safe for a little longer. 

The plan worked a treat. Grayson, right behind Max as they joined the circuit, dropped back. Max 

let Crazy and Parky by. Crazy slid off, while Parky soon pulled away. Max next let Colin pass, who 

then taught Max new techniques at different corners. Max himself made a mistake and went wide, 

allowing both Trevor and Thomas by. This turned out to be a very good thing, as Max learnt all 

about slip-streaming. That did not stop Grayson from catching the trio, so all four drivers finished 

the session working together. 

Thomas won pole position for Race One, with Grayson second, Max an amazing third and Trevor 

fourth. For the second race it was Grayson on pole position, with the next three places being taken 

by Thomas, Trevor and then Max. All that slip-streaming paid off!  
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It was lunchtime and Max was bored, so he wandered off to find something to do. Passing by Baron 

von Cheetah’s car, he saw that the driver was alone, reading a newspaper. Max decided he had an 

opportunity to speak. “Um, er, Baron. Can I have a word, please?” 

The baron looked up and snarled “If you must!” 

“Well,” started Max, “I just wanted to say thank you for what you did at the first race.” 

“You want to thank me for punting you off the circuit? Do I detect some sarcasm here?” 

“No, no! I didn’t mean that,” defended Max, “I meant afterwards, when you stood on the weighing 

scales. Especially following on from, well, you know.” 

“You punting me off?” growled von Cheetah. “Sit down! It is rude to look down on your host.” 

Max sat, realising that von Cheetah was now between him and the paddock road. They were both 

silent for a few moments, when Max spoke “Er, um, Baron. Could I please ask you what your first 

name is?” 

“You may,” replied the baron and then went silent. 

“Oh, right,” continued Max, realising that this was not going to be easy. “So, what is your first 

name?” 

“Baron.” replied the baron. 

“Er, sorry, I meant your Christian name, not your title.” 

“Baron!” replied the baron. 

“No, I mean, well.” Max realised that he should have known better than to expect an easy 

conversation. “For example my dad is called Mr. Marc Navaero. So his title is Mister, his Christian 

name is Marc and his surname is Navaero.” 

“I,” asserted the baron, “am called Mister Baron Von Cheetah! Tell me Max; do I sound German?” 

Max thought a moment before answering “Er, um, no. You sound English. But,” 

“But nothing!” interrupted the baron. “I come from a single-parent family. My mother struggled, 

and when I was born, she decided to give me something she never had. A name! My first name is 

Baron! Do you have a middle name Max?” 

Max was struggling to stay calm “No” was all he could manage. 

“If you did, you would be called something like Max Andrew, or Max Angus, or Max Oswald. I am 

called Baron von, with von being my middle name, spelt with a lower case “v”. Clear?” 

“I think so, but”, replied Max. 

“I have already said: But nothing!” interrupted the baron. Again. “She was clever, my mother. With 

a name like Cheetah, I should have been taunted as a child, but the fools considered me to be a 

German noble! They knew I was poor, but I always dangled the prospect of a vast inheritance that 

could come at any moment. So they all swarmed around, desperate to befriend me. 

“That gave me position and strength. Into young adulthood, people heard my name, made 

assumptions, and doors were opened. The path through college and university was eased and I 

slipped easily into my profession. And I disdained the lot of them. 
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“The only person I care about is my mother and everything I do is aimed at improving her life and 

making her proud of me. My only passion is motor racing. I have achieved everything I have ever 

set out to do, and I will win races. I will! 

“Does all that make me a bad person, Max?” 

Max was reeling at what he had heard and couldn't say anything at first. Baron just stared until Max 

gulped, then responded “No sir, that doesn't make you bad. But you have been known to, er, stretch 

the rules.” 

“Nonsense, I just have a better understanding of them.” 

“But,” started Max. 

“How many times do I have to tell you?” Baron became impatient “Enough of all this talk! 

Goodbye Max”. 

Realising his audience was at an end, Max stood and started to walk away. Baron was not quite 

finished “An interesting part of this conversation, Max, will be to see how seriously you take your 

responsibilities.” 

“How do you mean?” asked Max. 

“When people speak of personal things, there is an air of confidentiality. It will be interesting to see 

how long it is before the gossip is released.” 

Max spoke clearly “I still regard you as having a title of baron, rather than the name Baron. That's 

how I'll continue to address you.” Max turned and sprinted all the way back to his caravan. 
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Max was heading back to his caravan when he met Crazy Pete walking towards him. “Hi Crazy. 

When are you driving the safety car?” 

“I am heading that way now. I want to be early. Do you want to come along?” Crazy checked his 

watch before continuing, “Actually, I wanted to be there by now. Can you keep up?” and with that, 

Crazy started to run, coughing all the way. 

Max followed and was just able to keep up. The Clerk of the Course saw the two approaching and, 

knowing why Crazy was there, called out “I don’t think you need the car; you’ll be fast enough on 

foot. No need to run, you are not needed for half an hour.” 

Crazy and Max were introduced to the Safety Car co-driver, who explained to them that only 

drivers who hold a current race-licence can drive the car even though, as in this case, the co-driver 

is often far more experienced about the task. One good reason is simply that the driving has to be 

done on a live circuit, and a racing driver will be able to pick out the best lines, which the cars 

behind will follow. 

Time passed and soon Max had to leave Crazy, but was allowed to watch from the pit lane. This is 

not usual, as there is a general exclusion from the pit lane to children under the age of 16. It turned 

out to be a Citroen 2CV race and, halfway through it, there was a minor accident that required the 

competitors to be bunched up. So, guided by the co-driver who was on the radio to Race Control, 

Crazy waited for the leader to join the main straight before accelerating down the pit exit.  

Five minutes later, the Safety Car entered the pit lane. It gently cruised the full length of the pits, 

before parking, still with the engine running, back where it started from. 

Soon after that the race ended and, his duties complete, Crazy got out of the car, shook hands with 

the co-driver and headed back towards the paddock. He spotted Max and joined him, explaining his 

experiences “Well, that was fun. I have to admit, though, that it was nerve-wracking.” 

“Why was that?” asked Max “Tell me all about it, please.” 

Pete explained “First of all, I had to drive slowly enough for all the cars to catch up as quickly as 

possible, but not too slow that a driver is caught out by approaching the pack too quickly; after all, I 

did not want to cause another accident. 

“Then, once all the cars were bunched up, I had to pick up speed so that drivers behind did not lose 

heat in their tyres. Basically, the faster you drive, the hotter your tyres will be. I needed to drive fast 

enough to discourage the drivers from weaving, which warms the tyres but carries a risk of an 

accident, but not too fast that the slower drivers, at the back, would drop back. 

“Of course, I was afraid of embarrassing myself. Those Citroen 2CVs are race-prepared and are 

faster than they look. I did not want to slide around or, worse, spin off. 

“I was constantly asking the co-driver how my pace was and he was always happy. So even though 

I am relieved to have finished, it was good fun.” 

With that, the two returned to the paddock to prepare for their own race. 
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Max was talking to Lady Oftenbroke when he spotted Saint George approaching on his huge horse. 

Even though she did not like the saint, Lady Oftenbroke was awed “That destrier is impressive.” 

“Is that the horse’s name?” asked Max. 

“No,” laughed Lady Rose, “A destrier is a war horse. The medieval knights needed the very largest, 

toughest horses in order to fight when mounted. Ah, here’s Parky and his beautiful girlfriend. Hello 

Jeanette. Is there anything you can do about that loathsome man?” 

“I wish I could take direct action to help Padrick,” Jeanette replied, “but I have a feeling the 

weekend will end well.” 

As Saint George closed, Baron von Cheetah strode up “Stop right there, George! We have a 

problem!” 

“Do we have?” snarled Saint George, “And what might that be?” 

“I’m the bad boy of this paddock, and I don’t like competition,” growled the baron, “I advise you to 

leave now, with your reputation intact!” 

“You may not have noticed,” menaced the saint, “but I am armed to the high teeth. I am on a 

mission ordained by God himself! Why would I be afraid of you?” 

The baron ignored the question “I find it hard to believe that any deity would entrust you with 

anything more serious than brushing your own teeth. How is it that people throughout the ages 

blame God for their own hatred? Wars were created by man! Bigotry was created by man! I warn 

you; be gone while you still can.” 

“I’ll be gone when I have dealt with that dragon!” snarled George. “If there was anything you 

people could do to stop me, you would have done it already.” 

The baron was undeterred. He made a point of looking directly at Jeanette the genie before 

continuing “I just wish that, whenever you attack a dragon, the attack will fail. I further wish that, 

whenever you attack a dragon a second will join it to reverse your intentions; such attacks will 

therefore repopulate dragon-kind. My third wish is that you fully understand that a genie always 

grants her wishes.” With that, the baron abruptly turned and marched off. 

Saint George looked on astonished, then burst out laughing. “Is that it? Jeanette the genie versus the 

wrath of God?” Saint George turned his horse and headed into the distance. 

Max looked at Jeanette, hopefully. 

“Saint George is right,” smiled Jeanette, “but little does he know just how well the baron has just 

played his part.” 
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It was time for Race One. Max was lined up right behind Grayson Smidt, with Baron von Cheetah 

right behind. Lady Rose had already told Max to be very careful of the baron, advice that he did not 

really need as he was already knew the baron’s presence spelt trouble. 

The red lights went out and Max made a reasonable start, but the baron made a flyer. Even as Max 

braked, the baron was already alongside, but Max did not see his brake lights illuminate until way 

too late. It seemed that the baron was intending to slide into Grayson’s car, wheels against wheels, 

nudging Grayson off whilst taking the lead. Unfortunately for the baron and his nasty plan, Grayson 

was using his mirrors and saw von Cheetah’s approach. Smidt kept braking but did not turn, and so 

the baron’s excessive speed carried him past Grayson and, with no way of slowing down in time, 

straight off at the first corner. 

Once the baron had gone through, Grayson was able to turn, but the delay cost him places as 

Thomas, who was initially way slower than Grayson, then Trevor and finally Max himself, all 

slipped by. 

Max followed Trevor closely, shadowing his every move, intent on learning. His first lesson was not 

to leave a gap for Grayson to slip into! Lesson learnt, Max settled behind Grayson as the leading 

four cars pulled away from the rest. 

Along the pit straight for the first time, Trevor and Grayson pulled to either side of Thomas. Into the 

first corner, Trevor claimed the lead, with Thomas following. As he approached the corner, Max 

was distracted by the view of Saint George mocking von Cheetah, who had to retire from the race. 

Max was grateful, for as long as Saint George was taunting the baron, he was not stalking after 

Padrick. 

As enjoyable as Max’s race was becoming, with him having a great view of the three-way battle for 

the lead, he realised that he needed to start pushing harder if he was to have any chance for the win. 

The problem was, the three in front were making no mistakes and Max was already pushing as hard 

as he dared just to keep up. Any harder and the mistakes would come and Max would fall back. All 

Max could really do was shadow the top three and wait for an opportunity. 

The overtaking was all being done by the top two, when going into the first corner. But Grayson 

was just biding his time and pounced on the last lap. At the far end of the circuit, at a tight corner 

called Brooklands, Thomas approached in the middle of the road, with Trevor moving to the left; 

Grayson dived to the inside and muscled his way through, forcing both Thomas and Trevor to slow, 

allowing Max to pass them both at unabated speed. 

Through the final corner Grayson went, to claim the win. Just behind, Max was watching his 

mirrors; he saw Thomas enter the final corner at full speed, not slowing until he was alongside Max, 

who had to back off to avoid contact. It was a fair move but Max suffered, with Trevor also slipping 

through to take third place. 
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It was early Sunday morning. Max was eating his breakfast when Phoebe rushed into the caravan 

calling to her brother “Max, Max! Saint George has caught Padrick!” 

Max, already dressed, jumped up to leave, but his mother stopped him “You two will stay here. It is 

far too dangerous out there.” 

“Sorry mum, but I have to help”, replied Max. “Phoebe, stay here and look after mum.” 

Max quickly left the caravan before he could be stopped. He saw a commotion ahead and ran 

towards it. There was Padrick, caught in a net, desperately trying to escape. He was being goaded 

by Saint George, who was moving in for the kill “You cannot fly away now and nobody can help 

you. Prepare to die!” 

Baron von Cheetah attempted to approach, but the destrier blocked his path. Instead, the baron 

called out “Remember George, Padrick has our protection!” 

“What? The stupid genie thinks she can defy God?” called back Saint George. 

Pater Goblin shouted his opinion “You’re doing this for yourself, not for God. I would consider that 

to be blasphemous and no doubt God will too!” 

“God wills it!” shrieked Saint George, launching a spear which embedded itself deep in Padrick’s 

shoulder, causing a shriek of pain.” 

Suddenly, a flash of fire shot over the head of Saint George, who turned to see a very annoyed 

dragon, identical in appearance to Padrick. “The Genie!” cried Saint George. He reluctantly 

repeated the wish “For every dragon I slay, another will appear.” 

“Not slay!” reminded von Cheetah, “Injure! Another wish being that you will not slay.” 

Padrick was groaning, but the saint was more interested in the perfectly healthy lookalike “My 

mission is over!” Saint George was despondent. He walked away, calling his destrier “come, Molly, 

we have to leave.” 

Max was already alongside the injured Padrick. Several Andy McMillimigs appeared “Move over 

Max, we need to return Padrick to his correct time zone, where he will recover. But only if we get 

him to the time-booth quickly.” 

Max guessed what had happened “so the new dragon is also Padrick, from the future?” 

Whilst a group of Andy McMillimigs carefully placed Padrick in a tent sheet and carried him off, 

the Andy alongside Max explained “You are close Max, but not quite right. You see, in order for 

Padrick to be healed by going forward in time, he needs to have already gone back in time. 

“The healthy Padrick you see remained out of sight since Friday and has just come out of hiding to 

scare off Saint George. Now he is going to have to go back in time to Friday, when he will become 

the Padrick you have seen for most of the weekend.” 

“And get grievously injured.” observed Padrick. “Will I recover?” 

“You know the honest answer, Padrick.” replied Andy. “We don’t yet know. Are you ready?” 

Padrick’s replied was a barely audible “I’m ready.” 
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Marc Navaero was going to take part in Sunday’s race, but decided that his son needed the 

distraction. Max did not want to go, but was eventually persuaded. On the grid, the cars were 

released for the parade lap. Max, not concentrating properly, stalled his car and struggled to get 

going, only succeeding once all the cars had passed him. Because of this, he had to start from the 

very back. 

As the red starting lights were illuminated, Max saw the reversing light appear on Crazy Pete’s car. 

Max correctly guessed that Crazy had accidentally selected the wrong gear and was soon to be in 

for a nasty surprise. As soon as the lights went out, Crazy went backwards, but Max was ready and 

jinxed to the left. 

At the first corner, two cars touched and damaged parts flew off their cars. Max had nowhere to go 

and so drove straight over the debris; his car immediately seemed to handle badly and, halfway 

through the lap, Max realised he had a punctured tyre. He slowed down but continued to complete 

the lap, whereupon he pulled into the pits to retire. 

Farmer Keith waved Max through the Parc Ferme, straight back into the paddock. Getting out of his 

car, he was alone, as his parents and sister did not expect his early return. 

Max was examining the damage to the rear tyre when he heard a cough, followed by a snigger. Max 

looked round to see a healthy, smiling dragon. “Padrick! You’re safe.” Max wrapped his arms 

around the big dragon, hugging him tight. 

And fell asleep. 
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Max woke up with a jolt, confused. He gathered his thoughts and, realising it was morning, got out 

of bed and got himself dressed. He went downstairs for breakfast and was greeted by his mum. 

Phoebe was next up and entered the kitchen quietly “Max, how is Patrick?” 

“He’s called Padrick,” replied Max, “and he is very well, thanks. He is fully healed. You dreamt it 

too?” 

“Sort of,” answered Phoebe, “but it is all a bit of a blur.” 

“Has that nasty Father George gone now?” asked mum. 

“Saint George,” corrected Max “is gone. Baron von Cheetah tricked him into thinking that the three 

wishes he made in front of Jeanette the genie came true. She cannot do that sort of trickery, but as 

Saint George doesn’t know about Andy McMillimig’s time-travelling abilities, it was the only 

logical conclusion. So not only has Saint George been stopped from slaying Padrick, he also now 

believes that he cannot injure any dragon for fear of introducing fresh dragons into the population.” 

The memories of the dream, whilst still fierce in Max’s mind, were fading in both his mother’s and 

his sister’s minds. They both looked at him, puzzled at his words. Phoebe had to tease “After 

listening to you, I can’t remember what I dreamt. I must say, Max, your dreams get weirder by the 

week.” 

Mum was more forgiving, but tended to agree. Still, she thought, it does no harm for a child to have 

an active imagination. 

 

17 

Dad called in the evening but had bad news. His car was poorly and so he hardly did any driving. 

No matter what they tried, a cure could not be found. 

The next day the news was even worse. Marc qualified at the back of the grid but was unable to 

start the race. 

Thomas Teapoux was on pole position, with Grayson Smidt second, Baron von Cheetah third and 

Trevor Mint fourth. Crazy Pete, who was suffering from a cold and complaining about being down 

on power, qualified ninth, with Lord Oftenbroke at the back in twelfth. Grayson won the first race, 

with Thomas a close second, Trevor third and the baron fourth. 

On the next day, dad called again with more grim news. No racing again. 

For the second race, Grayson Smidt was on pole position, with Thomas Teapoux second, Trevor 

third and the baron fourth. For the race, that was pretty much the finishing order despite the large 

number of passes. Grayson’s race was quiet, with him putting in a dominant performance; he lead 

from the start and his slowest lap was quicker than anybody else’s fastest lap. 

The worst thing for Max’s dad, as he explained, was that “As soon as the race was over, my engine 

ran perfectly. But we had given up and had done nothing further. It was like a curse. The funny 

thing is, we found a small silver cross, right by the car; it had a figure on it of a knight on 

horseback”. 
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“Are you ready?” Dad was bemused with Max, “These preparations are taking forever. I must say, 

son, I preferred it when you was packing for me. Now I am surprised by your lethargy. You have 

been so restless to go to your first race meeting and now, when we are ready to leave, I learn that 

you haven’t packed. What is the matter?” 

Max looked unhappy “Leave me behind dad, I’ll be fine.” 

“The only way to leave you behind is to leave your mum behind as well. Do you want that?” asked 

dad, “You know she and your sister are looking forward to it just as much as you were”. 

“Sorry dad,” replied Max, “I have done most of my packing; I’ll finish off and be ready in ten 

minutes or so.” 

“I’m guessing that this is to do with your dreams. Don’t worry, you don’t need to reply to that; I 

already know the answer,” dad was placating his son, “but who knows, you may have the dreams 

anyway. And if not, then I’m sure you will in the future.” 

Max was not convinced, but got himself ready and, soon, the family were on their way. 

A few hours later, the Navaeros arrived at Silverstone. Max had cheered up on the way and was 

now back to normal. He was looking forward to exploring the paddock, which his dad had just 

entered. As soon as the car had rolled to a stop, Max flung the door open and was out. It was getting 

late and the sun was going down, so he was ordered to stay close, but dad was pleased that he could 

get on with setting up the caravan without too much hindrance. 

Max found the awning where his dad’s car was stored and so sneaked in for a good look. He had 

seen lots of photos and, of course, had dreamt of driving it. The car was exactly as Max had 

imagined; perfect. He did not stay in the awning for long, as it was getting dark, and returned to the 

caravan just in time for his supper. 

All too soon, dad decided it was time for bed “Come on then kids, off you go. Max, you let us know 

if you have your usual race weekend dreams; I doubt it though as you have a real race weekend to 

enjoy.” 

Max had decided “Dad, there is no reason why can’t I have a good dream and then enjoy the real 

weekend. I promise to let you know in the morning.” So Max and Phoebe went off to bed and were 

soon fast asleep. 
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Max woke up late. He felt refreshed, as though he had enjoyed a long night’s sleep. He guessed that 

meant he was not going to meet his friends this weekend after all, so was quiet as he got up and 

dressed while mum made his breakfast. Sitting down to eat, he looked through the caravan window 

and saw nobody, commenting on this to his mum “It is so quiet out there. Well, apart from the noise 

of the racing cars. Where is everybody?” 

His mum shook her head as she answered “Don’t you think the noise of the racing cars answers 

your question, young sleepy-head? Your dad is driving right now. The Rock Trolls are in the pit lane 

ready for any of their drivers who enter the pit lane and Phoebe is watching the action with Lady 

Rose.” 

“The Rock Trolls and Lady Rose.” Max repeated, smiling. “Can I go out and investigate, mum?” 

“No,” mum replied. “I don’t want you to stray too far. You can go into the garage and wait for your 

dad if you like, as that is where your dad is based this weekend.” 

“We have a garage?” asked Max, pleased, “Are we going posh?” 

Mum laughed “We are indeed, but we are not paying any extra. The club is paying for it. The garage 

we are in is shared by Crazy Pete, Lord Oftenbroke and Baron von Cheetah. There are cars from 

other classes in the garages next to us.” 

“Other classes mum?” asked Max. 

“Yes Max.” replied mum. “You really are in your own world when you come racing. Well, let me 

explain. 

“The club that your dad races in has five different classes, with each class containing a different 

engine or specification. What it translates to is that the Classic is the slowest of the classes, with 

each successive class getting faster and more expensive.” 

Max was listening to his mum intently, surprised at her knowledge “How do you know all this, 

mum?” 

“Where is all the money coming from, young man?” asked mum, who went on to answer her own 

question “It costs a lot of money to go motor racing and so your dad and I have to discuss it 

carefully. I worked out that we could afford a faster class but your dad wanted to drive with the 

Classics as he thinks they are much more fun. It is not just the car that is better value; the tyres that 

have to be used are cheaper and therefore less grippy, meaning the cars slide around more. The 

suspension is cheaper, hence less sophisticated. Can you can guess what that means?” 

“That the Classics slide around more and so are even more fun?” answered Max, smiling. 

“That’s correct,” responded mum, “and so overall, not only are the Classics cheaper, they are also 

much more fun.” 

“I’m glad dad chose the Classic,” commented a contented Max “they really are great fun to drive.” 
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It was fun watching everybody in the garage, even though Max was careful to stay out of the way. 

While he made sure that he stayed in his own allocated garage space, it was not too much of a 

hindrance as there were no internal walls to divide the garages. Being in the middle of the block, 

Max could look to either end and make out most of what was going on. 

To his left, a few garage spaces away, were Team McMillimig together with all the cars that they 

fully supported; those drivers included Parky Ranger and Colin Netherfree. Full support included 

delivering the driver’s cars to the circuit, servicing them between races and also helping to set up 

the cars all through the weekend. The partially supported drivers, including Crazy Pete, were 

scattered amongst the garages. These drivers had to ensure that their cars were well prepared prior 

to each race weekend, towed their race-cars to the circuit and were only supported on an emergency 

basis; this was for anything going wrong with the car during the weekend, including accident 

repairs. 

Max next looked right to watch the Rock Trolls next to him, who had a very similar set up to Team 

McMillimig. Being a smaller team, they only had one garage to themselves, plus half of the garage 

that Max was currently standing in. With each garage being large enough for four cars, Max’s dad 

and Lord Oftenbroke took up the Rock Troll’s half. Further to his right, towards the end, was based 

GDS. Max was sad that they did not have any Classics amongst their customers but, as it was a 

small team, Max understood that they had to minimise the number of different classes they looked 

after. 

Straight ahead was what interested Max the most. The garage doors were wide open and the pit wall 

was visible beyond. Max revelled in the noise of the cars as they roared past. His garage was 

currently empty, so he walked up to the entrance to the pit-lane and, careful to ensure he remained 

within the garage, peeped his head out. Here he watched cars enter the pit lane from the race circuit 

and return to their garage, while other cars left the garage, drove along the pit lane and joined the 

circuit. 

With ten minutes of the session remaining, Max observed Crazy Pete entering the pit lane and head 

slowly towards Max. Reaching his garage, he slowed right down and passed Max by just enough 

distance to easily reverse into his space. Just as Crazy crossed the threshold of the garage, his front 

wheel fell off! Crazy got out of his car and examined the damage as he removed his crash-helmet 

and, with a cheerful smile, spoke “Well, that was lucky!” 

Andy McMillimig appeared from behind, asking “How can you say that, Crazy? That will take 

quite a few prayers to fix.” 

“Well,” replied Crazy, “I noticed that I was very low on fuel and so decided to pit. After all, I didn’t 

want to be stranded on the circuit having run out of petrol. 

“Can you imagine what would have happened at the first corner, had I stayed out? I certainly can. I 

would be approaching at over 100mph and would brake firmly, which is probably where the 

suspension would have collapsed. I may even have crashed into another car; there were, after all, 

cars around me when I pitted. No, I am definitely in a happy mood.” 
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There was controlled pandemonium in the garages. One set of cars, including the Classics, were 

returning to the garages, while other Caterham drivers were leaving for their session, heading down 

the pit lane to queue at the exit. Phoebe had joined Max to greet their father’s return and they were 

caught up in the excitement of the activities, with drivers calling out instructions or questioning 

others. There was some unhappiness, but most of the drivers were jovial, describing to each other 

various adventures. 

Max watched as Parky got out of his car and was greeted by his girlfriend, Jeanette the genie. She 

kissed the base of the front of his crash-helmet, unwilling to wait until he had removed it. Phoebe 

swooned at them “They are such a beautiful couple.” 

“Nonsense!” the baron, loitering behind, was not impressed. “I’ve heard that beauty is in the eye of 

the beholder, but this is ridiculous. He’s an overweight buffoon and she is just overweight. Not 

hugely, admitted, but beautiful? Pah!” 

“Baron!” cried Max. “That’s, that’s, um, er. I think they are both beautiful.” 

“Disgusting!” cried Phoebe, “That’s the word Max was looking for.” 

“May I comment?” asked Crazy. 

“No,” answered the baron, “and I agree with Phoebe. They are disgusting.” 

“Well, I’ll comment anyway,” interrupted Crazy. “I knew Parky when he was single and he was, 

frankly, nothing more than ordinary. I considered him polite, friendly and always helpful. 

Physically, I thought him a little taller than average and I suppose he carried a little excess weight. 

Other than that, he was just a very nice but normal man. 

“Then Jeanette came along and, even though he was no different, he shone. 

“As for Jeanette, well, I never knew her before. Maybe she does look just like an ordinary woman, 

but who cares? Aside from the Baron here, nobody does. And this is not magic. Well, actually it is 

the most powerful magic in the world and that magic is called love. 

“So, whilst on their own they are two ordinary people, together there is a spark that shines so 

brilliantly it can never go out.” 

The baron was unimpressed “I’m feeling nauseous. Excuse me while I throw up.” With that, he left. 

“Crazy,” called Lady Oftenbroke, “what you said was spot-on. You described Parky and Jeanette 

perfectly and dealt with von Cheetah admirably. Well done.” 

“I understand the baron perfectly,” continued Crazy, “He’s not being nasty; he’s just demonstrating 

how jealous he is. It’s a little sad really, but it goes on all the time. Usually when you see one person 

putting down another, it is down to their own deficiencies rather than their victim’s.” 

“So,” asked Max, “does this mean we can continue to call Parky and Jeanette beautiful?” 

Crazy looked at Lady Oftenbroke, inviting her to answer “Yes Max. But only if you want to.” 

“Of course I was asking on behalf of Phoebe.” pointed out Max, to which everybody laughed. 
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There are several different circuit configurations at Silverstone, the most important being the Grand 

Prix circuit itself where the British Grand Prix is staged. There are other smaller configurations that 

only use part of the track, and the Caterhams often race on these smaller circuits. For this weekend 

the drivers were competing on the International configuration. Because of its length it would mean 

that multiple classes would be running together. In the case of the Classics, they would be sharing 

testing and qualifying with the Sigmas and Supers, so there would be up to forty Caterhams on-

circuit at the same time. For the race, the Classics would only share with the Sigmas; even though 

there would be one grid, there would still be two different races going on at the same time. 

The morning had gone well and so Max was allowed out onto the circuit for the second session in 

the afternoon where the Classics would be joined by the two other classes. Rain was coming and so 

he was warned to be careful. Leaving his garage, just behind Crazy, the wind was building up and it 

was getting very cold. Max lined up with only four cars between him and the pit-lane exit. A red 

light was showing, meaning that nobody could leave. There was a steep rise all along the pit-lane 

exit, so that the cars driving by were high above Max and he could hear everything but see nothing. 

Eventually, the chequered flag could just about be seen as it was waved, ending the current session. 

There followed a long delay as all the cars currently on-circuit passed the chequered flag and then 

completed another lap at lower speed as they made their way to the pit-lane entry. Finally, Max saw 

in his rear-view mirrors the cars returning to their garages. 

By now it had started to rain, getting heavier as every minute passed. Max and all the other queuing 

drivers were getting drenched and the rain came on harder and harder. Even though all the cars had 

returned to the pits, the red lights did not go out. Nothing happened other than more and more rain. 

Eventually, a recovery lorry carrying a race-car appeared in Max’s mirrors, warning Max to be very 

careful. 

The red light finally went out and the car at the front accelerated off, its tyres throwing masses of 

water in the air. The second car did the same and then Crazy Pete. Max could see hardly anything 

and he was only just setting off at a walking pace. As the cars joined the circuit and picked up 

speed, Max’s visibility reduced even further. The rain landed on the windscreen in such quantities 

that, even though his wipers were operating at full speed, all Max could see was the car in front and 

not much more. The faster Sigmas that had queued behind Max were now streaming past. Only the 

Classics have windscreens, the remaining classes, including the Sigmas, doing without. That meant 

that the rain hit the driver’s helmet visors with a vengeance, but the air flow removed the water just 

as quickly, so their visibility was surprisingly good. The rain also landed on Max’s visor, but the 

windscreen stopped the airflow from clearing it, which compounded Max’s problem. 

It seemed to Max that Crazy’s view was much better than his, as Pete was making good progress, 

but then he started to brake about halfway down a long straight, just after a bridge. Max pulled out 

and passed, but then could see nothing. Where was the next corner? Max, now slowing, guessed 

that Crazy did not know the answer to that question either. Crazy re-passed Max and cornered much 

faster than Max expected, but decided to keep up and was relieved to stay on the circuit. 

As the laps went by, both Crazy and Max picked up their pace. Not only did they pass most of the 

Classics, but quite a lot of the Sigmas too. The Sigmas have different tyres which are not as grippy 

as the Classics in a downpour such as this, but they were still faster in a straight line. 

Coming to the first corner at the end of each lap, Max could not believe how fast Crazy turned in, 

always getting through. Max maintained his trust and followed. The long straight was now taken 

with much more confidence but Crazy was still braking far too early. Even so, Crazy and Max 
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passed quite a few Sigmas through this corner, so other drivers were obviously also struggling with 

the conditions. 

Towards the end of a lap, three Sigmas approached to lap Max and Crazy, so Crazy went wide and 

waved them through. In doing so, Crazy nearly went off, but recovered for the following right-hand 

bend that led back onto the start/finish straight. Here, Crazy was on the power much earlier than the 

cars ahead, so went to drive around the outside. Max was convinced that Crazy was heading off 

circuit and so went to the left of the cars. It became obvious that Crazy had, indeed, misjudged the 

direction of the circuit as he passed one car on the grass and jinxed back onto the track to pass 

another on the right. 

Because of their better entry onto the straight, both Crazy and Max were closing quickly on the 

remaining Sigma, which appeared to move over at the first corner. Crazy turned in on his normal 

line, but the Sigma driver did not expect that and turned in on his normal line. Too late, Crazy 

stamped on his brakes just before the two cars collided, spinning harmlessly to a stop. 

Max managed to avoid the carnage and continued into the blind rain. Just like earlier, when he had 

momentarily passed Crazy, Max could see nothing. He had to remember where the corners were 

and slow for them, hoping he had guessed correctly. He was surprisingly accurate, enjoying the 

heightened sense of awareness that resulted from his raised concentration. Only when the chequered 

flag was shown was Max able to breathe more easily and it is only then that, on reflection, he 

considered the potential results of a car ahead of him spinning to a stop. 
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Back in the garage, both Max and Crazy Pete were out of their cars. Dad was asking how things 

went, when a driver that Max did not recognise marched towards them and roared at Crazy “What 

was that all about? Crashing into me like that!” 

Crazy’s forehead creased, showing his confusion “I thought you were moving over for me. It was 

alright though, as my car wasn’t damaged and yours did not look to be.” 

“Moving over for you!” repeated the driver, who actually jumped up and down, “I was taking the 

karting line.” 

“Why?” asked Crazy. “My line was the fastest.” 

“Nonsense!” replied the Sigma driver, “the karting line was obviously quickest because it is so wet. 

Admit it; the red mist came up and you lost control. No wonder you have such a bad reputation. 

You need to calm down.” With that, the driver left, himself a little calmer. 

Max did not want to take sides, as he could not see clearly enough how the incident developed, so 

he attempted to change the subject slightly “I couldn’t see anything out there, especially that one 

time I momentarily passed you. How did you know where to brake and turn?” 

“I didn’t at first,” replied Pete, “which is why you went by me that time. Did you notice how early I 

braked? I obviously had no idea where the corner was. Even by the end of the session I was braking 

too early, which was better than getting it wrong, braking too late and then crashing.” 

“I suppose and I did notice. But what about the last corner where you went off the circuit? You 

know, just before, um, er, the crash.” 

“Oh, it wasn’t a big crash,” comforted Crazy. “I thought the circuit went one way, but misjudged it a 

little and that’s why I went off, but only by a little bit. If I had lifted off, I might have spun, but 

there was a path between two cars and back onto the circuit, so I took it.” 

“But how well could you see? Were you scared?” asked Max. 

“See? I couldn’t” replied Crazy. “Scared? Why would I be? No, I love driving in blind conditions 

like that. It really is exciting and great fun.” 

Max gave a deep breath. He wasn’t sure whether he should be impressed or concerned for Crazy’s 

mental well-being. Max’s dad had been listening in all along “I’m beginning to wonder how well-

earned your haphazard reputation is, Crazy. That other driver certainly thinks you deserve it.” 

“Oh, I suppose it is a little deserved,” confessed Crazy, “but I try my best. If I don’t, I’ll never be 

quick enough to challenge for wins.” 

Max’s dad took part in the final test session of the day. It stayed wet and dad got as soaked as his 

son. 
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In the evening the Oftenbrokes were socialising with Navaeros in their caravan, when there was a 

knock on the door. Trevor Mint was invited in, who then greeted the occupants “Hello, I’m not 

stopping. Could I borrow Max as there is something I want to show him. You too, Phoebe.” 

Max and Phoebe looked at their parents, who shrugged. “Just don’t go far and don’t be long.” 

ordered mum. 

Trevor guided the pair into the garage as he spoke “You two just watch Parky, as he and Jeanette are 

retiring for the night.” 

They watched Parky kiss Jeanette goodnight and then walk away from her. After he had gone some 

distance, he appeared to clamber into mid-air, struggle to the top of an invisible object, then 

disappear as he fell into it. Jeanette then vaporised, with the resulting mist pouring into her lamp. 

Trevor then picked up the lamp and spoke “That’s it. I shall take you back to your caravan now.” 

The two children returned to their weekend base, after which Trevor left with the lamp. On entering 

the warmth of the caravan, Max commented to his audience “Well that was strange, but perhaps I 

shouldn’t be too surprised around here.” 

Max reported the events. “I have to say”, admitted mum, “it does seem a little unusual. Still, each to 

their own”. 

“Actually, it is easily explained”, offered Lady Rose, “they was going to bed for the night.” 

“Going to bed?” asked Max, “But Parky just disappeared.” 

“Not at all,” replied Lady Rose, “It is all a matter of perspective and is perfectly clear when you 

understand. You will see tomorrow night when they repeat the process. Actually, that is when we 

will all be taking part in the process, as we have been invited there for some evening 

entertainment.” 

Max did not look confident. 
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Come the morning and the torrential rain had returned. Nobody had any interest in going anywhere. 

The garage may have only been less than a ten second dash away, but that was too far in these 

conditions. Fortunately, Farmer Keith was scrutineering all the cars in the garages. Unfortunately, 

for Max’s dad at least, the race-wear, including overalls and crash-helmet also needed Keith’s 

approval, and they were in the caravan. 

Looking out of the window, Max saw the door of Crazy Pete’s road car open. Out stepped Crazy, 

laden with his own race-wear, who then closed the door and sprinted at full speed towards the safety 

of the garage. As he drew alongside the caravan, Crazy attempted to slow, but just slid with one leg 

in the air all the way to the entrance of the garage. There, hitting a dry patch, Crazy jinxed to one 

side, barely avoiding running into his own car before somehow, completely out of control, coming 

to a safe halt. Crazy was drenched! He looked back and saw Max and waved. Opening the window, 

Max heard Crazy call “Well, that was easy. All I have to do now is convince Farmer that my car and 

I are fit for the circuit.” 

Max closed the window “It’s not that bad out there dad. Off you go.” 

Dad seized on the opportunity that Max had unwittingly presented “Actually son, Farmer Keith 

doesn’t need me so, as you don’t mind the conditions, you can take the gear.” 

Max didn’t believe that his dad was serious but, now standing in the garage in front of Keith, he 

wasn’t so sure. Keith, usually a very serious person when conducting his duties, looked rather 

amused “You do realise, young man, that I checked these last night along with the car?” Max 

looked back at the caravan to see his dad waving, and then give a thumbs up. Somebody had been 

duped. 

What was needed, Max realised, was an umbrella. Suddenly, he had an idea and called out “Steve 

the Spook!” 

All of a sudden, with a ** puff **, Steve the Spook appeared “Hello, I'm Steve the Spook! Do you 

need me, Max?” 

Max was too shy to speak, only just managing “Er, um, hi. Er, I wonder if you could help.” 

Max looked out of the garage, at the rain, with Steve the Spook looking in the same direction. Steve 

the Spook was not impressed, declining the obvious invitation “I think you are going to get wet!” 

With that, there was a ** puff ** and Steve the Spook disappeared. 

Jeanette was watching and called over “You know Max, there is a genie nearby.” 

Max’s eyes lit up as he immediately understood what she meant, and so spoke out loud “I wish it 

would stop raining!” 

“I can’t actually stop it,” warned Jeanette, “I can only hold it back, and not for long so you will 

have to be quick.” With that, she waved her arm and pointed at the sky. All of a sudden, the rain 

stopped. 

Max cheerfully walked up to the caravan door and, just before entering, stopped and turned to thank 

Jeanette. The delay cost him, as more and more of the rain that was being held back overcame 

Jeanette’s strength and burst through the spell, landing on poor Max with a huge splash. 

“I did warn you” called Jeanette, who decided to leave promptly. 
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“He who laughs last, dad!” called Max, from under a large umbrella. He was standing in the 

paddock, just by the pit lane entry where his dad was waiting to be released onto the circuit. 

“You always laugh loudest, regardless.” Lady Rose had heard about the morning’s events “It is a 

good job he cannot hear you. Anyway, you shouldn’t wind up your dad when he is about to qualify; 

he needs all his concentration for this treacherous weather. I didn’t believe it possible for it to rain 

any harder than yesterday, but it is.” 

The session began, with Grayson Smidt leading the way, closely followed by Baron von Cheetah, 

Max’s dad, Trevor Mint, Thomas Teapoux and the rest. Further back were more Classics, the Supers 

and the Sigmas. The cars were not in class order, but in the order that the drivers lined up. Once the 

cars started to leave, huge waves of water were thrown up, drenching the two spectators. Lady Rose 

saw that fate had played its hand “Maybe you should not have laughed quite so loud.” 

They decided to cut their losses and return to their garage and await the end of the session. Once 

there, Lady Rose could see that Max was anxious, even though he said nothing. Having driven in 

similar conditions already, Max was aware of the dangers facing his father. Halfway into the 

session, all the cars returned to the pit-lane, drove to the end of it and queued. It was obvious that 

the red flag had been shown, stopping the session. The only possible reason being that a car was 

stranded and needed recovering. Had the car just broken down, or crashed? Was the driver injured? 

And where was dad? Max had not seen him. 

Max walked from his garage, through the other garages in the block, in the direction of the pit exit. 

Finally, he thought he saw his dad. He smiled before realising that it was Parky and so, with grim 

determination, walked on. He heard a recovery lorry enter the pit lane, but could not see what it was 

carrying. The red light at the pit exit went out and the first car pulled away. It was dad! Max 

breathed again, turned, and returned to Lady Rose. 

The clock had remained running during the red-flag period, so it was not long before the session 

was over and the cars returned. Soon the garage was alive with the usual gossip, with quite a dollop 

of bravado thrown in. 

There was the usual long delay before the times were printed, after which some brave sole ventured 

out to the paddock office to collect a bundle of sheets. The sensational news was that the baron had 

claimed pole position, for both the Saturday and Sunday races. Grayson had qualified third, with 

dad in ninth. Crazy qualified seventh for Saturday and eighth for Sunday, and explained his tactics 

to Max “I was pushing very hard. After all, you only need to get two mistake-free laps in order to 

have a good qualifying position in both races.” 

Colin, on hearing this, asked “So how many perfect laps did you get, Crazy?” 

“I kept closing on slower cars and so kept aborting my laps.” explained Crazy “But I did get three 

good laps. It’s a shame I spun on each of them.” 

Colin looked perplexed “Tell me the description of a good lap again?” and with a shaking of his 

head, left. Crazy just smiled and winked at Max. 
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It had finally stopped raining and the sun was now shining, but Marc Navaero had already decided 

to race. Max was now with his sister and Lady Rose in the grandstand that overlooked the final few 

corners of the circuit. They were waiting for the start of the race which included the Sigmas and 

Classics. There were to be two starts; the first would release the Sigmas, with the second start, at 

least ten seconds later, releasing the Classics. 

The small group in the grandstand could hear the rising noise of racing engines followed by, a few 

seconds later, screeching tyres as the race started. The cars could be heard roaring into the distance 

as the noise diminished, but then the closer sound of more angry engines could be heard. Again, 

more shrieking tyres could be heard, this time indicating the start of the Classic’s race. 

As the noise died away for the second time, tension began to rise amongst the small group. It takes 

more than two minutes for the Sigmas to complete a lap, so Max was getting very impatient to see 

the cars go by for the first time. Eventually, a large group of over thirty cars appeared. They were all 

fighting hard, either defending their position or attacking the cars ahead. It was very exciting, with 

three cars losing out by going very wide and another car spinning safely and returning to the race at 

the back of the pack. Max was worried “I haven’t seen dad!” he exclaimed. 

“Don’t worry,” soothed Lady Rose, “that was the first group of cars. The Classics are about half a 

minute behind. Look! Here they come.” 

They were greeted with the familiar site of Grayson Smidt leading, with the baron in second place, 

Trevor third and Thomas fourth. Dad was safely up to eighth, with Lord Oftenbroke at the back of, 

but still with, the pack. Behind them was a lone car, Crazy, who had obviously had some sort of 

‘moment’. He later reported that he had a spin, after backing out of an over-optimistic passing 

attempt on Colin. 

By the time the Sigmas returned, Max was back to his normal cheerful enthusiastic self. He did not 

know any of the drivers, but they were putting on a good show. Too good for some of them, as cars 

occasionally touched. Nearly a minute later and it was the Classic’s turn to perform. Thomas out-

braked Trevor into the tight left-hand corner right in front of them, with Max’s dad repeating the 

manoeuvre on another car. Crazy had caught up to Lord Oftenbroke and passed him just exiting this 

corner, just in time for the long, sweeping right-hander that soon followed. 

Lap after lap, the Sigmas pulled away from the Classics until the fastest of them caught up to the 

slowest of the Classics. Then they closed onto the mid-field Classics, while the mid-field Sigmas 

caught up to the back of the Classics. This was a good recipe for pandemonium and Max was not 

disappointed. In front of Max, his dad was engulfed; five cars passed him on approach to the left-

hander, with another two passing either side going through the corner. Pulling away from Marc was 

Parky, who had used the chaos to his advantage, but then further ahead a Sigma spun, with the cars 

behind being forced to scatter. Parky was one of these, but Marc, sufficiently far back so that he did 

not need to slow before the spinning car had slid onto the grass, was able to re-take Parky and pull 

away. 

At the finish, Grayson had another comfortable win, with von Cheetah finally getting a podium 

position by finishing third. Even though he was only ninth out of fourteen, Max’s dad was very 

happy having thoroughly enjoyed himself. 
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Jeanette, Parky, Lady Rose, Trevor, Phoebe and Max were all gathered by Trevor’s car. More 

people were behind, waiting for what was about to begin “Well, children”, commented Jeanette, “I 

hear that you have inquisitive minds? Especially after what Trevor showed you.” 

“Um, well”, replied Phoebe, “we just wondered what Parky was doing. Lady Rose said he was 

going to bed.” 

“Well not immediately, maybe a bit of television first”, commented Parky, “But that’s about it. As 

was explained to you both, it is a matter of perspective. You see the lamp on the table here? Well, 

watch it and me from the same spot as Jeanette.” 

Parky started to walk away and so Jeanette continued with the explanation “You see how, visually, 

he is getting smaller as he walks away? Well, wait until he appears to be smaller than the lamp.” 

“Okay, stop there Parky.” called Jeanette. “Now Max, grab a chair, place it where I’m standing and 

get on it.” Jeanette waited until the chair was in place and Max had clambered onto it. “Now lower 

your head just slightly so that your eyes are at the same position that my eyes were.” 

Max could see that Parky appeared to be alongside the lamp and, as Jeanette waved, he jumped up, 

grabbing the ledge of the lamp and started to scramble upwards. Max, in astonishment, raised 

himself to his full height, upon which Parky promptly fell to the floor. “What are you doing?” he 

called. “Are you trying to kill me?” 

“Because you raised you’re head,” Jeanette explained to Max, “the perspective changed and he was 

no longer in contact with the lamp. Lower yourself down, but this time stay in that position until 

Parky is inside the lamp.” 

Max apologised to Jeanette, then called out “Um, sorry Parky. I have you lined up again. I promise 

not to move this time.” 

So Parky, at first tentatively and always grumpily, tried again, dragging himself to the top of the 

lamp and then lowering himself into its innards. 

Max was very impressed “Wow, that is amazing magic.” 

“Magic?” asked Jeanette, rather aloofly “absolutely not! I won’t have nonsense like that! This is 

pure science.” 

Trevor laughed “Don’t worry lad. Whilst Jeanette doesn’t like references to magic, she won’t hold a 

grudge. Here, both of you look inside the lamp”. Trevor removed the lid and they looked inside, 

seeing Parky sitting on a very comfortable looking sofa, waving at them “Hello Phoebe and Max. 

Now, as we are having a gathering, why don’t you all position yourself in the same way I did and 

come and join me?” 

As they queued, Lady Rose explained to Max and Phoebe “At the end of each night, Trevor looks 

after the lamp overnight. When we leave tonight, the process will be reversed; Jeanette will position 

the lamp and watch us climb out and then we will walk towards Jeanette until we are full-sized 

again. It is all rather easy.” 

Jeanette called Phoebe over to her, allowing her to do the same as Max, successfully leading Trevor 

into the lamp. Then both Max and Phoebe entered the lamp, although their father had to lift them up 

to the height of the lamp first. Once inside and seated, they could view a monitor showing footage 

of a CCTV camera showing the rest of the guests enter. 
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Once the guests were inside, Max realised that two members of GDS were absent. “Um, er, Parky. 

Are Padrick and Steve the Spook coming?” 

With that, there was a ** puff ** and Steve the Spook appeared “I was beginning to wonder if I was 

invited.” 

“We were just about to call you,” laughed Parky. “And Padrick is on his way.” 

From the monitor, Padrick could be seen entering the garage. He spoke with Jeanette and then 

headed away from her. He went much further than the other guests, then took off and hovered above 

the lamp for a moment before entering it and heading straight for the guests. He was much reduced 

in size and landed on Max’s lap, before giggling “I thought I would take advantage of this 

perspective malarkey. Oi Max, you can tickle under my ears and then give my belly a rub!” 

“I think the missing word is please.” scalded Max. 

“I think the missing words are ‘or I’ll sit elsewhere’.” huffed the dragon, then winked at Max, who 

shrugged and did as he was told. 

During all this, Max kept watching Jeanette on the monitor and saw her turn to vapour and then 

float into the spout of the lamp. Then a door in the lamp’s wall opened and she entered, as beautiful 

as ever. 

Others present were Grayson, Thomas, Lord Oftenbroke, Crazy, Colin, Farmer Keith, Pater Goblin, 

Rock Bernie and Andy McMillimig. They were talking amongst themselves, enjoying the buffet 

that had been prepared. Grayson spoke for the group “It’s a shame that the baron isn’t here. 

Especially after his performance today, earning two pole positions and then coming third in the 

race.” 

“It has to be asked,” commented Colin, “did he earn it or did he cheat?” 

Farmer Keith answered “Now, now, Colin. That is not very sporting. I think he just got every corner 

spot on. I am sure I would have detected something if he had cheated. After all, I know most of his 

tricks and can guess at the rest. It’s just a shame he can’t behave most of the time.” 

“I don’t think he cheated,” observed Grayson, “not from what I saw of him in qualifying and the 

race. As Keith says, it’s a shame he doesn’t behave more often.” 

“How many successive race wins is it now, Grayson?” asked Crazy, “And what do you do with all 

the trophies?” 

“Thirteen,” replied Grayson, “and let’s hope that’s not an unlucky number. To be honest, the 

trophies are so large that I don’t have the space to display them all. I just display the most 

important, such as the championship trophy, the trophy for my first win, and trophies from some 

key circuits. My little daughter plays with some of the others in the garden.” 

“Grayson!” cried Crazy. “That’s, well, how could you? What I would give for just one of them.” 

“If you had just one of them, or even three or four,” answered Grayson, “you would have no trouble 

displaying them all. It is better than storing them in the loft, never to see them again”. 

“I suppose so,” admitted Crazy, “if only I had such a problem.” 
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The gathering was going very well, so Pater Goblin made an announcement, which had already 

been agreed by Jeanette and Parky “Okay folks, Padrick here thinks that he can keep secrets, and 

wonders how come I always know when he's up to mischief. Well, my friendly little dragon...” 

“Less of the little.” retorted Padrick, “Do you know how much it costs me to fill this belly?” 

“See what I have to put up with?” asked Pater, “It is rude to interrupt, especially when I'm taking 

the mickey. Anyway, we are having a quiz. I have produced cards, numbered One to Twenty and on 

the back is a mood. I'm going to ask Padrick to give a facial expression for each card. I want you lot 

to write down on a sheet of paper what you think it is. For example, one of the card states Happy, so 

I expect him to smile. And probably bounce about and flap his wings.” 

A separate chair was found for Padrick to sit on, while pens and paper were passed round for all the 

guests. They all waited eagerly, pen in hand, as Padrick read the first card, gave a facial expression, 

and waited for his audience to respond. 

Trevor was confused “Just one question. Was that a reaction to the question or the response? Or was 

the blank expression that followed the reaction?” 

“Padrick, as the host of this quiz”, responded Pater, “you have my permission to breathe fire on 

anybody who asks any more silly questions!” 

“Ah”, commented Pete, “I was about to, but I'm not that crazy.” 

So off they went, spending an absorbing twenty minutes as Padrick pulled all sorts of faces and his 

audience roared with laughter. For one particular card, he even bounced about, flapping his wings. 

Everyone guessed that one correctly. 

Afterwards Pater gathered up the cards, marked them and gave his reaction “I'm disappointed with 

you lot. Crazy was the worst, getting a mere sixteen correct answers, while only Phoebe and Lady 

Rose got all twenty.” 

“Ha!” retorted Padrick “So I cannot be read like a book!” Pater just gently shook his head and 

returned to the buffet. 
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Max was up early, as he wanted to be in the garage when Parky and Jeanette appeared in order to 

thank them for the previous evening’s entertainment. When Trevor arrived carrying the lamp, Max 

joined him. Trevor rubbed the lamp, causing steam to exit the spout, which condensed into the 

shape of Jeanette. Max was impressed, asking how it was done. “That’s easy,” Jeanette replied, “I 

just think of the shape I want to take and here I am.” 

“You mean that you could look totally different?” asked a surprised Max. “Taller or shorter, for 

example.” 

“Exactly.” agreed Jeanette. “I could have a different face or a different build. But this is the natural 

me and I am content with my appearance.” 

“Are you never tempted to change?” asked Max, thinking of the earlier encounter. “For example, to 

please people who don’t like you for who you are.” 

“You’re talking about the baron’s comments, young man. Yes, I heard them and no, they did not 

bother me.” Jeanette was calm and unflustered over what Max felt was a heated topic. She 

continued “Every human being is a different shape and a different size. And every one of them is 

beautiful. I’m serious. Not beautiful to all and maybe not even to most people. But there is 

somebody out there for every person. 

“If I was to change my appearance I would not be me. I would have probably never met Parky or, if 

I had, he may not have been interested in me. After all, why should he be interested in somebody 

who is not interested in their own true selves? 

“Mind you, there is nothing wrong with trying to improve yourself; in fact it is something that we 

should all constantly strive to do. If you exercise and study, you will be fitter, stronger and more 

knowledgeable. But you should be doing these things for yourself, not for others. And if they don’t 

like the look of you or how you behave, then that is their problem.” 

“But you are beautiful, anyway” pointed out Max. 

“I’m happy with myself and that radiates confidence,” Jeanette replied, “and confidence is a thing 

of beauty in itself. All a person needs is to be at peace with themselves and ignore any detractors. 

After all, you cannot be friends to everybody, so why not just choose friends who already like you?” 

Max, seeing the logic of Jeanette’s comments, had his thoughts interrupted by a small noise coming 

from the lamp “Excuse me! When you two have finished gassing do you think you could help me 

out of here?” 

Max and Jeanette laughed while the lamp was correctly position and Parky climbed out. He then 

walked up to the pair, smiling and spoke to Max “Jeanette is right. I wouldn’t change any part of 

her. And as nobody else is dating her, who cares what they think?” 
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It was a dry day and so Max was allowed to race. He was lined up ninth out of the Classics, one 

place ahead of Trevor. Immediately ahead in eighth was Crazy. Lined up at the front of the Classics 

was the baron, with Grayson just behind. 

Ahead of them, separated by a small gap, were the Sigmas. Waiting for the start of the race, the red 

lights came on and the engine noise from ahead indicated that all the drivers were revving their 

engines in anticipation of the start. The lights went out and off the Sigmas roared. Still stationary, 

Max increased his engine revs to what he felt was the best speed for an optimum getaway. He 

watched the official starter, holding a flag as he stood in the gantry by the start-lights. These lights 

are never used for additional starts but, instead, a national flag is waved. 

Max focussed on the flag that the official was holding. After what seemed like forever, but was just 

ten seconds, it was held aloft for a moment, then waved downwards. Max was off like a scalded cat, 

as was Crazy, who stayed ahead. Entering the first corner, Max saw Crazy raise a hand and then 

spotted a yellow flag and so gently slowed down to maintain his position. The yellow flag indicates 

that something has happened ahead, and so drivers have to reduce their speed to a safe pace and are 

not allowed to overtake. Other drivers, behind, failed to see the flag and drove past. 

Before the yellow flag had come out, Grayson had made a superb start and, by the first corner, was 

ahead of the baron by half a car’s length. As he turned in, Grayson took the racing line, but von 

Cheetah refused to back off and the two tangled. The impact punctured Grayson’s rear tyre and the 

sudden deflation caused a spin. Somehow, the entire pack avoided him, but Grayson’s race was 

over. 

There was something wrong with Max’s car. Maybe he had driven over some tyre debris; maybe his 

own tyre pressures were incorrect; maybe there was an engine issue. Whatever the reason, Max was 

not very quick. The cars ahead pulled away and he could do nothing to stop them. 

Before the end of the race, all of the remaining Classics were lapped by all of the Supers. Max had 

to be very careful, as some of the Sigmas were driven in a very aggressive, almost rude manner. It is 

the responsibility of the overtaking driver to ensure that the pass is completed without incident and 

so Max could have stuck to his line, with any resulting impact being deemed the fault of the other 

driver. That would not have helped Max though; his dad would still have to pay for the repairs. 

In the end, Thomas won the race, with the baron dropping down to finish fifth. Max was sad to 

finish in eleventh place out of the thirteen starters. As he was learning with motor racing, once a 

race has started there is sometimes nothing to be done to improve fortunes. That is an observation 

which Grayson, at this moment, would surely agree. 

Despite his disappointment, once across the finishing line, Max hooted his horn and waved at all the 

marshal posts. The marshals are all unpaid volunteers and, without them, motor racing would not 

exist. They like to be acknowledged and the drivers like to show their appreciation. 

Max completed his lap, pulled into the parc ferme and suddenly grew very tired. Within moments of 

stopping, he was fast asleep. 
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It was raining when Max awoke in the caravan. Previously when waking from his adventures, he 

had been at home in his own bed so Max, still tired, was initially confused. Getting up for breakfast, 

his mother warned him “You do realise that there is a limit to the amount of clean, dry clothes we 

can bring? You be careful not to get soaked. Yes, we know what you’ve been dreaming about.” 

Dad was not amused “Thanks for the eleventh place, son. I hope I do better than that.” 

Soon, the memories of Max’s dream faded from all but Max himself, allowing his family the 

freedom resulting from a lack of knowledge. 

Max thoroughly enjoyed the day. He stayed mainly in the garage as it was such a wet and dismal 

day. It was amusing when Peter finished his test session early due to a lack of fuel and, as he 

reversed into his garage, a wheel fell off. Later that day a driver of another car came over and 

briefly argued with Peter; he was so annoyed that he even stomped his feet. 

Max was able to identify most of the characters that were part of his, quite literally, Dream Team. 

True, the GDS team members were not mythical creatures; in fact all the real-life characters were 

just ordinary people. But, somehow, as Max got to know them, he realised that his dream team 

shared the same characteristics as the real people. As he was able to match characters he was to 

discover that the only driver he could not identify was the baron. He decided to wait for qualifying 

and see who won pole position. 

A driver that Max did not know, called Dave, was fastest in qualifying, for both the Saturday and 

Sunday races. Was he the baron? Max did not think so, as he was such a nice, friendly person who 

was a previous winner of the championship. Graham, the reigning champion, had qualified third, 

with dad in ninth. 

Graham won the first race, his thirteenth in succession, with Dave finishing third. Dad finished 

ninth. 

The start to the second race was pandemonium, with Graham and Dave colliding. This resulted in a 

puncture and a harmless spin for Graham, with Dave dropping back to finish fifth. After the race 

Dave, who was upset because he considered the accident to be his fault, bought Graham a pair of 

tyres. Max decided that he definitely was not the baron. Dad was a little down, as he had only 

finished eleventh, believing the poor performance was due to engine issues. 
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“The forecast is for yet another wet race weekend.” Dad was not impressed. “I think I need to pack 

my wellies instead of my race boots.” 

“How come it is raining so much this year, dad?” asked Max. 

“Believe it or not, it is no wetter than usual.” replied dad. 

Mum put her book down and got up, walked to the window and looked out. “It’s raining again.” 

Having made her point, she returned to her chair, sat down, picked up her book and quietly resumed 

reading. 

“It’s true,” defended dad. “It is all to do with the Jet Stream weather system. From what I 

understand, it flows northwards, normally to the west of Britain. It causes a lot of rain, but that 

usually falls over the sea. For some reason, possibly global warming, the path has moved eastwards 

and so is passing over us. So the rainfall is the same, just not in the same place.” Dad looked glum. 

“Is the Jet Stream going to correct its position?” asked Max, “Or will it rain until Christmas?” 

“Unfortunately, nobody knows,” answered dad, “but we do know that it will be a wet weekend. 

Maybe in your dreams you can come up with some tips for me; after all, you seem to gain a 

foreknowledge of what is to come. You can let me know if a race will be wet and, if so, how wet. 

How’s that for insider knowledge?” 

“I do believe that is cheating dad.” replied Max. “Mind you, I could tell everybody and, if they 

ignore my advice then that is up to them.” 

“That’s my son! Clever thinking.” Dad was pleased with his son’s thought process and honesty. “It 

would make racing safer if you was able to let us know what to expect. 

“Anyway, that’s enough for tonight. You and Phoebe have school tomorrow, so off to bed you go. 

I’ll see you both on Saturday morning.” 

With that, Max went to bed, tucked himself in and promptly fell asleep. 
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The caravan was rocking when Max woke up. As expected, it was raining. For a change, Max was 

up before Phoebe, so he stomped around the caravan in order to wake her. This time, there was not 

the luxury of a garage, so all the visitors to the circuit were going to get very wet indeed. Happily, 

the Navaero’s had sufficient changes of clothing, together with waterproof jackets and trousers, so 

they were able to leave without too much of a hindrance. 

Still eating his breakfast, Max looked out of the window to see numerous men and women walking 

by, all wearing bright orange jackets. These were the marshals who not only covered duties such as 

flag waving by the circuit, but almost all other duties that were required. Max had not really noticed 

them before but now, in this weather, was intrigued “Mum, is it true that marshals don’t even get 

paid?” 

“That’s correct son. Many of them are locally based, but a lot of them have to travel quite a 

distance. So not only are they unpaid, but they often have to fork out money themselves.” 

Max was concerned “But why do they do it? Especially on days like this.” 

“Because they love motor racing, silly,” answered mum, “and they don’t all want to take part in 

racing. It is expensive and not everybody is as lucky as your dad. There are many reasons. Why 

don’t you ask one; I’m sure they won’t mind.” 

It had stopped raining and, having finished his breakfast, Max wrapped up and left the caravan. He 

approached a jovial looking marshal “Er, um, hi. I’m Max.” 

The marshal looked at the youngster and smiled “Hello Max. I’m Dave. What can I do for you?” 

“Er, um, I’m just wondering what marshals do and why. I mean, I know you wave flags and gather 

drivers into the Assembly Area. And into Parc Ferme. And do all sorts of things around the circuit. I 

hope I’m not being cheeky. And then you do loads of other things around the paddock.” 

“Hold on right there young Max.” laughed Dave. “I’ll have forgotten your question if you don’t 

stop. Anyway, you are right in all you say. I’m just on my way to the signing on office. There I will 

find out my duties for the day. Come along if you like, as long as your parents don’t mind.” 

“I’d like that. Thanks.” replied Max, “My parents don’t mind; they already know I have come to 

question a marshal.” 

“Fair enough,” replied Dave, as he headed off with Max in tow “after all, you may want to start 

marshalling yourself in a few years. We always need more volunteers and there are a lot of 

youngsters who become marshals.” Dave looked at Max and guessed his next question “Before you 

ask, the minimum age for a trackside marshal is sixteen. Mind you, there is the post of Cadet 

Marshall for anyone aged eleven to sixteen.” 

As they entered the office to sign on, Max was recognised by the Clerk of the Course who is in 

charge of the day’s events “Hello Max, have you come to find out the inner workings of the 

marshal? Well, Dave here is a good choice. How would you like to spend the weekend shadowing 

him?” 

Max agreed that it would be a good idea, and his new friend Dave was eager to help, so it was just a 

matter of finding a spare set of orange overalls that would fit the new boy. 
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Standing next to another marshal, Dave was holding up a green flag as the cars exited the pit lane to 

start their test session. He explained to Max “This is the second corner and it is called Hawthorn, 

named after Britain’s first ever world champion, Mike Hawthorn, who won it way back in 1958. 

“There are nineteen marshal posts, but they are not all in use, just sufficient for us to do our job 

properly. What I, together with all the other marshals, am doing right now is showing the green flag 

to all the drivers as they come out onto the circuit. That way, if the drivers are paying attention, they 

will know where all the marshals are. Later on, if a driver has to stop, he – or she, of course - can 

try to get as close as possible to a manned marshal post. 

“Once the lead car has completed a lap, I can put away this flag and prepare to show other flags 

when needed. Or we can go and attend to a stricken car.” 

The second marshal, who had been introduced to Max as Stan, grinned “Actually, that will be my 

job as Dave will have to wave the yellow flag while I am out there.” 

“It must be dangerous,” commented Max “do you get scared?” 

“No, not at all,” replied Dave. “Fear just gets in the way. Mind you, complacency is worse. Imagine 

going out to attend a broken down car on the circuit and just pushing it without continuously 

looking back at the circuit to make sure that it is safe?” 

“I can see why that would be silly,” replied Max “After all, if one of the drivers hasn’t seen the 

yellow flag being waved then they will still be driving at racing speed.” 

“That is right,” replied Dave, “and if that happens, us alert marshals will be able to escape. Don’t 

forget that the driver of the stricken car is in a much safer place seated in the car, and should not get 

out until pushed to a safe location.” 

Max heard a radio announcement requesting the removal of his flag, which was quickly done. Just 

at that point there was a screech of wheels as a car spun off at the first corner. Dave got the green 

flag out and started to wave it again. That confused Max, who asked “Shouldn’t that be yellow?” 

“No,” Stan replied, “The marshals at the first corner are now showing the yellow flag. We are well 

after the incident and so can show the green flag to show that the danger point has been passed.” 

The car was obviously damaged, but drivable, as it approached Hawthorn. Passing Post Two, the 

driver was using his mirrors looking for a safe path back onto the circuit. Stan had already radioed 

the situation to Control, who were able to pass information to the next post. 

Stan continued his explanation to Max “You that see Dave has switched to a yellow flag? Well, that 

is because the danger is now after this post. Wait for the driver to pull onto the circuit. Now! And 

you see that Dave is already waving the white flag; He is quick with those flags! Well, the white 

flag indicates that there is a slow moving car ahead.” 

It was not long before the track was, using Dave’s definition, all green. But he was kept busy; as 

fast cars approached slower cars, Dave would pick up a blue flag and wave it as the slower car 

approached his post. Dave explained to Max “This is only for information to the driver. It is in their 

interest to move over and let the faster car past, but they don’t have to.” 

“Car 80 left the circuit at Post 3 and continued” called Stan into the radio, before turning to Max 

“We have to report any track-limit infringements. That’s a posh phrase for reporting any driver who 

has a little off.” 

It was a fascinating twenty minutes, after which Max stayed for more.  
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There was light rain as Max exited the pit lane to start his qualifying session. He had been warned 

by his dad that such conditions were as tricky, if not more, than the fully wet drives that he had so 

far experienced. Crazy went even further, saying “I usually do well in full wet weather because my 

commitment more than compensates for the loss of speed caused by my lively driving style. On the 

other hand, whilst I don’t mind light rain, I am not particularly good in such conditions. That is 

because I don’t keep as tight a control of my car as, for example, Grayson or Master Steve. Each 

little steering correction means my car is not quite on the pace, so over a lap they will be a lot 

quicker.” 

Max already knew he had to be super-smooth with all the controls, namely lifting off the throttle, 

applying and then easing off on the brakes, steering into and out of a corner and finally getting back 

on the throttle. 

Asking Crazy how to recognise if he was driving well, Pete replied “Oh, that’s easy. There are two 

basic steps. First, if you are locking up, or sliding, you are driving too fast. Second, if you are not 

locking up or sliding, you are driving too slowly. Unfortunately for you, I’m serious. Your job is to 

somehow to balance those two conditions so that you get to the point that you are just about to, but 

don’t quite, push too far. The same applies to using the accelerator, as you need to avoid spinning 

the wheels by applying too much power.” 

Now on-circuit, Max was discovering that Crazy was actually talking sense. He felt that he was 

driving each corner well until Parky sprinted by, closely followed by Colin. Max picked up pace 

and, at the very next corner, pressing too hard on the brake, locking his front wheels. Max reacted 

well, lifting off the brake pedal by just enough to allow the wheels to start to rotate, but his car was 

now travelling a little faster than intended. With nothing more than hope, Max slowly turned the 

steering wheel; the excessive speed meaning that his car, whilst turning, could not take the required 

line. Max gently squeezed the throttle, which worked in that the rear of the car stepped out, rotating 

the car enough to point it in the required direction. Any harder on the throttle and his car would 

have spun. Max was now sliding towards the outside of the corner, so Max eased off the throttle and 

the car gradually slowed until, right at the edge of the track, grip was recovered and Max was able 

to accelerate away. 

Using his mirrors, Max saw Crazy behind make a similar mistake and harmlessly spin off. Only 

seconds later, at the next corner, Max’s work would start again. Corner after corner, lap after lap, 

total concentration was required, but Max was rewarded as he reeled in and then passed Parky, 

although Crazy caught and passed them both. 

By the end of the session, Grayson had qualified on pole position for both his races, with Max 

qualifying in tenth place, just behind Colin in ninth and Crazy in eighth. 
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Max had spent most of the morning with Dave and Stan. For the final session there was the usual 

hive of activity as the cars were racing round, when a radio message announced the need for the red 

flags to be shown. Dave immediately grabbed his flag and waved it at cars who, on spotting it, 

instantly began to slow down. The problem for the drivers was that they did not know what had 

happened, or where it had happened. Max and all the marshals knew, as they were informed via the 

radio. Two drivers had collided on the entry to the sharp right-handed corner called Tower. The blue 

flag was waving but the slower driver ignored it and took his normal racing line. The quicker driver, 

expecting to be given the line, blundered straight into the side of the slower car. 

“Happens all the time,” explained Stan. “The slower driver thinks they will give way on the exit of 

the corner, while the quicker driver just assumes that they will get through a gap that was never 

going to exist. Okay, it is the overtaking driver’s responsibility to make a safe pass, but that is not 

really any compensation to the slower driver. He may be in the right, but he also has a big repair 

bill. And what is worse, the fun has been spoilt for all the other drivers who should be out there.” 

Hawthorn Corner had been quiet for a while, as all the cars were heading into the pit lane, when two 

recovery lorries joined the circuit and headed for Tower Corner. 

“I may as well get some coffee from my flask.” Dave poured himself a cup and offered more to Stan 

and Max. He continued, smiling “I won’t be so generous with my sandwiches. Ah, cheese and 

pickle; my favourite. It will be about ten minutes before those two are recovered back to the 

paddock and the session can resume.” 

They did well, as it was only nine minutes. But then, six minutes later there was another red flag as 

another car, this time on his own, had an accident also at Tower. That was it for that session as time 

ran out, so the total on-track time was only ten minutes in total. 

Max and all the marshals were now able to leave their posts and go and relax for an hour. Max 

returned to the paddock for his own lunch; he was famished after the morning’s activities. 

On passing the GDS awning, Max noticed that Pater Goblin was talking to Andy McMillimig, with 

Baron von Cheetah apparently eavesdropping. Max cheerily called Pater, knowing that von Cheetah 

would be spotted, and walked up to the awning; the baron walked away without a word. 

“Hello Pater, Andy. You do know the baron was listening to you. Er, what’s all this water for?” 

“Don’t worry about that, Max,” answered Pater, who quickly changed the subject. “How has your 

morning been?” 

“Very busy,” replied Max, “especially with some of the drivers behaving like children. Er, um, 

unlike me, of course.” 

“You are probably the best behaved driver out there,” commented Andy, “after all, if you acted like 

a child, that would be the end of your racing career for many a year.” 

Max laughed at that comment and soon left the awning, wondering exactly what was being planned. 
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The rain was coming down. It had already been agreed for Max to take part in this race, but his dad 

was not happy. “I’m sorry, son, but this does not feel like a dream, so don’t go telling me it is to 

help your ‘real’ dad, whatever that might be. This is not the time for childish practical jokes. But I 

suppose I have already agreed to let you drive on strict condition that you take no chances. Are we 

clear on that?” 

“Yes dad,” agreed Max, “you can trust me; you know you can.” 

Now in the Assembly Area, ready for the off, Farmer Keith laid down some temporary weighing 

scales and instructed each driver in turn onto them as they exited for the circuit. Max called out to 

Rock Bernie to ask what was going on “I don’t know.” replied Bernie, “For a start the scales are not 

official, so the weight means nothing. I suspect he is doing it this way to ensure you don't get into 

official trouble should you be underweight again; he’s a fair man, our Keith and does not want to 

penalise drivers unnecessarily.” 

“Watch and learn.” Commented Pater Goblin as he walked by. “Somebody is about to get stitched 

up.” 

Next up on the scales was Baron Von Cheetah, whose weight was seen to be right on the limit; 

610kg with driver on board. “Ne-ah-ah-ah-arrhh” laughed the Baron as he left the scales and 

pressed a button, depositing lots of water behind him. About twenty litres, meaning 20kg of weight. 

“You do realise,” called Keith, rather loudly, “that the official weighing is done after the race?” The 

baron’s red car pivoted forward as the brakes were applied rather abruptly. “You didn’t think of that, 

did you?” asked Keith, not waiting for a reply. “That is a slight flaw in your plan. I saw what you 

were up to in the paddock, rigging up that water system. I could have waited until the end of the 

race but if you crashed into someone in the meantime, their race would have been ruined too.” 

The baron visibly lowered himself in his seat, steam rising from his crash-helmet that enclosed an 

ever-reddening face. He had no choice but to return to the paddock to restore the missing ballast. 

“Told you.” commented Pater, who winked as he added “I wonder who tipped off Keith. And from 

what I've seen, not only is the Baron going to miss this race, but he will also be in trouble at the end 

of the next due to another beginner's error. And don't look at me like that; I'm not saying. The baron 

has been given a chance and needs to learn to be fair.” 

“Do you know what he means, Rock Bernie?” 

“Actually I believe I do, and I'm not saying for the same reason. Although somehow I doubt old 

Vonny will ever learn.” 
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Waiting on the grid with the rain getting ever harder, Max and all the other drivers were drenched, 

as were the marshals and all the officials. Even so, the starting procedure remained the same. First, 

from above the gantry which held the starting lights, a “One Minute” board was shown. At this 

point, all engines must be started, although in reality, they all were already running; after all, it is 

not a good time to find that your car refuses to start! If, for any reason, the formation lap cannot 

start on time, then a “Start Delayed” board is displayed; when ready, the “One Minute” board will 

be displayed again. Thankfully, in this rain, the next board shown was the “Thirty Second” board, 

by which time all the marshals had left the grid. Finally the “Five Second” board was displayed. 

Now it was time for the starter to wave a green flag, upon which the cars at the front pulled away, 

followed by those just behind and so on until the entire field was underway. 

The drivers completed a full lap, in qualifying order, and returned to their original grid position. The 

formation lap did not bode well, with almost no visibility and standing water everywhere; Max 

made sure he noted where all the green flags were being waved, hoping that information would not 

be of use to him during the race. Max lined up in tenth place, alongside Colin and ahead of Parky. 

Once all the cars were stationary, the red lights above the starting gantry were illuminated. A few 

seconds later, they went out and Max slowly fed in the power. Crazy had advised him to be gentle 

with the throttle when it was wet, otherwise the driven wheels would spin and so there would only 

be a little acceleration. It worked, as Max passed those directly ahead of him, but Crazy was even 

quicker and was up to fourth by the first corner. 

At the first corner there was a pool of water which all the drivers avoided. All accept Crazy, who 

went straight through, launching a tidal wave of water above him, drenching the driver right behind. 

That driver was Max! Round Hawthorn they went, with Crazy staying to the middle of the track as 

he passed Trevor into the chicane. Max followed, barely able to see Crazy’s rain lights. 

When it is a wet race, all the drivers have to switch on their rain lights. These lights are red and very 

bright, exactly the same as brake lights, and are designed to be seen in the wettest of conditions. 

Even though Max was right behind Crazy, his rain lights were barely visible; certainly nothing 

beyond Crazy could be seen. At the far end of the circuit Crazy passed a car and Max followed, not 

knowing who was being passed. Max looked for the marshal posts to any signals but, even though 

he knew where they were, he could see nothing. Crazy started to reduce speed, waving his arm in 

the air. Max then spotted a red light on the back straight, which was being used in conjunction with 

the unseen red flags. 

Slowly, the entire field returned to the pit lane. On stopping, Max noticed he was fifth in line, so 

that was where he was placed in the race. Rock Bernie walked up to Max to let him know what was 

going on “The race has been stopped until conditions get better. The marshals have got to be able to 

see the post to either side of them; right now, with this rain, they can’t. 

“You all have to stay here in your cars until the rain has stopped.” Bernie looked up into the sky, 

before continuing “It looks like you are going to get wet. 

“Oh, and for you the news gets worse. When a race is stopped, the positions revert back to the start 

of the previous lap. If the leader had stayed out for another whole lap, meaning he was somewhere 

on Lap Three, then you would re-start in fifth.” He could see that Max was about to protest “I 

know! It is not fair, but I don’t make the rules. If I did they wouldn’t be so complicated.” 

So Max had to wait in the knowledge that his hard-earned fifth place was for nothing and that he 

would re-start in tenth. In the meantime, the rain poured on all the drivers. 
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Twenty minutes passed before the rain eased off. It was like sitting, fully clothed, in a bath of 

freezing cold water. Max shivered. His hands were numb with the cold and, even though he was 

surrounded by other drivers and support, he was alone. He asked himself if he should just climb out 

of the car, but he couldn’t; the lure of racing, even in those appalling conditions, was just too strong. 

Another five minutes passed and a signal was given. Up and down the pit lane, cars started their 

engines and then they were all released onto the circuit, which they drove around before lining up 

on the grid. Again the starting process of the one minute, thirty second and five second board, 

followed by the green flag and another formation lap. Both this lap and the initial out-lap were vital 

for Max, to study the conditions on all the corners and also on the straights. It was important not to 

drive across a puddle under full throttle as that could easily cause the car to spin. 

Lining up for the start, Max again cautiously pulled away as those in front got themselves bogged 

down with spinning wheels. Again Max tucked behind Crazy, who again aimed straight for the first 

corner apex, driving straight through the pool of standing water. Again, Max got even more 

drenched from the water that was launched over Crazy’s car! 

This time they completed the first lap, although Max wasn’t sure how. Visibility was as bad as 

before, so Max shadowed Crazy all the way, including through that first corner. Crazy was fifth, 

challenging a car ahead but too cautious to commit to a pass. Max checked his rear-view mirror and 

saw that the following cars were dropping back. 

On the third lap, Crazy challenged for fourth place at the first corner and was through, with Max 

tucked up right behind and following. Now the pace quickened, with Crazy and Max pulling away 

from those behind. By now, Max had no thoughts of challenging; he just wanted to keep up. 

After the race, Crazy explained his logic to Max “I was in fourth place, where I felt I could finish 

without any difficulty. But I could see Master Steve in third place. He was a long way ahead and I 

doubted that I would catch him, but it was my best chance yet of a trophy. So I pushed and pushed, 

knowing that I was so far ahead of the others that, at worst, I would only lose the one place.” 

But it didn’t work out like that. 

After Tower corner there is a bit of a straight which had a puddle in the middle. Crazy drove over it 

with just his right wheels, the puddle ending before his left wheels. That meant that his right rear 

wheel was lifted off the track by the pressure of the water and just rotated, whilst his right wheel 

continued to provide full traction. The result was obvious, and Crazy spun off into the grass. For 

Max, following precisely behind, the result was the same. 

Max was just a passenger as his car went round and round and round. He was heading further into 

the infield and still his car spun. Finally, after around twenty seconds his car nearly came to a halt 

and Max was able to regain control. Ahead, Crazy had also just regained control. Four cars had 

slipped ahead, although two of those were just unlapping themselves, such had been Max’s pace. 

There was one other car just behind and Max barely fended it off. Crazy set off in pursuit of those 

ahead, with Max throwing discretion away by following. 

For the next two laps, the pace was as before, with both Crazy and Max totally ignoring the perils 

on the way out of Tower. Max’s new adversary clung on behind, but was slowly dropping back For 

the final lap, even though the pair were closing at a huge pace, it did not seem fast enough. On they 

strove, through the chicane, around Tower, into a high-speed left –right kink. Exiting here, Crazy 

lapped Lord Oftenbroke without sparing and inch. Max was a little more cautious with the pass and 

dropped back a little. 
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Ahead, two of the cars caught the third just as they were turning into a left-hander, momentarily 

hiding them from Max’s view. As Max rounded the corner, he could see that the three had tangled 

and were re-joining the circuit just as Crazy drove by. Max was caught out and had to slow down, 

allowing his new rival to pass. 

Around the final hairpin they went with Crazy crossing the finishing line in fourth place, with Max 

a disappointed fifth. He was not sad for long, as it had been an exhilarating race and he no longer 

cared about being wet and cold. All that mattered was that he was a racing driver! 

On the cooling down lap, Max was hooting his horn and waving at the marshals. It was a great 

feeling and he was looking forward to talking to all the drivers about it afterwards. Through Tower 

he went, then out of the Esses where Lord Oftenbroke had been lapped, then a gentle right called 

Barcroft, followed by two more right-handers called Sunny In and Sunny Out. 

Max noticed something to his left. Lord Oftenbroke’s car. Or rather, the remains of his car. Lord 

Michael was out of his car and limping quite badly and his car was a wreck. 
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“What did you think of the race?” Dave asked Max. 

“Wet!” was Max’s reply. “Very wet. Mind you, the actual racing was amazing. I forgot just how 

soaked I was. But that wait in the pit lane was awful. It must have been worse for you, stuck at that 

corner for the entire afternoon. How do you cope?” 

“The key is good quality waterproofs,” noted Dave. “Wrap up warm and stay dry. No, for once we 

were in the best position to enjoy a motor race; I would not have wanted to be sat in your car, 

especially as we waited for visibility to clear.” 

“What was the delay for?” asked Max. 

Previously I told you that marshals need to be able to see the posts to either side of them. Do you 

remember that?” asked Dave. Max nodded and Dave continued “Well, this time the rain was so hard 

that we could not even see the circuit, never mind the cars on it.” 

Max interrupted “I remember being right behind another car and only just seeing the rain lights.” 

“Now don’t you think that is a little bit dangerous?” asked Dave. “But then that is what racing 

drivers do. You can’t expect them to retire, even though that is a sensible option. Some do, and they 

are usually treated with respect by the other competitors who realise that it takes a different sort of 

courage for a driver to admit that it is safest for them to stop. 

“It is the job of the officials to decide on when the drivers should stop and when it is reasonably 

safe to restart. They don’t worry about minor details like catching pneumonia whilst sat in your car, 

waiting to go out again.” 

Dave laughed at his own comment and Max grinned, saying “Well, I’m dry now in my fresh clothes 

and thank goodness the rain has stopped. I did enjoy it though; I’m not complaining about the 

conditions. Not now, anyway.” 
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The sun was shining and it was turning into a warm, clear evening. The Navaeros were finishing 

their evening meal when there was a knock at the door. Lord and Lady Oftenbroke, standing 

outside, were waved in. 

“Only us.” called Lady Rose, who was not her cheerful self, “Well, that was an interesting day. I 

hope you haven’t caught a cold, Max.” 

“No, I’m fine thanks. Er, I saw you limping, Michael. How are you?” 

“The limp has gone; it was just a bit of a knock. It’s the car that is the problem. It is a complete 

write off and I cannot justify the cost to repair it. It looks like my racing career is over. It’s a shame 

really, I was just about to challenge for podiums.” 

Max laughed, then stopped, realising the seriousness of Michael’s comment. “Can’t the 

McMillimigs fix it?” 

“Yes,” replied Lady Rose, “but it will cost far too much. We will stay to watch the racing for the rest 

of the weekend, but that is it for this season. Hopefully we will see you next year.” Both Lord and 

Lady Oftenbroke were smiling, but their unhappiness was obvious to all. 

“Anyway, less of that.” Lord Oftenbroke changed the subject. “We have come to collect Max. And 

Marc. There is a game of Rounders organised by the Clubmans championship and they are 

challenging us Caterham racers. Now, I’m too old for all this running about malarkey, but I’d like to 

see you two enjoy the game.” So off they went, to a big square that had been laid out in a field. 

Supporters included Pater Goblin and Padrick Dragon. 

The opposition were all super-fit young men and were very loud as they discussed how easily they 

were going to win against, as they rudely put it, the Caterham misfits. They were first to play and 

instantly proved that their confidence was for good reason, as the first man wracked the ball hard, 

sending it way into the distance. Off he ran, past the first post, then the second and the third. What 

he hadn’t noticed was Crazy, charging into the distance, collecting the ball and throwing it to 

Master Steve at the home base. Steve caught it just before his opponent reached him, and that was 

one man out. Crazy called back “That was lucky; I didn’t think I could throw that far, so I was 

aiming for the third base!” 

Still showing off, the opponents tried again and again to run a base too far and each time got caught 

out. Now it was Crazy’s turn to throw the ball and his first two attempts were dismal. Absorbing the 

laughter aimed at him and deciding just to throw it as hard as possible, the ball went straight 

through the batter’s guard and hit him on the head. Technique learnt, with the laughter having 

removed all hints of mercy, the challengers were soon all out having scored just eighteen points. 

Max was first to bat for the Caterham drivers and heeded the warning to be careful, only running to 

the second station. Crazy was next and he just ran, returning to home base before the fielders had 

collected the ball. So it went on, with all the Caterham drivers, Crazy aside, being very cautious. 

The opposition were a better team, but could not break through their adversaries and soon the 

Caterham racers were declared champions. 

Lord Michael was the first to congratulate them, smiling broadly. This time, the smile was for real.  
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It was Sunday morning. Max was washing his dad’s car at the Rock Troll’s awning. Bernie looked 

very happy with himself, but was saying nothing. Pater Goblin entered, smiling and spoke to Bernie 

“Poor Padrick is all out of puff, bless him. He has been working all night.” 

“He’s not the only one,” replied Bernie. “Poor Jeanette is out of spells and was hardly able to get 

back into her lamp for what remained of the night.” 

Max looked at the two “What’s been going on?” 

Bernie avoided the question “Pater, I thought you was going to tell Max how you stitched up poor 

von Cheetah?” 

“I was saving it for the right moment. Like now.” Replied Pater, who turned to Max and began “Do 

you remember the other day, when I was chatting to Andy McMillimig and Vonny was listening 

in?” Max nodded and Pater carried on “and do you remember that he then tried to cheat before the 

first race?” 

“I do,” answered Max “but you already knew he was going to cheat.” 

“That’s right. Because that private conversation that I had with Andy was a set up. We knew Vonny 

was listening in, so decided to teach him a lesson for being so nasty. 

“We were talking about Formula One cars from the 1980’s and how some of the teams bent the 

rules by topping up with water before going out, for ‘cooling’ purposes. Then, when on the circuit, 

the drivers would press a button to jettison the water. This would put the cars underweight, but the 

cars were allowed to be topped up with ‘essential fluids’ before being weighed again. We worded it 

in such a way that the baron would get the idea to try it for himself.” 

“You were both very naughty.” Max wasn’t sure to be impressed or angry. “I know the baron is a 

cheat, but he has his good points. Look at the way he helped to save Padrick.” 

“True,” replied Pater, “but also look at the way he treated Jeanette.” 

Just then, Padrick entered “Quick, Lord and Lady Oftenbroke are on their way to Team 

McMillimigs!” 

Max dashed out to greet his friends, unsure whether he would see them again after today. His sister 

and dad were already walking with them. Lady Rose greeted Max “Good morning young man. We 

are off to face the music and find out what Team McMillimig can do to help. They will probably 

have to store the car over the coming winter before we make a decision.” 

“I really wish I could help.” Max looked at his dad before continuing “Maybe you could share our 

car?” 

“Our car?” Dad’s eyebrows rose. By now they arrived at the Team McMillimig awning, entering it 

to face the wreckage. The adults in front of Max stopped, stunned to silence. Max pushed through 

the see Lord Oftenbroke’s car, fully repaired and gleaming! Andy McMillimig was standing next to 

it, together with Jeanette the genie and Steve the Spook. Andy spoke for them all “We worked all 

night. Poor Padrick and Jeanette are exhausted. And you would not believe how many sets of me 

were used. It took a huge number of prayers, plus all of Jeanette’s spells. Rock Bernie went through 

three clubs and Padrick has a sore throat with all that fire breathing.” 

“And don’t worry about the cost,” soothed Jeanette, “we don’t want to lose you, so take it as a gift 

of our friendship.” 
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“Are you sure you want to help in the Assembly Area?” asked Dave “After all, you won’t be able to 

watch your dad race.” 

“I’m sure, thanks,” replied Max, “after all, I’m not usually allowed in here. Ah, here comes dad.” 

Several cars were already present, including the pole-sitter, Grayson Smidt. Dave waved Marc 

towards one of the empty spaces and then guided him backwards into the slot. Next to enter was 

Lord Oftenbroke and Dave invited Max to guide him in. Max was very happy to help, with the Lord 

positioning himself correctly. 

“Well done Max.” Dave was pleased. “In a moment I am going to blow this whistle. That means the 

cars are to leave the Assembly Area, in qualifying order, and make their way to the grid. See that 

gate?” Max nodded as Dave pointed to a closed barrier that led onto the pit lane “When I blow, pull 

the barrier towards you, all the way until it is fully open and keep it there until all the cars have left. 

Then close it. Are you ready?” 

Max went to the exit, grasped the barrier and waited. As soon as the whistle blew, he pulled it 

opened. All the drivers revved their engines and Grayson sprinted out, closely followed by each 

driver in turn. Some, including Trevor pulled away tentatively; others, especially Crazy, span their 

wheels and surged forwards. Within moments, it was all over and so Max closed the gate. 

“Well done Max,” called Dave, “Now we can allow the starters for the next race to gather here. As 

you can see, a couple of the more keen are already waiting.” 

Farmer Keith had been watching the drivers leave, when he called Max over to him “I’m now going 

over to Parc Ferme where the drivers will gather at the end of the race. Would you like to join me?” 

Max agreed and followed Keith. On the way, Max asked about the baron and would he be in 

trouble. 

“The baron?” laughed Keith. “I knew him at school. His real name is Brian Donald Cheetah. 

Otherwise known as Brian Don. Cheetah. We all called him the baron. Brian was changed to Baron 

and Don was changed to von. You can guess what we changed his last name to. 

“Will he be in trouble, you ask? Honestly, I don’t know; only time will tell.” 
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Max realised he had made a mistake. He would very much have liked to watch the race but, stuck in 

the Scrutineering Bay, he could not see anything. There was plenty of engine noise to hear although, 

for some reason, that was no compensation. At least he could also hear the commentator over the 

tannoy, so at least had an idea of how the race was progressing. Max knew he could ask Keith to 

leave, but felt that would be wrong, so he stayed. After all, it wasn’t raining. 

The gate leading from the pit lane into the Scrutineering Bay was closed, but a marshal was 

standing by it looking alert. The young trainee went over to question her “Er, um, hello. I’m Max. 

Can you tell me why you are positioned here?” 

“Hello Max, I’m Annette. I stay here in case a car retires from the race. That way I can open the 

gate and let the driver in, although in such a case we would normally just wave them straight 

through to the paddock. After all, if they haven’t finished the race then there is little point to check 

to see if they had an unfair advantage.” 

“You mean if they cheated?” laughed Max. 

“I didn’t say that,” winked Annette, “and to be fair, the majority of times a driver fails scrutineering 

is due to a silly mistake. It is very rare indeed that we get a genuine cheat.” 

Max thought of a certain baron, “Let’s hope we don’t get one this weekend.” 

As the race progressed, Max listened to the commentator, who seemed to be very excited. He heard 

Crazy’s name mentioned several times, usually being passed but occasionally sliding off the circuit; 

Max knew that Crazy would explain it as trying to make up for a low on power engine. 
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Soon the race was over. Max could hear the distant noise of cars hooting their horns, getting louder 

as they approached. From the commentary, Max understood that Grayson had won and dad had 

suffered from problems that dropped him down to tenth, two places behind even Crazy. It was a 

better result that poor Master Steve’s, as his car just stopped on the circuit. 

Finally, the cars all returned. Annette opened the gate and directed drivers to park in lines within the 

scrutineering bay. Grayson was missing, which worried Max; surely he didn’t break down on the 

final cooling down lap? Max soon understood when he heard Grayson’s voice over the tannoy, 

being questioned by the commentator on his race win. Grayson was explaining how he was very 

lucky that the previous day’s event was a wet race, as his car was down on power. Since then he 

traced the problem to a faulty carburettor and, with the help of Rock Bernie, had repaired it. 

Today’s race was much easier and Grayson just drove into the distance, winning easily. 
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By now, most of the drivers were out of their cars having a good natter about their race exploits. All 

bar the Red Baron who was still sulking after missing out on taking part in Race One. 

Even though Max already understood it, Keith explained what was happening to him “Parc Ferme is 

where competitors enter immediately following a race. It is where the scrutineers can carry out 

checks to make sure the competitors are competing within the regulations. It can be very easy to 

cheat, but we scrutineers are wise to most tricks. More often, drivers accidentally break rules 

without realising it, but not always.” 

Keith turned towards the driver and, ensuring that they all heard him, bellowed “Everybody in your 

cars. Return to the paddock via the weigh-station, I'm weighing all the cars 

“Oh no!” cried Master Steve “I lost a rear wheel-arch during the race. I hope I had enough extra fuel 

to compensate for the lost weight.” 

Keith turned to Max, “Come on, I’ll show you how it is done and then let you have a go.” Master 

Steve was first in the queue and was very lucky to be bang on the minimum weight limit. Relieved, 

he left as more and more drivers entered the station and passed the test. Having watched, Keith 

allowed Max to take the readings. 

The baron was next. Max remembered the previous day, in the Assembly Area, when Von Cheetah 

was happy to weigh in at exactly 610kg - the minimum allowable weight. “But surely”, Max 

realised, “after a race, plenty of fuel would be used and a litre of petrol weighs about 0.7kg – I think 

that is what Rock Bernie said - so if only 15 litres are used in the race, that will be over 10kg.” 

Max was right. Keith looked at von Cheetah and tutted “Oh dear. 605 kilograms.” He turned to Max 

and explained “I suppose he is lucky. He is going to lose his points for this race, but that’s all 

“If his car had weighed just one kilogram less, the punishment would have been much more severe. 

He would not only have lost the points, but that race result would have to be counted for the 

championship - in other words, it would not be a dropped score. Furthermore, he would have had 

the points equivalent of two race wins deducted from his championship, even if that meant going 

into minus figures. 

“Mind you, I am going to have to re-weigh him myself. After all, young man, you are not an official 

scrutineer” 

Max stepped back and, remembering what the baron did at his first race, he sneakily place a foot on 

the bed. 

“It looks like you are legal after all, Vonny boy. Off you go.” The baron needed no second invitation 

and squealed off into the distance. 

“It’s a good job I can’t see very well, isn’t it?” Keith asked Max. “Still, we only wanted to teach 

him a lesson. We can’t very well set him up and then find him guilty. That would be tantamount to 

bullying, which is very wrong.” 

“You saw what I did then? Asked Max, smiling? 

“Saw what?” asked Keith. “You’re a strange one, you are.” 

It had been a long day and Max was beginning to get very tired and so asked an official at the 

Scrutineering Office if he could sit down. Soon, he was fast asleep. 
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Max woke up, suddenly alert. Quickly, he dressed and dashed downstairs to the kitchen “Mum, 

quick, call dad! Lord Oftenbroke is going to have an accident. We need to warn him.” 

His mum looked at him confused “I have a vague recollection of a dream. I can’t really remember it 

now, but I know it had a very happy ending for him.” 

“That’s because my friends were there,” explained an anxious Max, “they won’t be in real life.” 

“Max!” Mum’s tone was firm, allowing no argument, “Any more of this and you will be late for 

school. Eat your breakfast and then get yourself ready. Anyway, we will be going to the circuit 

ourselves when you and Phoebe get home; you can tell Lord Michael then.” 

It felt like a long day at school, with double-maths not helping at all, but finally it was over and 

Max sprinted all the way home. Entering the house, covered in sweat, the poor lad was exhausted 

and collapsed on the sofa. Unable to move until tea was ready, Phoebe was happy to point out that 

his exercise was for nothing. 

Worse was to come; mum pointed out that Max needed to have a shower before they left “I’m not 

having you in the same car as me until you are clean again. After all, sweaty boys are smelly boys.” 

Eventually they were on their way, finally arriving late in the evening. Lord and Lady Oftenbroke 

had already left for an overnight stop at a local TravelStay, so Max could not talk to them. 

In the morning it was raining hard. Looking through the caravan and spotted a marshal. He ran out 

to greet the stranger “Er, um, hi,” he called, “Are you called Dave?” 

“Hello young fellow. Yes, I am. How did you know?” 

Max thought a little white lie would be better than admitting that they met in his dreams “Oh, one of 

the marshals pointed you out earlier. I just wanted to thank you for all the work you do for my dad 

and his friends. Everybody really appreciates it.” 

The marshal was very happy and promised to keep his work up. He also agreed to say hello to Stan 

and Annette and thank them too. 

Max decided to speak to Lord Oftenbroke after qualifying, as he did not want to worry Michael too 

early. Qualifying itself was wet; for both races Grayson won pole position while Crazy was in 

eighth, Colin ninth and dad tenth. It was only just before the start of the race that Max finally 

approached the Oftenbrokes and told them of his dream. They had already enjoyed some of his 

tales, but were not convinced by this one and so the Lord lined up as usual. 

Max was alone in the grandstand by the first corner. He needed to watch the race, which started in 

torrential rain so bad that Max could not even see the cars. Then the race was red-flagged and the 

cars returned to the pits, exactly as Max had forecast. For twenty minutes the drivers were exposed 

to the drenching, freezing rain, until finally Max could see, from his grandstand, the cars returning 

to the start. Lord Oftenbroke was amongst them. He was still amongst them at the re-start, but not 

on completion of the first lap. Max was shaking and not just with the cold. Then he spotted a car 

trundling down the pit lane. His friend had decided to retire. Max smiled, relieved, and then left for 

the comfort of his family’s caravan. 

Grayson won the race, with dad in a very happy fourth place, just one behind Pete who had a wild 

spin on the final lap. Lord Michael was congratulated on his brave decision to retire. 

The next day’s race was dry, with Grayson winning again, but dad only finished tenth. Crazy was 

complaining about power issues, but still enjoyed his eighth place finish. 
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“Rockingham was originally built for oval racing in order to host a round of the U.S. Champ Car 

series.” Dad was explaining the history of the next circuit he would be racing at, “It was first 

opened in 2001, but after their first visit, the American series never returned.” 

Max was confused by the basics, so asked “What is oval racing, dad?” 

“The simplest way to describe it is to say that it is racing on an oblong shaped circuit with the 

corners rounded off. The cars always travel anti-clockwise and so only ever turn left. The track is 

banked which allows for high cornering speeds; so high that there is very little need for drivers to 

brake.” 

“It sounds boring to me dad. I think I’d rather you raced somewhere else. After all, where is the 

skill?” 

“You would be surprised at just how much skill is needed. Unfortunately for me, I won’t have the 

opportunity to find out; we are racing on the National configuration which does not use any of the 

oval. It is located wholly inside it.” 

“Well I’m not disappointed,” replied Max, who was, even so, intrigued. 

“I can see you thinking Max,” observed dad, “you will actually get to see some oval racing over the 

weekend. There is an oval championship racing over our weekend. 

“There are some configurations of the circuit that use the main straight, the first corner and the 

following straight, before turning off into the inner section. I reckon that would be fun.” 

Max politely agreed before going to bed for an early night. He expected to learn all about oval 

racing over the next few hours. 
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Max woke up, relieved to find himself in the caravan; this meant that his racing adventures were 

about to continue. Now eating his breakfast, Max could see outside and observed a vast tarmacked 

area with very few cars on it. Excited by the size of the place, he could not eat his meal quickly 

enough before finally hiccupping his way outside. The first person he saw was Pater Goblin who 

was making his way towards the gap between two giant buildings, which Max realised were 

grandstands that must seat thousands of spectators. Max ran up to greet Pater. 

“Good morning Max,” welcomed Pater, “I’m guessing that you are interested in this spectacle? If 

so, you are in for both a treat and a disappointment. Would you like to join me as I climb those 

steps at the back of the grandstand, to the very top?” 

“Um, er, hicc, yes please.” replied Max. 

“Somebody has been eating his breakfast too quickly. Come on, it is a long way up.” 

That was an understatement! Max lost count after eight flights of steps. Finally at the top they 

walked through the doorway that led into the seating area and Max gasped at the view. 

“This was built on an American scale,” explained Pater, “This is just about average for the size of a 

US speedway stadium. That’s what they call an oval over there.” 

“Have you ever been there?” asked Max. 

“Oh yes,” replied Pater, “including Indianapolis for the 500. That is the daddy of all racing, and I 

mean all racing, worldwide. Even Europeans consider it second only to France’s Le Man’s 24 hour 

race and that is because they are biased.” 

“But isn’t it boring, just going round and round?” asked Max. 

“Not when they are averaging speeds of well over two hundred miles per hour,” recalled Pater, 

misty-eyed, “As for the crashes! Imagine forty cars travelling at that speed, all nose-to-tail, then the 

leader spinning; there are crashed cars everywhere! I told you that you would be in for a treat. Now 

for the disappointment; the pickups that are racing here this weekend are nowhere near that fast. 

Worse than that, can you see the cars circulating in the distance?” 

Max looked beyond the oval, to a circuit on the inside, and could barely see them. He nodded as 

Pater continued “That’s where your dad is racing. I’m guessing you haven’t brought any 

binoculars?” Max shook his head and so Pater finished off “I thought not. And just to put the size of 

all this into perspective, that tiny circuit is 1.7 miles long!” 
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Not being able to see anything of interest from the grandstand, Max had returned to the main 

paddock. He saw Padrick approach him, giggling to himself. “Hello Padrick. What are you laughing 

at?” 

“Me? I don’t know what you mean,” teased Padrick, “but I do know that somebody is up to 

mischief. Come on Max, tell your uncle Padrick.” 

 “You know me better than that, I am a very well behaved young lad.” retorted Max. “Hold on, what 

naughtiness do you have in mind?” 

Before Padrick was able to respond, ** puff ** “Guess who?” said a spooky figure, appearing 

between Max and Padrick. 

“Hello Steve the Spook,” responded Max, who then noticed Padrick's grin widening. 

“I'm not Steve the Spook” said Steve the Spook, who continued with “I'm Steve la Spook”. 

“What, as in 'la' which is French for 'the'?” asked Max? 

“Very continental, don't you think?” asked Steve la Spook. “Very fitting for a person of my 

standing.” 

“Are you sure you mean 'la'?” asked Max, watching Padrick cover his mouth as he tried not to 

snigger. “Do you know your basic French?” 

“I do. It means 'the'”, replied Steve la Spook as he turned to face Padrick, who put on such a straight 

face that Max was sure that he saw a halo above his head. 

“Do you know there are four ways to say 'the' in French?” asked Max. “There is les, which refers, I 

think, to multiple items, then there is 'le' and 'la' which are for individual items. There is also a 

single 'l' followed by an apostrophe for items starting with a vowel. It is all very confusing”. 

“I'm an individual and so I'm Steve la Spook” said Steve la Spook. 

“But in France everything is considered to be masculine or feminine. We covered it at school just a 

few weeks ago and it really confused me” explained Max. Padrick was clasping his mouth shut with 

one hand, fanning his increasingly red face with the other. Max continued “When addressing a male 

item, such as 'the bicycle', you will use 'le' as in 'le velo'. But for a female item you say 'la'. For 

example 'la voiture' for 'the car'”. 

“I'm Steve le Spook” said Steve le Spook. And, with a ** puff ** he was gone. 

Finally Padrick was able to collapse, rolling on his back and flapping his wings while roaring with 

laughter, spurting great flames out of his nostrils. 
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The cars returned from the first session, with Crazy driving by with a rather crumpled nose-cone. 

The front wheels were not pointing in the same direction and steam was gently rising from the 

radiator. Max ran up to Team McMillimig’s awning, where various Andy McMillimigs were 

gathering. Crazy climbed out of his car and spoke to one of them, then gave a cheery wave to Max, 

who approached. 

“Hello Crazy. What happened to you?” 

“Hello Max,” replied Crazy, “I have had a busy morning. You weren’t up when I arrived this 

morning, were you?” Max shook his head and so Crazy continued “I was up at 6:00am this morning 

and drove here, arriving at 7:00am. The first thing I did was unload my car off the trailer, then I 

tried to take the test tyres off the trailer’s tyre-rack, but I had lost the keys to the padlock. It cost 

Andy McMillimig twenty minutes of praying to unlock it. 

“I was my usual disorganised self, but just about managed to get out for the first session. I was 

lucky to find myself just behind Grayson. 

“Now, I have been to this circuit before, but I wasn’t confident that I remembered the racing line, so 

following Mr Smidt seemed to be a good idea.  

“Approaching Yentwood I thought ‘he's not braking - oh well, my terrible sense of direction strikes 

again’. Too late I realised that his brake lights weren't working! Thankfully it was just a harmless 

visit across the gravel-trap. I wasn't mentally on fire though, being very lethargic throughout the 

session.” 

“But that doesn’t explain your crash. How did that happen?” asked Max. 

“Oh, that.” Crazy looked a little embarrassed. “Well, I went off again at Yentwood. This time all by 

myself. I nearly got beached in the gravel, so accelerated just a little so that I could reach the thin 

strip of tarmac at the other end of the gravel, just before the tyre-wall. 

“Only I accelerated just a little too much and wasn’t able to turn. Instead I hit the tyre-wall. Still, at 

least it was right at the end of the session, so did not spoil any of the driver’s fun. I was able to 

extract the car myself and limp back to the paddock.” 

Andy McMillimig approached the two and spoke “Good morning Max. Crazy, it will take about 

two hours of praying to fix the damage, so you are out for the rest of the morning. May I suggest 

that you go and get some sleep?”  
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“Hello Lady Rose,” greeted Max, “I didn’t see you all morning. 

“Good morning Max” welcomed Lady Rose. “That is because I have been in the Inner Paddock 

watching Michael.” 

“The Inner Paddock?” repeated Max, questioningly. 

“Where do you think all the other cars are?” asked Lady Rose. “We are here in the Outer Paddock, 

but there is smaller paddock on the inside of the oval. That is where the Assemby Area, the Parc 

Ferme, the Scrutineering Bay and the Signing-On Office are. The Clerk of the Course can be found 

there, as can the commentator’s booth. Would you like to join me and watch your dad?” 

“Yes please” replied Max. “How do we get there?” 

Lady Rose explained “If you are driving, or cycling, you need to turn left as you leave this paddock 

and then follow the road down a steep hill to a tunnel. Driving through the tunnel, some of the 

drivers slow right down and rev their engines; it is very childish thing to do, but they enjoy it. Crazy 

is definitely one of the culprits. Anyway, as you leave the tunnel you are now in the Inner Paddock, 

with a petrol station on the left. 

“I will be walking though. Shall we leave now? I can show you the way.” 

Off they went, to the grandstands; from the front, they entered a pedestrian entrance, got a lift to the 

bottom, walked through a long tunnel and then got a lift back up to ground level. Exiting, they were 

now in the Inner Paddock with the petrol station on their right. 

“I can’t believe how big this paddock is” commented Max. “This, and a whole race circuit, is all 

inside the oval circuit?” 

“Your eyes are not deceiving you,” replied Lady Rose, “we are, indeed, inside the oval. We have 

time to look around before our boys go out on circuit, if you like?” 

Max agreed and so they looked at some of the race cars. Max was very interested in seeing the 

pickups as he had wondered what they were, but was afraid to ask. He was very surprised to find 

that they looked like a racing version of a builder’s truck. They were smart two-seater saloon cars 

with a very large rear, which was open to the elements so that anything could be thrown in; cement 

mixers, bricks, rubble. Max could not understand why anybody would want to race them, but was 

very impressed when he saw a car – sorry, pickup – with the bonnet open, revealing a massive 

engine. 

Lady Rose explained “These pickups have big V8 engines. Imagine your dad’s race-car engine. If 

you look at it you will see a long block. Inside that block are a line of four cylinders. A V8 has two 

blocks of four cylinders, with the blocks being joined at the bottom. Looking from the end of a V8 

engine, the blocks are at an angle shaped like the letter V. Hence the name. V for the shape and 8 for 

the number of cylinders”. 

“They must be fast then, if they have two of dad’s engines” observed Max 

“The total capacity of your dad’s car is 1598cc. These V8 engines are closer to 5000cc. That is 

more than three-times bigger than your dad’s car. So, while the pickup is heavier than the 

Caterham, they are still very fast indeed. Perfect for oval racing. Ask Pater Goblin about the cars as 

he knows much more than me. He is something of an expert when it comes to oval racing.” 
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Lady Rose and Max arrived at a good viewing spot just as the cars were leaving the pit lane. She 

explained “I hope you like it here as it is the only decent place to spectate from for the whole of the 

circuit. As we are on a hill, we can see well beyond just this corner. This is the final corner which, 

as it is a hairpin, means we should see plenty of overtaking. 

“Because it is right-handed, drivers have to be cautious of cars exiting here suddenly slowing for 

the pit entry, just ahead on the left. Only during testing, of course, as in the race it is highly unlikely 

for a car to pit; there would have to be a serious problem with the car.” 

“We are quite high up,” observed Max, “so at least we can see cars in the distance as they approach. 

Look, here comes Lord Michael, with Crazy Pete not far behind.” 

Crazy was closing fast on Lord Oftenbroke, who stayed to his left as he approached the hairpin, 

allowing room for Pete to pass. Crazy was far too late on his brakes and they locked up, with the 

resulting tyre-smoke covering his car as he went straight on. As the Lord rounded the corner 

without a problem, Crazy had to stop, cautiously turn round and wait for all the other cars to get 

round before he could continue. He had time to spot Max and Lady Rose as he pulled off, giving 

them a cheery wave. 

“I wonder if he will ever learn,” commented Lady Rose. 

“I hope not,” replied Max, “he’d be boring if he did.” 

But Crazy did learn. He was far more cautious the next time round; in fact Max thought him a little 

slow. As the laps progressed Crazy braked later and later, before catching up to Lord Oftenbroke in 

exactly the same way as before. This time there was no issue and Crazy gave a wave to the Lord, as 

a thank you for his manners. 

Lady Rose commented on Crazy’s progress “What he did earlier was to push far harder than was 

sensible. He tried too hard, too early. After that, he was much more cautious but, each lap, braked 

just a little later so that, when he finds himself going too fast, it will only be by a little bit and so he 

should stay on the circuit.” 

Two laps later, Crazy locked up going into the hairpin and missed the apex by just over a car’s 

width, before continuing safely on his way. “What did I tell you?” smiled Lady Rose “He has safely 

found his limit. Now he can work on improving his technique in order to get round a little quicker.” 

In the meantime, other drivers were also struggling. Both Trevor and then Thomas went straight on 

together, but luckily did not crash into each other. Parky spun twice, while Master Steve spun once 

and went off once. In fact, the only drivers not to have any problems here were Max’s dad and 

Grayson. Both were smooth from start to finish, with Grayson visibly the fastest. 
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Finally, Max was about to have go onto the circuit. He had enjoyed himself so far, but driving his 

dad’s racing car was really all he wanted to do. He had started the car and was just about to set off, 

when ** puff **, Steve le Spook appeared. Max wasn’t sure how to pronounce his name, so 

stammered “Hello Steve, er, um, er.” 

“I’m Steve le Spook,” replied Steve le Spook “surely you know my name by now?” 

“Sorry, I’m about to go onto the circuit and so was thinking about the racing lines” answered Max, 

hoping his excuse would be believed. 

“Well, I’ve turned up just in time,” declared Steve le Spook, “as your engine doesn’t sound very 

smooth. Wait here while I have a look.” With a ** puff **, Steve le Spook disappeared before, 

moments later, ** puff ** reappearing. He looked very dirty. “Just as I thought,” he declared “your 

cylinders needed de-coking; they are fine now.” 

“So I see; thanks.” declared Max. “Rock Bernie had already warned me that the engine was running 

rough, but would clear once I was driving at full throttle.” 

“That would do it too” admitted Steve le Spook, before ** puff ** disappearing. 

Max drove off and passed Team McMillimig’s awning, noting that various Andy McMillimigs 

were gathered around Crazy’s car, praying. Max headed towards the Assembly Area where he had 

to wait a few minutes with the engine idling, before pulling onto the circuit. As he went on track, 

his engine was running a little rough again, but within half a lap of driving, it had cleared and 

sounded fine. 

Max had heard comments of this being a Mickey Mouse circuit, which he understood meant that it 

was a simple, easy to learn and boring circuit. Max now disagreed. This configuration has lots of 

corners close to each other, with each being a challenge, and there is little time to think between 

exiting one corner and preparing for the next. As the session went on and Max learnt the best lines, 

he found himself passing drivers who had criticised the circuit. Maybe, Max thought, the criticisms 

were made by drivers unable to deal with the challenges of the National configuration. 

He was only on-circuit for half an hour and so was not yet fully up to speed. Even so, he was faster 

than several drivers who had also tested in the morning. Max was satisfied as he was still learning 

his way and knew he would get another drive within a couple of hours. 

The second session for Max was very rewarding. He had used the time between sessions for 

studying the track layout and so was able to drive in a smoother manner, which helped him to drive 

much faster. He even passed Grayson at one point, but wasn’t sure if Mr. Smidt had slowed down a 

little, to avoid teaching the young whippersnapper how to go even faster. 
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It was a lovely sunny Saturday morning and Max was looking forward to the qualifying session. He 

felt that he had gained an understanding of the circuit and so expected to do well. 

Thanks to his earlier crash, Crazy’s chassis was not fully aligned as the McMillimigs ran out of 

prayer time, so that would have an effect on his car’s handling. Even so, having spent the season 

complaining of engine issues, Pete was also happy; he felt that, whilst power is still important at 

Rockingham, it is less of an issue as the straights are shorter and so the corners are more important.  

As Crazy was so confident, Max decided to follow him and soon decided that he had made a good 

choice, as he then felt that he was going even faster. The two were towards the end of a train of cars 

and were being slowed by Colin Netherfree, so Crazy sensibly backed off, allowed Grayson Smidt 

past in order to learn from him. But Grayson slowed the pair down too, so Crazy backed off further. 

They slowed a little too much, as both Thomas and Trevor got by. Pete and Max did catch and pass 

a considerate Mr Mint, but lost the slip stream provided by Teapoux and so ended up on their own. 

Trevor dropped well back before starting another attack. 

Halfway through the session, von Cheetah had a spin and rejoined the circuit between Crazy and 

Max; there was not much room and Max had to brake hard to avoid contact. He was rewarded by a 

wave of the baron’s fist, although why, Max could not work out. At the hairpin, the baron lunged for 

the apex, forcing Crazy to drive straight on, rather than make contact. Max looked into his rear-

view mirror and saw Crazy safely rejoin, some way back. 

The baron did not look comfortable in his car, driving wildly into the first corner. Max was quicker, 

but decided to drop back in order to avoid the likely collision that would otherwise happen if he 

challenged von Cheetah for a position. He reasoned that there is no point taking silly risks in 

qualifying, as a damaged car achieves nothing. 

Entering Gracelands, a fast left-hand corner, Max’s reasoning was justified as the Baron had 

another spin, beaching himself in the gravel. There did not appear to be any damage, but the car was 

stranded and remained there for the rest of the session. 

The end result was Colin winning pole positions for both Saturday and Sunday, and every one of the 

above-mentioned men also being faster than Max. Max was happy for Colin, but a little perplexed 

to score two ninth place grid slots, just behind Crazy; Pete was a lot closer, time-wise, to the front 

than normal, so at least he was still happy. 
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Back in parc ferme, the drivers were already out of their cars when the baron arrived. He was in a 

foul mood and threw off the buckles that formed his race harness, removed his helmet and 

clambered out of the side of his car. Rushing too much he tripped and, not wanting to damage his 

crash-helmet, held it aloft as he plummeted to the tarmac ground. Max was too far away to do 

anything, but saw others fly to the baron's aid. Literally for Padrick, but he was also too far away. 

Even with his powers of teleportation, Steve le Spook wasn't quite fast enough as the baron's head 

hit the ground, but the damage was minimised as Steve le Spook managed to appear under the 

baron’s neck and inflate himself to create an air-bag-type cushioning. Still, von Cheetah was 

knocked unconscious for a moment and so released his grip on his crash-helmet which went flying 

into the air. Meanwhile, both Crazy Pete and Padrick were charging forward to help. Crazy changed 

directions and leapt for the crash-helmet, catching it mid-air, but was then shoulder-charged by an 

out-of-control Padrick, who involuntarily flapped a wing which launched Pete higher. 

Trevor had been standing nearby, so was able to kneel down and place his hands under the baron's 

head, allowing Steve le Spook, with a ** puff **, to transport himself to just above Crazy, grabbing 

him whilst taking the shape of a parachute. Poor Padrick was having a bad time, having been 

winded with the impact against Crazy he snorted a fiery jet in the direction of Crazy, causing the air 

below Steve the Spook to heat up and the pair to go soaring into the air. It was too hot and, with a 

** puff **, Steve the Spook involuntarily disappeared, leaving Crazy to tumble downwards. 

Max woke up! He sat up and rubbed his eyes, looking about him. Phoebe also woke “Get back to 

sleep Max, you've got to save Crazy Pete.”  

“But I don't know how to”, replied Max. 

“Don't worry,” called mum, “one of our friends will manage to save him” and with that, Max fell 

back to sleep. But he missed it all. Apart from the baron rubbing his head and receiving an 

undamaged crash-helmet from Crazy, everything was normal. Max could see Grayson watching the 

scene while being questioned on his race win; he was talking normally but his facial expressions 

were making it quite clear that something strange had been going on behind the interviewer, who 

turned round just too late to see anything amiss. 

“What happened?” asked Max, confused. 

Trevor answered, telling Max to “Be more trusting next time. Don't worry though; we sorted it out 

while you had an awake. We have Padrick to thank.” 

Padrick had reacted instantly, launching himself into the sky and placing himself directly under the 

descending Pete, who was scooped up with aerobatic ease. Crazy settled himself on Padrick's back, 

looked at the baron's crash-helmet that he was still holding, shrugged and plopped it over his head. 

Padrick landed and leant forward to allow Crazy to jump off, who then patted Padrick on the neck. 

“Careful!” Padrick snarled “I can always take you up there again.” 
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“Shall we see just how boring oval racing can be?” asked Pater, to Max, “The pace car has just 

pulled in and so the race is now starting.” 

“Well that’s boring already,” replied Max. He had returned to the grandstand with Pater to watch the 

pickups race. He had just learnt that oval races are started with what is called a Rolling Start, where 

two lines of pickups circulated behind a pace car which then pulled into the pits, allowing the 

pickups to accelerate towards the Start/Finish line two abreast. So far, Max was not impressed. 

As the race progressed, Max asked why they were still circulating as two long lines of pickups, each 

line side-by-side. “Well, you have the high line and the low line,” explained Pater. “The low line is, 

obviously, closest to the inside of the track and so has less distance to travel because the corners are 

slightly tighter. To get round the corners, the drivers have to ease off a little on their accelerator 

pedal, which is called a throttle by the Americans. The high line is slightly longer, but that means 

the corner is less tight and so the driver does not have to slow down as much.” 

“But why don’t they take the racing line?” asked Max. 

“Silly boy!” replied Pater, laughing. “If the pickup on the outside tries to take the apex, he’ll drive 

into the pickup on the inside. Only if one line pulls ahead of the other can that start to happen.” 

“Why do pickups at the front keep passing each other?” asked Max, “After all, if one gets past 

another, surely that is because the driver is quicker and so should pull away.” 

“There is a lot of passing,” answered Pater, “due to that fact that they are drafting each other. That’s 

American for slipstreaming. Just as in normal racing, the leader punches a hole in the air, leaving a 

less dense atmosphere for the pickup behind, who can then go faster and make the pass. But now he 

is punching the hole in the air, with the pickup that has just been passed able to take advantage, 

build up speed and re-pass. And so it goes on, lap after lap. Fun isn’t it?” 

Max had to admit that he was intrigued. Pater now pointed out the leader “That is Dale Brooks, at 

the head of the high line. He is a multiple champion and has just won five successive races. If he 

wins today he will be the new record holder with six wins. As you can see, his line has just about 

pulled clear and so the leaders can take a faster racing line. But now there is a big danger that the 

low line will catch up and leave a driver stranded between them.” 

Dale was passed using the drafting technique, then he went low to slipstream his way back to the 

front. He didn’t quite succeed and so had to lift off and attempt to blend back in behind the new 

leader. But the third pickup in the line was getting the full draft and so closed the gap, stopping Dale 

from recovering his spot. At the same time, the low line had been drafting Dale and so was able to 

pull by him, leaving Dale stranded in the middle of the two rows. With no pickups to slipstream, 

and no gaps to pull into, Dale dropped further and further back. 

“What did I tell you?” asked Pater, “Now it will get interesting to see how Brooks reacts.” 

As Dale dropped back, another lead pickup, driven by Chuck Gordon, suffered a similar fate. He 

attempted to merge back into the high line, but misjudged the move completely. Pater could see 

what was to come and so called out “Hold onto your hats! This is going to get messy!” 

Chuck’s pickup touched the rear of another, causing them both to slide, slowing them dramatically. 

Chuck, now having lost control, veered to his left, down the banking and straight into the side of a 

pickup in the low line. All the drivers behind had to swerve, some braking violently to avoid a 

crash, so that the further back the drivers were, the more the mayhem they had to deal with. 
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Max saw pickups spinning everywhere, some to a harmless halt, others into the wall or each other, 

but the majority remaining some control, straightening their steeds out of the spin and continuing 

along their way. Yellow lights were displayed throughout the oval and marshals waved yellow flags. 

“Full course yellow!” declared Pater, who went on to explain to Max “The leader has to slow to a 

safe and sensible speed. All the others have to close up behind, so any lagging behind due to 

spinning can catch up. That creates a safe working space for the marshals, just like our safety car, 

which you have experience of. As the drivers are going so much slower, they will pit, but they want 

a quick pit stop so that they don’t lose position. I expect all the leaders to only change two wheels.” 

Max was confused and so asked why only two wheels. Pater promised to explain while Max was 

watching the stops, as it would then make more sense. Sure enough, the next time round, all the 

pickups entered the pits and so Pater continued “The pit crew are only allowed to use one jack, so 

can only change wheels on one side of the pickup at once. As the pickups only turn left, the right-

hand tyres have more strain on them and so wear out much more than the left-hand tyres. I expect 

the lead drivers, that’s at least the top half of the remaining field, to change tyres on just one side. 

You can see that they are re-fuelling at the same time, so they will also take on board less fuel than 

a four stopper would. That means they are lighter, so can go faster, but they will have to stop again.” 

Max noted that all the pickups bar one changed wheels on just one side. The single pickup was 

Dale, who finally left the pits and re-joined the race barely on the same lap as the leader. “That’s a 

good move by Brooks!” cried Pater, “He can now catch the back of the pack while the full-course 

yellow remains. He has more fuel, which will slow him, but drafting will take away that problem. 

And he has plenty of grip, so should be able to move through the field before the next pit stop.” 

While all this was going on, the seven crashed pickups were all starting to be removed, a process 

that would take some time. One by one, the drivers got out and waved to the crowd, indicating that 

they were unhurt. 

Finally the wrecked cars were removed and all the debris was cleared, allowing the race to re-start. 

Don Brunt led away on the high line, with Burt Jones leading the low line. Dale Brooks was patient, 

waiting for his foe ahead to make a minor mistake, so creating a gap ahead for Dale to slip into. 

This allowed him, as the laps progressed, to slowly leapfrog his way back to the middle of the pack, 

in nineteenth place. But then another incident occurred when a car towards the back didn’t quite 

make Turn Two, right in front of Max. Instead, the driver gently brushed the wall. Pickups behind 

saw what was happening and so chaos was avoided. The stricken pickup was still stranded, with bits 

of his cars scattered around the corner, so a full-course yellow was declared. 

All drivers returned to the pits, where they all had two wheels fitted to the right-side of their 

pickups. Brooks then pulled away, with the remaining drivers waiting for their crew to drop the 

jack, drag it round to the left-side and replace those tyres too. Dale was able to complete a whole 

lap before his rivals were ready, the fastest of them leaving the pits just as Dale had pulled by. 

At the re-start, Pater explained what was going to happen “Dale will be a little slower, thanks to 

having two worn tyres, so he will be easily passed. But he is a whole lap ahead, so he just has to 

stay amongst the group and he will win. As long as he avoids any other spinning cars. And doesn’t 

make any mistakes of his own. And doesn’t break down. Easy, isn’t it?” Pater winked at Max. 

That is what happened. There was no more trouble and Dale Brooks finished as a record-breaking 

winner. 
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Max was watching from the same raised viewing point that he had enjoyed testing the previous day. 

Lady Rose was with him, as was Phoebe. The excitement was building as the cars lined up on the 

grid, ready for the start. The red starting lights were illuminated. All through the grid, engine revs 

soared as drivers prepared for the start. 

Suddenly, the lights went out and Marc accelerated hard, almost pulling alongside Crazy, who 

reacted almost as quickly. Poor Colin made a terrible start, spinning his wheels and hardly moving 

at all; Crazy and Marc both passed him by the first corner. 

“Poor Colin had too many revs,” explained Lady Rose, “and so he applied too much power, too 

early. All that power applied immediately meant his rear wheel overcame the available grip and so 

spun, meaning that he hardly moved forwards. He should have applied just a little less throttle to get 

himself moving, then gradually applied full power.” 

“I understand,” agreed Max who had gained so much experience through his own racing, that he 

was now more knowledgeable than his tutor. He did still enjoy her advice and company so, not 

wanting to appear a show off or risk upsetting her, resisted explaining that he already knew. 

Coming round to complete the lap for the first time, Grayson was already leading, having started 

from the front row alongside Colin. Thomas was now second with Crazy in third. Colin out-braked 

Max’s dad into the hairpin to move up to fifth place. 

Next time round, Grayson was already pulling clear of Thomas, who was pulling away from the 

rest. Crazy rounded the hairpin and then Colin out-braked Trevor into the same corner. Marc braked 

a little too hard and spun, dropping him back. Max commented to Lady Rose that he should have 

eased off the brake pedal as he started to turn, impressing Lady Rose. 

One lap later and Colin passed yet another car, this time Trevor, while Crazy dropped further back. 

Marc was making a come-back and challenged Master Steve, who managed to defend his corner. 

The next time round, dad was already ahead. Phoebe joked that her dad could have waited until the 

hairpin to allow his audience to enjoy the move. 

Phoebe’s wish came true, as the next time the cars appeared, Master Steve had slipped past Marc, 

who was able to pass under brakes in front of his daughter. She commented that it would have been 

better for dad to have passed a different car this time round. He did manage to pass a couple more 

cars, with Master Steve also passing them, but none of those moves were made in front of his fans. 

Soon the race was over, with Grayson winning yet again and Thomas finishing second. Colin 

recovered to finish in third place, with Max’s dad finally finishing in ninth place. It was a 

disappointing result, but Max did not mind and neither did Phoebe. It had been an enjoyable race, 

which is what counted.  
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Phoebe was being very patient, politely pretending to show interest as Max talked with her and 

Pater Goblin, describing the pickups. The baron walked up to them, holding something in his hand 

“At the last round, Pater, you were going on about how you were looking forward to teaching Max 

about oval racing. You haven’t done a good job. I’ll bet you haven’t even mentioned suspension 

stagger?” 

“He’s a bit young for that!” retorted Pater. “It is complicated, as you well know. What’s that in your 

hand?” 

“Just something I remembered I had in my loft,” replied the baron. “It is a model of a Lotus 34 

racing car, which was built specifically for the 1964 Indianapolis 500. Can you see anything 

unusual about it?” 

He held the beautiful model towards Max, but withdrew it slightly when Max attempted to take it. 

Hint taken, Max just examined it, then realised “One side is wider than the other! The wheels stick 

out further. Why is that?” 

“It is called suspension stagger,” answered the baron, “it means that one side of the car is stiffer 

than the other. It was designed to take into account the fact that the cars only take left-handed 

corners or travel in a straight line. A side-effect is that it is very easy to steer the car left and a little 

effort is required to go in a straight line. But turning to the right requires a lot of effort. 

“It is a shame the cars failed in the race, which is why it has sat in my loft. I don’t like losers.” 

“That’s not fair,” interrupted Pater, “weren’t all the race retirements due to the tyres?” 

“Who cares?” responded the baron, “Anyway, I don’t need it. Would you like it Max?” When Max 

nodded, the baron laughed, “It’s yours. It is just a pity I’m not a nice person.” With that, the baron 

gently tossed the model into the air, just beyond Max’s grasp, before turning and marching off. 

Max watched the model fall towards the solid tarmac ground, but it stopped just short, hovered for a 

moment and then moved upwards, allowing Max to grasp it. He looked towards Jeanette the Genie, 

who smiled “It’s a good job I just happened to be here. That baron is a strange man.” 

Phoebe was suspicious “I saw you talking with the baron a short while ago. What was that about, 

Jeanette?” 

“It was a conversation that the baron wished to stay confidential,” replied Jeanette, “and so I won’t 

say.” 

“If you don’t say, I shall tell them exactly what I heard,” challenged Phoebe, “it would be more 

accurate coming from you.” 

“Alright,” conceded Jeanette. “The baron ordered me to be close to Max over the following half an 

hour. When I asked him why, he replied that there was no reason. I therefore replied that I would do 

nothing of the sort, to which he said ‘Good!’ and walked away. 

“Naturally I had to be nearby. It now seems to me that he wanted to give Max a gift, but has a 

reputation to keep and so couldn’t possibly just be nice. 

“Is that what you heard of our conversation, Phoebe?” 

“No.” smiled Phoebe. “I said I would repeat what I had heard, which I’ll do now. I heard absolutely 

nothing.” 
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On Sunday morning it rained a little. Then a little more. Then a lot. It was raining so hard that, 

when the Safety Car went out to see the conditions, it got stuck in a rather large puddle. Silverstone 

and other circuits abandoned their event, but to Rockingham's credit, they waited and waited. 

In the meantime, Max was with Crazy, under his awning, who explained “I can smell a podium and 

I am itching to get out. The lack of power I have been complaining about will be much less of a 

disadvantage in a downpour like this. 

“I reckon Master Steve will also do much better, as I have seen him drive and I think he is much 

faster than his results show. 

“Anyway, I have put on my wet tyres, added a bit more air and filled the fuel tank to give more 

weight over the driven wheels.” 

“If you fill the fuel tank, which is right at the back of the car, won’t that make your car more likely 

to slide?” asked Max. 

“I hope not,” grinned Crazy, “the intention is for the extra weight to provide more traction, so I will 

get forward movement instead of spinning my wheels.” 

Eventually the rain eased off and the organisers decided it was safe to race. Max and the other 

drivers had to rush to their cars and get themselves ready. Because of the rain delays, Max’s Classic 

grid was merged with the Megas, which was the only way for every competitor to get a race. This 

meant that the Megas would be released on the lights, with the Classics starting about ten seconds 

later by the National Flag. Lining up for the parade lap, Max searched for and found where the flag-

man was stationed. It was hard to see the flag, but he could, so made sure that he lined up in exactly 

the same place for the race start. But then he could not see the flag! Instead, he had to wait until I 

saw movement from the cars ahead before starting! Considering that, he made a very good start and 

managed to get alongside Crazy, who then out-braked him into the first corner. 

Crazy, driving in a very uncharacteristically smooth style, passed more cars ahead and was 

disappearing into the distance. Halfway round the first lap Max saw Pete out-brake Thomas into a 

corner, then gain another place at the next corner as Trevor span off. Grayson had already visited 

the grass but was now recovering and was beside Crazy, who tried to go around Grayson into 

Gracelands, but didn't have space and so went onto the grass and was launched into the air. 

“Thanks Crazy, I'll have that place” grinned Max, who then spun his car at the very next corner, 

coming to a halt in the middle of the track and facing the opposite direction. “Oh dear” thought Max 

as he spotted a recovering Crazy spin again, in the exact same point that Max had “this doesn't look 

good”. 

Padrick, who had been concerned for Max in these conditions, was flying overhead. He saw Pete 

carefully steer his car, but took no chances and swooped down, shoulder-charging into the side of 

Crazy's car to ensure no contact was made with Max. Padrick was just about able to flap his wings 

and gain height has he passed over Max, giving him a thumbs up; Max grinned and offered a 

thankful wave. 

Both Max and Crazy were facing the wrong way, so had to spin their cars round. Max could hear 

Crazy desperately trying to start his car, finally succeeding and setting off just in front of Max. The 

race for pride was now on, as both drivers had lost places. 
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It was still raining hard, with both Crazy and Max progressing through the field. The last corner of 

this circuit is called Tarzan; it is the tight right-handed hairpin that Max had studied with Lady 

Rose. He knew how tricky it was so was always very careful, while also trying not to lose time by 

braking too early. The conundrum was addressed by starting to brake really gently, increasing the 

pressure all the time and, if the wheels started to lock, ease off on the brakes and start again. Max 

could see, at the same viewing point that he had watched from, the Rock Trolls and the GDS team 

jumping up and down in delight. Suddenly a gust of wind picked up Steve le Spook, throwing him 

across the road and right onto Max's windscreen. All Max could see was whiteness, with a slightly 

confused and a very squashed face right in front of him. Max didn't bother slowing down – it was 

raining so hard that he couldn't see anything anyway. 

Steve le Spook quickly recovered, realised what had happened and mouthed “Sorry” to Max before, 

with a ** puff **, disappearing. Just in time as Max now could see a little bit, including a stationary 

Parky who had just spun and was facing Max with very wide eyes. Max's sharp reactions saved him 

as he managed to jiggle his car to the left, somehow avoiding a spin. Emergency over, Max spotted 

in his rear-view mirror Padrick flying overhead. 

In front, Crazy waved his arm and pointed, alerting Max to the yellow flags. Poor Colin Netherfree 

had spun into the gravel exiting Gracelands. Max felt that this was a shame, as Colin deserved a 

better result after his two well-deserved poles. 

The safety car was not out for long, during which time Colin was recovered and he was allowed to 

drive back to the pits. The cars did not have time to bunch up, which frustrated Max as that would 

have allowed him to get back into contention. Once racing re-started, Crazy pulled clear and passed 

more cars, with Max struggling. 

Grayson Smidt recovered from his earlier spin to record his second win of the weekend, whilst 

Master Steve showed his true speed by finishing second after qualifying eleventh. He drove 

smoothly, cautiously, consistently and quickly and was the driver of the race. 

Max finished eighth, with Crazy picking up a Best Improver award for his sixth place finish; he 

went up to Max in the parc ferme to explain “I suppose I am pleased with the result, although I 

would have preferred a real pot. Do you remember me talking about adding fuel to give me 

traction?” Max nodded, so Crazy continued “Well, you were right. There was too much weight at 

the back, which made it act like a pendulum. Once the Safety Car came out, I revved the engine as 

hard as possible to try and burn off fuel. On the re-start, the handling seemed much better. It is a 

shame I sabotaged my own race.” 

“Did you see Padrick save us?” asked Max. 

“Yes, he was very helpful,” replied Crazy, “I felt I was steering a little and would have avoided a 

crash, but I really don’t want to go back in time and find out.” Crazy looked towards Andy 

McMillimig as he made that last comment. “Anyway,” he continued, “I can see our friendly dragon; 

I’ll just go over and thank him.” 

As Crazy walked away, Max decided he would also thank Padrick as soon as possible. He grew 

very tired and was soon fast asleep. 
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“Good morning Max,” greeted his mum as he entered the kitchen for breakfast, “it looks like it is 

going to be sunny all weekend after all.” 

“It’s probably best to prepare for the worst,” replied Max, “After what I’ve just dreamt, I have a 

feeling that Sunday is going to get very wet indeed.” 

“I’m getting used to your race-weekend dreams, son. I think I will take your advice. Come on, eat 

up and get yourself to school. Phoebe is ready and waiting in the lounge.” 

Another week of school ended and the Navaeros were soon on the road to Rockingham. On arrival, 

they were welcomed first by Master Steve, then Crazy Pete, before entering their caravan. Lord and 

Lady Oftenbroke were keeping Marc company and were very pleased to greet the rest of his family. 

“It’s a shame you won’t be using the oval, dad,” commented Max, “that would be fun.” 

“You were glad not to be!” exclaimed dad, who then thought better of arguing, “Kids! Who’d want 

to be one?” 

“I do!” called Phoebe, “And you were one once, so don’t be mean.” 

Suitably told off, dad changed the subject and they spent a happy evening in conversation, 

discussing the days testing that had been very enjoyable. Dad explained an embarrassing moment 

for Crazy “He went off into the gravel and decided he could drive out off it. Instead he drove 

straight into the tyre-wall. Luckily his car was repaired at not too much of a cost.” 

Max spent part of the weekend watching the pickup racers on the oval. He was fascinated by them, 

but was more interested in his dad’s racing. 

There were not many decent places to watch the driving, but Lady Rose found a very good spot by 

the final corner, a hairpin. From here they watched Saturday’s qualifying and race. Colin Netherfree 

qualified on pole for both races, with Max’s dad surprised to only qualify in ninth place in both. The 

race was fun, apart from Colin making a very poor start, but at least he recovered to finish in third. 

Max’s dad had a very good race until he spun and finally finished in the same position as he 

qualified. Grayson Smidt won the race. At least it was a beautiful day, with no hint of Max’s 

predicted rain. 

Until Sunday morning! It came down in buckets and racing was almost abandoned. Even the safety 

car got stuck when it went out to test the conditions. Eventually the weather did improve, although 

it was still raining heavily, and so racing began. Colin made another poor start, while both Crazy 

and Max’s dad made lightning starts. Halfway round, Grayson went off but recovered and was 

challenged by Crazy, who promptly spun. Dad drove by Crazy and then spun himself. Crazy 

resumed and immediately had another spin, somehow managing to steer away from dad’s car. They 

resumed their race, which then had a safety car as Colin became stranded in the gravel. Grayson 

Smidt won again, with Master Steve finishing second after qualifying eleventh. Crazy was sixth and 

dad finished in eighth place. 
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“By the end of this weekend Grayson could be champion” declared Max’s dad. 

“How’s that?” asked Max. “There will still be another two races to come.” 

“Don’t you listen to anything?” Phoebe obviously did and was ready to prove the point, “Dad has 

already explained. The winner of each race gets thirty points, with the second place person getting 

29 points, third place getting 28 points and so on. Also, the three worst race results are excluded. As 

Grayson crashed out of one race at Silverstone, that is one result dropped. If he gets two good 

results at Snetterton then he doesn’t even have to go to the last meeting of the year as they could be 

his other two dropped scores.” 

“So he can drop race results even if he doesn’t race?” asked Max. 

Phoebe looked at dad for confirmation. He replied “The rules are to help club racers. After all, we 

are not professionals; we have to pay a lot of money for our hobby and we may have other 

commitments. For example, if a member of a driver’s family gets married on the day of a race, that 

meeting could be missed and the two race results dropped. Or if a driver crashes through no fault of 

their own, as happened to Grayson this year, then that result can be dropped. 

Max thought about it “I can understand it, but it does seem a little unfair to a driver who completes 

every single race.” 

“Without the dropped scores, Grayson could win every race except one, which he doesn’t finish 

through no fault of his own, and so fail to become the champion. Would that be fair?” 

Max conceded the point “I can understand that. But Grayson is going to win it this year.” 

“Not necessarily,” warned dad, “as he could fail to finish three of the remaining four races. For 

example if he had a crash and could not repair his car in time for Spa Francorchamps, which is our 

last venue of the year, then it is likely that Thomas Teapoux would be champion. It is all still to play 

for. 

“Also, there is the fear of making a silly mistake and getting penalised for it. In such a situation, a 

driver will lose all points earned at that race, but will also be unable to drop the result. In other 

words, zero points would be scored and would not be count as part of the three dropped results.” 

“That’s unlikely to happen though?” Max was now concerned. 

“I agree that it is unlikely, but it is always possible. Especially at Snetterton, where we have to be 

more careful than usual about exceeding track limits.” 

“What does exceeding track limits mean?” asked Max. 

“You should know that already, son. Come on, it’s late and it is a school night. You kids need to get 

to bed. I’ll explain it all over the weekend.” 

So Max went to bed, expecting to find the answers to his question before he woke up in the 

morning. 
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“Wake up son. You need to get dressed quickly.” 

Max was very tired. He opened his bleary eyes and looked at his insistent father “What time is it? 

Why the rush?” 

“It is just gone 8:15,” replied dad. Max groaned and tucked himself back under his duvet before his 

dad continued “The Clerk of the Course has demanded to see all drivers by 8:30. That includes you, 

unless you don’t want to drive today?” 

Poor Max had to drag himself out of bed and quickly dress. There was no time for breakfast or even 

a quick drink of water, before he was heading towards the Signing-On Office, where the meeting 

was to take place. On entering, the room was full. Max noticed that he and his dad had arrived with 

just two minutes to spare. 

“What time do you call this?” called out an irate official, “Everyone else arrived five minutes ago! I 

suppose we can finally begin.” 

Max was about to protest, but his dad placed a calming hand on his son’s shoulder and guided him 

into the room. There, a young man to his right grinned and whispered “Don’t worry; he’s a pussy 

cat really.” 

“If my son can have the courtesy to allow me to speak,” boomed the official, “I will announce 

myself. My name is Jonny Painter and I will be the Clerk of the Course for the whole weekend. Yes, 

that is for today’s testing and the weekend’s racing.” There was a collective groan before he 

continued “Unless you have raced here at Snetterton before, you probably won’t have met me, for 

this is where I usually officiate.” 

Marc whispered to his son “What does that mean?” to which his son shrugged his shoulders. 

“It means that I’m in charge,” continued Jonny, “and I don’t like my grass being ruined by drivers 

going too fast, leaving the track and leaving tyre marks all over it. 

“There have been new rules on track limits all this year. From what I have heard, other circuits have 

been far too soft and allowed you lot to get away with far too much. That ends here. Today! Here 

are the rules for today’s testing. You will be let off the first time you go off; after all, mistakes 

happen. The second time, you will be shown a black and white flag as a warning, but otherwise you 

will not be penalised. The third time, you will be shown a black flack, which as you know is an 

instruction to return to the pit lane. There, you will be told off and released. The fourth time, you 

will lose ten minutes or the rest of your session and the fifth time, you will not be allowed out 

anymore.” 

Crazy raised a hand and was allowed to ask a question “Is that five times per session, or all morning 

or afternoon?” 

“That is all DAY!” yelled Jonny, “I recognise you! You’re hardly ever on the black stuff. I expect to 

throw you out within ten minutes. For the rest of you, there will be another meeting this time 

tomorrow morning where I will explain the race-weekend punishment. 

“You can all go now. Is that pussy-cat enough for you, Julian?” 

“I can’t believe how nice you were, dad,” grinned Julian, “and to say you told me not to expect any 

special treatment.” 
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“What’s that car doing here?” asked Max. 

“It’s Julian’s car,” replied Rock Bernie, “although why he wants me to look after it, I do not know? 

I’m a Caterham specialist and that is a single-seater thingummy.” 

“It’s called a Formula Renault,” commented a voice from behind. Max turned to see the same 

youngster he had met this morning. Julian continued “Can’t you think of a reason why I would want 

be away from my father’s eye? I should be set up in the garages, so he’ll never find me here.” Julian 

grinned and held his hand out to Max, who took it and they shook. 

Julian looked out of the awning and recognised an approaching figure “Hey, Crazy, come here and 

sign an autograph.” 

Crazy Pete looked suspicious, then noticed Max and so spoke “I’m sorry, you seem to know me but 

I don’t recognise you. Hold on, you was at the briefing earlier today.” 

“That’s right, and my dad didn’t like you” replied Julian. “Don’t worry, I’m not a spy. I last saw 

you earlier this year, at Pembrey. Dad and I were visiting friends in the area, so decided to pop in 

and watch practise. What with that dragon being chased about by that bloke on a horse, and you 

going off at almost every corner, my poor dad nearly had a heart attack. I’ll bet you’re not happy 

about the new rules; am I right?” 

“I have to admit a certain caution” agreed Crazy, “but overall I do agree.” Rock Bernie dropped a 

club and opened his mouth, but could think of nothing to say, so Pete continued “last year I 

damaged my car because of exceeding track limits by just a little. It was more because of all the 

other drivers who had previously gone off the track and wore away the ground. 

“It was at Castle Combe. There is a right-left-right chicane called Bobbies. I was a little too fast as I 

entered the first right-hand part, so that I then had a bad approach to the left-hand part. I should 

have slowed down more, but instead I kept my foot down and then rode the exit kerb and just about 

drifted off it. This would normally be okay, but there was a bit of a drop, caused by so many other 

drivers who had previously made the same mistake, which put my wheel so low that the bottom of 

the suspension was below the kerb. When I then immediately steered back, that suspension was 

ripped off. 

“We drivers do a lot of damage to circuits and the owners don’t always have a huge amount of 

money for maintenance. So the new ruling helps them and helps us.” 

Julian looked disappointed “You sound just like my dad. Anyway, enough of the granddad talk, my 

test session is about to start, so I need to get into my car. See you later guys.” 
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Max’s dad was climbing into his car, getting ready to head off to the Assembly Area. As he settled 

in, he received his crash helmet from Max. They were distracted by Rock Bernie entered the 

awning, shaking his head with disbelief. “You’ll never guess what I’ve been watching.” 

“I thought you were watching Julian and the rest of the Formula Renault drivers” replied Max. 

“Alright, you will guess,” admitted Bernie, “but you’ll never guess what I saw.” 

“From your amused expression, I expect Julian exceeded track limits a couple of time?” asked Max. 

“A couple? Ha! He was hardly on the circuit.” Rock Bernie was laughing. “And he is ignoring all 

the black flags that are being waved at him. That lad’s in trouble.” 

Ten minutes later, with Max’s dad already having left, Julian drove into the paddock and past the 

Rock Troll’s awning. As he went by, he called for buckets of water and sponges. Parking up a short 

distance away, round a corner, he received a bucket and started to wash his car. “Get me three sets 

of race numbers, quick! Numbers six and two. Then help me clean my car.” 

“Your race numbers are fine,” advised Rock Bernie, “I’ll just help you wash your car.” 

“No! I need the numbers. No time to explain.” 

By the time that Bernie returned, Max was helping and together all three finished their worked and 

quickly dried the car. Bernie started to stick on the new numbers when Julian stopped him “The 

number is 62, not 26”. 

“Are you certain?” asked Bernie, “I’m sure you had 26? I know, don’t ask.” 

The numbers were applied and Julian’s car was then pushed back into the awning. 

“Why did you have to wash it so far away?” asked Max. “It would have been fine to wash it just 

outside of the awning.” 

“Destroying evidence, and removing all signs of that destruction,” replied Julian, grinning, “and just 

in time too. Here comes dad.” 

“I wondered where you were. Don’t you think that being my son is going to save you.” 

“Dad, you are just the man I need!” interrupted Julian, “Any chance of you squeezing me into the 

next session as I wasn’t able to get out in the last. Rock Bernie here has just sorted my engine out.” 

Bernie and Max looked at each other, then shrugged as a confused Jonny almost exploded “What 

are you talking about? You drove off at almost every corner, bringing grass and mud all over the 

track, your car and other cars. I have the report here on car 26.” He thrust his document towards his 

son, noticing for the first time the gleaming car displaying the number 62. “This must be a trick. 

You’ve just washed it!” 

“Where’s the water, dad?” asked Julian, all innocent. “Can you slot me in?” 

Confused, Jonny could not think of a reply, so surrendered, almost talking to himself as he left “I’ll 

see what I can do.” 
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First thing in the afternoon, it was finally time for Max to drive on the circuit. He had by now 

watched his dad and friends driving, from the top of a hill which gave views of many of the corners, 

so had a good idea of where drivers were struggling most. Already two of them had been cautioned, 

but so far only Thomas had been punished with a ten-minute penalty. Jonny was most annoyed that 

he did not yet have the opportunity to send home Crazy, but had voiced his determination to do so. 

He also did not like the idea of a youngster such as Max driving, but all the other drivers had argued 

on his behalf. Only when Julian had pointed out his own youthful start to racing did Jonny 

begrudgingly allow Max on-circuit. 

Max left the pit lane behind both Trevor and Thomas. They took their time during the out lap and 

found the circuit to be in good condition, so for their first high speed lap Trevor pushed harder. At 

the third corner, Trevor slid on some mud that had not been there the previous lap and so he drifted 

off the track and onto the grass. Thomas followed, but Max was just about far enough behind to be 

warned and so slowed down sufficiently to keep control of his car. The next time they passed the 

start-finish line, a black flag was waved with Trevor’s number on it. Max was relieved that Thomas 

had not been shown the flag as that would end his day. 

One lap later, Trevor slowed and entered the pit lane, with Thomas and Max continuing along the 

start/finish straight. Max could see another black flag ahead, this time displaying Thomas’s number. 

Max could see that Thomas was determined to get as much information as possible during his 

remaining lap, as he pushed extra hard and exceeded the track limits three times. Max grinned, 

aware that Thomas could not be punished further. 

Max continued to circulate alone until Trevor re-joined, just ahead of him. At the same time, he saw 

in his rear-view mirror what looked like a single-seater race car in the distance. Towards the end of 

the lap, Max could see that it had the number 26 on it. The car whizzed past both Max and Trevor at 

far too high a speed, flying off the track as a result. Undeterred, the driver sped on, past the start-

finish line, where a black flag was being furiously displayed. The driver gave a cheery wave and 

continued. 

Come the end of the session, Max exited the circuit and drove through the paddock, past a large 

muddy puddle of water and entered the Rock Trolls awning. There, sitting on a chair and tapping 

his fingers impatiently, was Jonny Painter. Max parked up, got out of his car and removed his crash 

helmet. Just then, Rock Bernie entered and, looking at Jonny, gave a friendly smile, asking “Are 

you looking for your son?” 

“Oh yes,” grimaced Jonny, “I’m here to give him some fatherly advice.” 

“Well, you’ll be waiting for a while,” replied Bernie, “because he has had some engine problems 

and so couldn’t go out. He’s currently over at the GDS awning having it fixed. 

“Your son told me, if I saw you, to ask if you could slot him into another session.” 
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“I told you my dad was a pussy cat. He’s found a slot for me in a later session.” 

“I hope it’s not the same session as me. You’re going off everywhere,” cried Max. “How have you 

managed to convince your dad that the lunatic out there is not you?” 

“Don’t you worry, he knows that it’s me really,” replied Julian, “but he is convincing himself that it 

is not as he doesn’t want to disturb my testing. After all, he believes that I will get into Formula One 

motor racing within a couple of years and he doesn’t want to damage my chances.” 

“How can he possibly convince himself when yours is the only car with that colour scheme?” 

“As long as he can convince himself that he is doing his job, he will be happy. Besides, I have a 

secret crash helmet hidden away with different artwork. I’ve been wearing that, but displaying my 

regular helmet.” 

“Will you really get into Formula One?” asked Max. 

“Only time will tell. I do have the skill and I have decent sponsors, but a lot of luck is involved. 

That’s why I’m pushing to the limit all the time. I need to continuously extend my abilities. Driving 

to 99 percent of the capabilities of the car is not good enough; I need 100 percent. 

“Anyway, the track limits in Formula One are completely different to British club racing limits.” 

How come?” asked Max. 

“The limits of the track are defined by the white lines that are painted on the left and right side, all 

the way round the circuit” explained Julian. “In a Formula One car, if any part of the car remains on 

the inside side of the line, then track limits are being observed. With club racing in this country, if 

any wheel goes completely beyond that line, then track limits are being exceeded. The only 

exception is where there are painted kerbs, where the track limit is extended to the outside point of 

those kerbs.” 

“So the limits are tougher for amateur club racers, who surely aren’t as skilful as a professional like 

yourself,” declared Max. “That does not seem very fair.” 

“Your right, it is not fair and my dad will agree with you,” offered Julian, “but it is also unfair for an 

underfunded circuit to face unnecessary spending just because drivers are not willing to stay within 

the limits. Just as Crazy mentioned this morning. After all, he was off all over the place at Pembrey, 

but has behaved here so far.” 

“Unlike you?” reminded Max. 

“True,” agreed Julian, “but only because dad is clerk of the course. I would not get away with it 

without him. 

“Basically, if drivers are allowed to push beyond their limits, they will, and they will hopefully 

learn from any resulting mistakes. If the drivers are not allowed to push too far, then they are all in 

the same boat and so there is no overall disadvantage. 

“Normally I will behave, but today I am enjoying a little bit of freedom. To be honest, though, I just 

like teasing my dad.” 
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The Navaeros were gathered in their caravan eating an evening meal with the Oftenbrokes as 

guests. 

“Your new friend is a bit of a wild character,” observed Lady Rose, “but he is pleasant enough if 

you get to know him.” 

“Not if you get to know him on the circuit,” grumbled Lord Michael, “the man’s a lunatic.” 

“Don’t be so harsh,” soothed Lady Rose, “after all, you have met his dad.” 

“That’s true,” smiled Lord Michael, “you can forgive Julian a lot for that. Besides, have you seen 

the boy’s track record?” 

“I have,” agreed Marc, “that lad is quick. He doesn’t know how to stop winning. Mark my words; 

he is going all the way to the top.” 

“I have spent quite a lot of time with him today and he does seem to have a split personality” 

offered Max. “On the one hand, he is naughty, playful and very friendly. On the other hand he does 

seem to have a ruthless streak. He is very determined to get what he wants.” 

Lady Rose looked sad as she spoke “You have spent quite a lot of time with. We have hardly seen 

you today”. She then smiled just as Max was going to apologise, “I’m only joking. I could see you 

were feeling a little guilty, but we were all glad to see you with your new friend. We know he has 

given you some driving tips. As for the ruthless streak; you are right, but often it is needed to reach 

the level of success he is after.” 

“He doesn’t usually go too far,” admitted Lord Oftenbroke, “I have been muscled out of the way by 

quicker drivers in the past, but he has passed me three times now, and each time he waited for a safe 

opportunity and then just breezed by and gave a cheery wave. Although on one of those times he 

went straight off and kicked mud up at me. And don’t forget that he was the cause of Thomas being 

excluded for the rest of the day.” 

“Actually, I have been meaning to talk to Max about that,” remembered Marc, looking at his son. “I 

have already spoken to Thomas and Trevor and all three of you were very naughty.” Max looked up 

in confusion as dad continued, “I looked at your video footage and noticed a yellow flag with red 

stripes being waved just before that corner. Did you see it, Max?” 

Max shook his head, waiting for his dad to say more “Neither did Thomas or Trevor. A yellow flag 

with red stripes is a warning of slippery conditions ahead. It could be oil or water on the road, but in 

this case it was mud. So, while Julian did cause the mud to be there, it was not his fault that you all 

had an incident. The flags are there to help you and one day may even save your life, so always look 

out for them.” 
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Crazy Pete burst into the signing in office, panting heavily. Jonny was not impressed “You should 

have set off earlier; then you would not have been late. Sign in here while we wait for the last of the 

dawdlers.” 

“But I’m not late,” observed Pete as he wrote, “and if I had set off earlier I would have been just as 

exhausted, having arrived even sooner.” 

Crazy joined his friends “Good morning Max, Grayson.” 

“Just the man,” replied Grayson, “I hear that you have had your engine tuned by Mickey White of 

Mars and Mercury Cars. How is it running?” 

“Great” replied Crazy, “I took it there after Rockingham, where my chassis was twisted in the crash 

that I had, as they have a jig.” Crazy looked to Max and explained “A jig is something that you put 

a car onto after it has been repaired, in order to make sure that the chassis is nice and straight. The 

chassis is the bit that all the car panels fit onto, along with the engine, gearbox, suspension and just 

about everything else.” 

Crazy looked back towards Grayson “They also have a rolling road, so they put my car on it and 

balanced the carburettors.” Crazy returned his gaze to Max “Imagine a running machine for a car. 

That is a simplified way of describing a rolling road. Our Caterhams have two twin carburettors 

which feed fuel and air into the engine. They all need to provide exactly the right mixture or power 

will be reduced.” 

“What did they find?” asked Grayson. 

“As I have being saying all along,” replied Crazy, “I was down on power. I now have 105bhp.” 

“Good news. That’s what my car develops,” commented Grayson, “so there will be no excuses now. 

I didn’t see you in testing yesterday. How did you get on?” 

“I don’t know, as my lap timer wasn’t working, but I felt quick,” Crazy explained, then saw that 

Max was thinking and so spoke to him “hp means horse power and is just a unit of measure. The ‘b’ 

part is for brake and just means that it is the horse power is measured at the driven wheels.” 

Julian noticed the final competitor approaching and then read the office clock “I’m guessing there 

are about to be fire-works, if my memory of Pembrey serves my correct.” 

“Right! It is time to begin!” called Jonny, just before Baron von Cheetah opened the door and 

entered the room. Jonny was pleased “You’re late. Stay behind afterwards to receive a fine.” 

“By my radio watch, I am five seconds early,” noted the baron “and as my watch is more accurate 

that that plastic plate on the wall, your opinion is of no value. I just hope your speech will be more 

precise.” 

“That is the official time piece of the meeting,” retorted the clerk, “we shall carry on the discussion 

after the meeting.” 

“Where is your calibration certificate?” demanded the baron. “Calibration means providing 

evidence off accuracy and I just happen to have my watch’s certificate with me. After all, I do my 

homework and I know of your reputation. I shall not be speaking with you after this meeting and I 

advise you not to take things further.”  The baron turned away from Jonny and walked into the 

group of drivers to stand alongside a nervous Max and a beaming Julian. 
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“Well, that was fun” chuckled Julian, “I’ll bet you haven’t seen a face so purple before?” 

“I haven’t seen anything so purple before,” decided Grayson, “not even the colour purple. Is he 

going to be alright?” 

“Oh, dad’s been worse. You can trust me on that. After all, I am his son. Look out, here he comes.” 

The door opened and into the signing in office walked a recovering Jonny Painter. After his 

argument with von Cheetah, he was so angry that he stormed out for a few minutes. 

“Right, here are the rules. Don’t blame me, I didn’t write them.” Jonny now lowered his voice and 

growled “I’ll just be imposing them. And my decision is final! There will be no appeal.” 

“There is always the right to appeal the decision of a clerk of the course,” interrupted von Cheetah, 

“all the way to the MSA. After all, the Motor Sport Association are the ultimate authority, not you.” 

Jonny ignored the baron “Here are those rules on exceeding track limits. For qualifying, the lap in 

which you go off will not count towards deciding your qualifying position. 

“For each race, for the first offence you will be forgiven. For the second offence, you will get a 

black and white diagonal warning flag, but otherwise you will get no further penalty. For the third 

offence you will be shown a black and white flag again, this time with the words Five Seconds 

below it, indicating that five seconds will be added to your race time. 

“For the fourth offence, you will get a drive-through penalty. This means that, the next time round 

you will have to enter the pit lane, slow to a safe speed and drive all the way through to the pit exit. 

That should lose you around half a minute. 

“For the fifth and final offence, you will be black-flagged and your race will be over. You will have 

zero points and that race result cannot be part of your dropped scores and so will count towards 

your year’s total. You will also receive penalty points on your race license and have to pay a hefty 

fine. I do hope that’s all clear and you all understand.” 

“I have one question,” asked the baron, “can we go now?” 

“Believe it or not, I don’t want anybody to fall foul of any punishment at all,” concluded Jonny, “I 

want the circuit left as tidy as possible and all of you to go home with cars in perfect condition. 

Dismissed.” 
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“Why is it called horse power?” asked Max, “After all, there can’t be the power of 105 horses 

pulling the car along.” 

“I read about this in a magazine once,” remembered Lady Rose, “Ladies Weekly. It was an article 

encouraging women to take up engineering studies. Still, it’s amazing what you can learn when 

reading, from the most unlikely of sources. 

“Anyway, there are two different but similar values you need to know about when discussing this 

subject. Power and torque. Power is measured in horsepower and is used to pull a certain weight a 

specific distance by a single horse.” 

“But surely all horses are different and so have different strengths?” asked Max. 

“Ah, well you are right, but James Watt, who originally defined the term, based his values on what 

he considered to be a very strong horse pulling 330 pounds of coal 100 feet in one minute. So your 

dad’s car really does have 105 robust horses available to work. Of course we now use a metric 

system, so that same horse will pull around 150 kilograms of coal 30 metres in the same minute.” 

“It’s a shame that our cars are not coal-powered” joked Max. 

“Well, coal it is a fossil fuel just the same as petrol” replied Lady Rose. She went on to explain 

“Brake horsepower is called that because it is the horsepower that is measured against a resistance, 

which is called a brake. You can measure this at the engine or at the driven wheels. At the engine 

end there will be more power, because by the time it gets to the wheels, some will have been lost 

through resistance of, for example, the gearbox, the prop-shaft and the diff. 

“Now, did you understand that and do you want me to describe torque?” 

“Just about, but I will probably forget,” admitted Max, “and yes please if you don’t mind me 

forgetting even more.” 

“Well, I found it really hard to learn the meaning of torque. I had it described many a time when I 

was at school but, try as I did, I could never understand it. Thankfully Ladies Weekly described it 

perfectly. 

“Torque is turning power. Image turning a spanner. If you need to apply 100 pounds to move a bolt, 

and you are applying that force one foot from the bolt, then you are applying 100 pounds feet of 

torque. With the new-fangled metric system, the force is Newtons and the distance is metres, so the 

measurement is Newton Metres. 

“Obviously a mechanical engineer or a mathematician would rubbish the definition, but it explains 

it well enough to somebody of my level of understanding. 

 “It is complicated,” agreed Max, “and if the maths is anything like what Crazy was trying to teach 

me, I think we will leave the sums alone.” 

“What was he saying?” Lady Rose was wary, as she did not want Max to be discouraged by people 

trying to teach him things that he could not understand. 

“I can’t remember at the moment, but it did make sense” replied Max, “I’ll think about it, although I 

may have another word with him. That may be scarier than the horsepower and torque definitions!” 
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“What happened, Crazy?” Grayson was concerned, “How come you qualified so badly?” 

Max looked at the usually enthusiastic Pete, who had never looked so fed up. Crazy explained “I 

don’t know. My car has got the power, but it’s still slow. How can that be?” 

Grayson raised an eyebrow “I’m not sure how to say this, but could it be the driver?” Julian nodded 

his head in agreement. 

“I don’t know,” replied Crazy, “but I felt fast, so I was happy with the lines. Maybe I am just a 

rubbish driver. I want to argue with you, Grayson, but I don’t know how to. There’s got to be 

something else wrong.” 

Baron von Cheetah was passing by and so joined the conversation “If you can’t trust yourself, 

Crazy, maybe you should not be racing. I suggest you ignore Smidt and work out what the problem 

really is. Or you could continue sulking at the back of the grid.” 

“Thanks,” offered Crazy. “No, I mean it. That’s actually good advice. Especially as you had a 

nightmare of a qualifying session. I hear you only did one flying lap and then had to pit.” 

“Ouch.” Grayson was not confident of the baron’s chances “In order to compete, we need to 

complete at least three laps within twelve months of the race and we did not race here last year. You 

didn’t even test yesterday. I doubt old Jonny will let you qualify out of session. Have you 

swallowed your pride and begged?” 

“He called me to his office” answered the baron. “Before I had the chance to speak, he said that 

qualifying out of session was not an option as he did not want to disrupt the drivers in the other 

races. Instead, he said that he would consider the out-lap, the one flying lap and then the in-lap as 

the three required laps, as on each of those laps I drove past the start-finish line. Even though two of 

those were by driving along the pit lane.” 

“Dad’s like that,” remarked Julian, “he always wants to ensure drivers get the best possible chance 

to compete. He’s a bit weird like that. Your dad did the qualifying, Max. How did that go?” 

“He’s ninth for both races, one place ahead of Crazy. Grayson is on pole and we are four seconds 

slower. How do you do it, Grayson?” 

“I don’t really know. I just drive it” replied Grayson, “I suppose I just keep it smooth”. 

“Interesting,” considered Julian, “how Max hasn’t officially driven, yet he is going to drive in the 

race. Maybe I should ask dad how that works.” 

The small group looked shocked and the baron took a threatening step towards Julian, who raised 

his arms to surrender and smiled “Easy there, I’m only teasing. I do intend in asking dad, but only 

after Max has raced.” 
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Only a moment ago there was silence. Now, from their raised position by Agostini, the noise of the 

engines could be clearly heard. “I think the red lights have come on” remarked Lady Rose. 

Moments later, the noise grew and was accompanied by the screeching of tyres. “I think the race 

has started” quipped Max. 

Now there was a delay as the race cars rounded the first corner, a fast right-hander. Soon, squealing 

could be heard as some of the cars locked their brakes whilst slowing for the right-handed hairpin 

called Montreal. Next was a tricky left-hand corner called Palmer, by which time Grayson had 

already pulled out a healthy gap on his opponents. 

“Smidt is doing his usual trick,” observed Lady Rose, “of pushing extra hard on the opening lap in 

order to break away from his rivals. Just watch how he takes this corner, Max. You can learn a lot.” 

Grayson waited until very late before jumping on his brakes. Too late, with all four wheels locked, 

he ploughed straight on. He didn’t lose enough speed in order to steer until he was at the very edge 

of the track, after which the steering he did recover was not enough to avoid going off. 

“Track limits!” called Max, as Thomas, Trevor and Colin all passed a recovering Grayson. “You 

were right, Rose. I learnt not to brake too late on the first lap.” 

Lady Rose laughed “That’s not the lesson I was expecting, but those are the risks. Grayson has a 

very good feel for how much grip his tyres have, so usually can pull away on the opening lap when 

his rivals have to be more careful. Mind you, the risk of making the mistake that you just saw is still 

present as we both observed. Still, at least it demonstrates just how hard all the drivers are trying.” 

The drivers disappeared from view as they rounded the fast left-handed Hamilton Corner and then 

braked hard for the tight right-handed Oggies Corner. Then there was the fast right-handed Williams 

Corner that led onto a very long straight. It was along here that the cars appeared into Max’s view 

again, with Grayson having fallen behind Crazy and Parky, with Max’s dad just behind. 

Under the bridge the cars rushed, again disappearing from sight. From there, Max knew that the 

cars braked for the left-handed corner called Brundle, followed immediately by more braking for 

the right-handed Nelson Corner. Full power towards the next right-hand corner, called Bomb Hole 

because that is what it became during World War 2. Back in view of Max and Lady Rose, the cars 

rushed round Coram, a long and very fast right-hander that fed straight into the final tight left-

hander that required heavy and accurate braking. 

Exiting this corner cleanly, all bunched up as they were, they again disappeared from view as they 

headed along the start finish straight. “Well, that’s one lap completed,” commented Lady Rose, 

“I’m not sure I can cope with many more.” 

“Well it’s a good job you’re wearing a hat,” replied a grinning Max, “as you can hold on to it.” 
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The next time that Grayson came into view, he had already dealt with both Crazy and Parky. Max’s 

dad had also passed them and was closely shadowing Smidt. On approaching Agostini, Grayson 

dived to the inside of Colin Netherfree and braked much later than him. Even though he braked 

later, Colin still locked his brakes and so slid slightly wide of the apex, allowing Noaro Senior to 

slip ahead. Now up to third, Grayson set off for the leaders with Marc not far behind. 

The next time around, Grayson was in second place, but made another error as he again braked too 

late. Luckily, the leader, Thomas Teapoux, was watching his mirrors as he was turning towards the 

Agostini apex, and so was able to allow Grayson the space he needed to complete his mistake, again 

driving off the circuit and dropping behind both Trevor and Marc. 

“Dad’s in third!” cried Max, more excited than ever. “And Grayson needs to be careful.” 

“He does,” agreed Lady Rose as another two cars slid wide, “and he is not the only one.” 

By now the field had spread out, so Max was watching one group of cars at Agostini, another 

making their way towards Brundle and a third rounding Coram. The baron had been making good 

progress and, Max saw him catch Crazy through Coram and charge past as he entered the 

start/finish straight. 

Both Max’s dad and Grayson had passed Trevor, with Thomas being the next target. Dad was 

pushing ever so hard with Grayson unable to challenge. Rounding Agostini, Marc applied power 

just a little too early and so drifted over the exit kerbing, quickly recovering back across the kerb. In 

doing so, his suspension was torn off, causing him to lose control and spin. Grayson had no chance 

to avoid him, not even having time to reach his brake pedal. The impact was heavy, the front of 

Grayson’s car ramming the passenger side of Marc’s. Trevor tried to swerve in avoidance but he too 

spun, hitting the rear of Grayson’s car with his roll-cage on the driver’s side. 

Not too far behind was Colin, but he reacted to the yellow flags by slowing down and so managed 

to pass the stricken cars. Almost immediately afterwards, the red flags were displayed. Lady Rose 

could see Max’s wide eyes and spoke to ease his fears “At least none of the drivers are hurt. Look, 

you can see them moving and Grayson is waving to the crowed to show us that he is alright. Your 

dad is waving too.” 

As she spoke, Trevor Mint extracted his car, checked that it was safe, and then set off. To lighten 

Max’s mood, she joked “Well, he didn’t wave, but I’m guessing that Trevor is alright.” 

The two stricken drivers climbed out of their cars and shook hands. Marc headed towards the 

spectator bank and Max ran down to speak his dad. Before his dad spoke, Grayson called over 

“Don’t worry Max, we are unhurt. It wasn’t really your dad’s fault.” 

“I suppose it was,” admitted Marc, “as I drifted onto the grass and re-joined in exactly the way that 

Crazy described yesterday. I’m really sorry, Grayson.” 

“Don’t be silly;” replied Grayson, “you were driving really well. I have made far bigger mistakes 

this year and got away with them. If you don’t push hard, you cannot improve your skills and you 

certainly cannot challenge for wins. But for that minor mistake you would have challenged for the 

win. Of course you wouldn’t have. That’s my job.” Grayson laughed and winked at Max before the 

two drivers returned to their cars.” 
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Jonny Painter was looking at the damage on Grayson’s car “I can see quite a bit of damage, but the 

chassis is unharmed. Will you be able to make repairs?” 

“I think so,” replied Grayson, “as I carry most of the spares that I need, including a radiator. The 

damage to the rear is just superficial and so I don’t need to do anything there.” 

Marc was looking on, ready for a reprimand from the Clerk of the Course “It was all my fault, sir. I 

exceeded track limits and that caused the accident.” 

“Nonsense!” replied Jonny. “The damage to the edge of the kerb had already been done by the time 

you drove over it. That was the first time that you exceeded track limits all weekend, so how can 

you blame yourself for digging up grass and the large amounts of earth required to create so deep a 

rut?” 

Without waiting for an answer, Painter continued “Four drivers were stopped from testing yesterday 

due to their excesses. Most of the track limits were at that corner. Grayson himself went off twice in 

the race and once during testing, so he is more to blame than you. 

“I’m not here to make your lives a misery and I will help as much as possible. But now, I believe 

you have a better understanding of why I am so concerned about track limits. Am I correct?” 

The drivers murmured their agreement. Max, who had been listening, made a very good observation 

“This circuit is financially comfortable, so if it can happen here so easily, then the less well-funded 

circuits will struggle to keep up maintenance. We don’t like it, but I can see why it all makes sense.” 

“I’m glad to see that someone is thinking intelligently,” commented Jonny, before turning to both 

Grayson and Marc “I expect the two of you to return your cars to the scrutineering bay once repairs 

are complete. You will not be allowed to race tomorrow without a fresh ticket.” 

As Jonny Painter marched off, Grayson and Marc looked to each other and sighed with relief. “That 

was easier than expected,” admitted Smidt. “At least I now have the excuse I needed to go to Spa.” 

“Thomas is happy too, after winning the re-started race” offered Max. “Trevor did well to finish 

second and Colin was very pleased with his third place.” 

“Don’t rub it in,” smiled Grayson. “If I fail to finish two of the remaining three races, or if my 

results are poor, then those three drivers will beat me in the championship. 

“Anyway, not everybody is happy. Poor Crazy Pete finished poorly and is still insisting it is a power 

problem. Then there is Master Steve who really does seem to be having poor-engine issues. I hope 

they both keep going and don’t quit racing over this.” 

Max was shocked, as he had not thought of such a thing “Is that possible? Crazy and Master leaving 

us?” 

“I hope not,” replied Grayson. “Crazy has been with us for a few years now, but this is Steve’s first 

year. They both have reasons to be disheartened. One thing is for sure, they both need to improve in 

order for them to be happy, and if they are not happy then why would they continue to spend all of 

their hard-earned money? 
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It was early in the evening and the Navaero family were relaxing with the Oftenbrokes and Crazy 

Pete. Phoebe was teasing Max about his mathematical skills when he blurted out that “Actually, two 

plus three can equal four and I can prove it.” 

“Er, okay,” replied mum. 

“I have to hear this.” Phoebe responded. 

“Well,” started Max, looking at Crazy who nodded his encouragement. “It is all to do with, um, 

rounding. So, if you have 1.7 kilograms of sugar and are giving the value in whole numbers, you 

say you have two kilograms.” 

“That’s silly,” retorted Phoebe “Why not just say 1.7 kilograms?” 

“Actually it is not silly,” interrupted Crazy. “In my work I do a lot of mathematics and it all 

revolves around the starting accuracy of the numbers used. A number’s fractional part often goes on 

indefinitely, so the starting value needs to be rounded to the level of accuracy required. There are 

times where integers are needed – an integer is just a whole number – so 1.7 would be rounded to 

two. Carry on Max, with your eminently sensible example” Crazy smiled. Dad looked on blankly. 

“Er, um, right. So, we currently have 1.7 kilograms of sugar, rounded to two” continued Max. 

“Then we add 2.7 kilograms of sugar, which is rounded to 3 kilograms. Add them together and you 

have 4.4 kilograms, and that sum rounds to four kilograms. So, in this case, two plus three equals 

four!” Max beamed. 

Phoebe looked suspicious. “Did you learn that off by heart, Max?” 

“Er, maybe. But I understand it now. I think.” 

“Poor Max,” teased Phoebe, “I think he needs a lie down to recover from that.” 

As Max was smiling and the others laughed, Lord Oftenbroke broke in “Changing the subject, do 

you know we have a farm?” 

“Do we?” asked Lady Rose. 

“Yes, yes. Anyway, the other day I was trying to count our sheep.” 

Lady Rose put her hand on her forehead, as if in shame. 

“Anyway, I couldn’t count them because they kept moving about,” continued the Lord “so I ordered 

the sheep dog to go and count them. He returned and said there were thirty”. 

“A talking sheep dog?” asked Max. 

“Don’t encourage him,” commented Lady Rose “let him finish.” 

Lord Oftenbroke resumed his story “Yes yes, a talking sheep dog. Whatever is wrong with that? 

Anyway, I said to the dog ‘but I only have 27 sheep’. So Shep – that’s his name - answered ‘but I’m 

a sheep dog, so I rounded them up.’ What, is nobody laughing? Why are you covering your face, 

Phoebe?” 

“Because if you see me giggling,” she replied “I might encourage you”. 

But unfortunately she did encourage him, as Lord Oftenbroke told them more and more outlandish 

tales of his fictitious stately home, ensuring the gathering spent the evening rocking in their caravan 

with laughter. 
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Jonny Painter was ever so happy. Not only were his beloved track limits being observed, but his son 

was showing the world just how fine a driver he was. Yesterday had been good, with a pole position 

and a win, but today was even better. With his championship having a separate qualifying session 

for each race, Julian won yet another pole. Come the race, his start was perfect and Julian 

immediately pulled clear of the rest of the field to win, recording a new lap record along the way. 

Max had enjoyed watching his new hero and was inspired. More than that, Max knew that he was 

now being observed by Julian. 

Lined up alongside the pit wall, with Crazy alongside, Max raised his engine revs just as the red 

lights went on. Focussing on nothing but the lights, Max waited. Out they went and Max reacted 

instantly, slotting neatly between the two cars ahead. But the next car in front was away slowly and 

Max, still stuck between two cars had nowhere to go and so had to back off. From it being a 

brilliant start it suddenly became average, with Max having to let the two cars run ahead before he 

could find free space and continue. Meanwhile, Crazy had disappeared into the distance whilst both 

Master Steve and Baron von Cheetah drove past Max. 

Accepting his fate, Max prepared himself for the task ahead. He kept his driving smooth and waited 

for an opportunity to make a pass. He managed to out-brake Parky into Agostini and then chased 

after Colin Netherfree. Two laps later he caught Colin but did not challenge him, as Max could see 

that they were both catching von Cheetah, who was close behind Crazy. Rounding Agostini again, 

Max saw the baron make a late lunge, which was spotted by Crazy who reacted by turning into the 

corner later than usual. The baron’s brakes locked and so his car slid towards Crazy, whose quick 

reactions avoided contact by steering away from his intended line. Colin slowed and turned in late 

to avoid any potential contact and so Max seized on his chance, slipping neatly to the inside with a 

beautifully timed move. 

Round they went, with Crazy driving very defensively, but as the crossed the start/finish line all the 

cars behind him were faster. The baron pulled to Crazy’s right, with Max aiming to the far left of 

the track. Colin had a huge slipstream and slotted himself between Max and Crazy as they all turned 

into the first corner. Crazy later admitted to just turning and hoping for the best, as all the cars 

alongside him meant that he had little say in whether or not there would be a collision. The baron 

must have sensed this, as he backed off, allowing Crazy to stay ahead, but Colin scythed ahead of 

the group with Max following on. 

On they charged with Max challenging Colin, but not being attack from behind as Crazy slowly 

dropped back. Max could see Crazy sliding his car in frustration as he pushed ever-harder to keep 

up. This allowed Max to concentrate only on Colin and was able to re-catch him and then wait for a 

mistake. This again came at Agostini, allowing Max to slip through and pull away in the twisty 

section of the track. With the slipstream to Colin broken, Max had an easy run for the rest of the 

race where he finished in eighth place, just ahead of the baron who had got in front of Crazy. 

Smidt resumed his winning ways, finishing a long way ahead of Thomas, who was himself just a 

short way in front of Trevor. It was a hard fought race and Max was happy, satisfied that he had 

achieved all the he could have. After his cooling down lap, where he had waved his thanks to all the 

marshals, he pulled into the parc ferme where tiredness finally caught up. He closed his eyes just for 

a moment, and was asleep. 
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Max awoke to what would otherwise be another boring school day. Not today, of course, as he was 

to prepare himself for the journey to Snetterton. Once the day’s tuition had been dealt with, he was 

soon home, packing both for himself and his sister. 

“Come on Phoebe,” complained Max, “the sooner we are finished, the sooner we can leave.” 

“Max, I’d love to help as I really am keen to set off,” admitted Phoebe, “but it is just too irresistible 

to do nothing and watch you pack for me. It is either that, my good brother, or we will leave even 

later.” 

“That’s blackmail!” cried Max. “Or something else equally horrible. There are times when having a 

clever little sister is just not fair.” 

Knowing that Phoebe was not going to do anything, he continued his work, but revenged himself by 

ensuring that she would not have everything she needed. Before he had finished, their mum called 

upstairs that it was time to leave and so Phoebe dragged a spare suitcase that was hidden under the 

bed “Sorry Max, but just I couldn’t resist. Anyway, do you really think that I would trust my 

naughty brother to pack everything?” 

Max was too shocked to speak. Now very angry, he decided to count to ten, which actually worked 

as he decided that it was a clever trick. Anyway, he was off to Snetterton. 

Arriving at the circuit, his sister decided that Max had delivered his revenge. At the very first 

opportunity she complained to her father “Thank goodness that journey is over. That son of yours 

has been talking about nothing but track limits. He talked so much that I’m now a world-renowned 

expert on the matter. Lead me to my bed!” 

Friday started with a meeting with the clerk of the course, who gave dire warnings about track 

limits. Marc returned to the paddock to seek advice from his daughter. During the day, three drivers 

had their day cut short for leaving the circuit too many times, but Marc was not one of those. 

On Saturday morning Max watched qualifying from the hill by Agostini and enjoyed views of 

several corners. His dad qualified ninth, with Crazy, after just having his car tuned, a very 

disappointing tenth. 

Grayson started the race from pole position, but an engine problem meant that he decided to stop. 

This meant that he would have to travel to Belgium for the final round in order to challenge for the 

championship. At least he was happy at the prospect of racing there. Marc finished ninth, with Cray 

just behind. 

On Sunday Grayson won, with Thomas and Trevor following some distance behind. Marc had a 

poor start but soon caught the pack and was involved in an amazing first corner pass, where Crazy, 

the baron, Marc and Colin all approached in that order, then entered side-by-side and exit in the 

order of Colin, Marc, Crazy and the baron. The baron managed to pass Crazy before the end of the 

race, with the four finishing in that order. Marc finished eighth which, whilst not the sort of position 

he was hoping for, was very satisfying. 
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“What is going on ahead of us?” Marc was concerned. He and his family had been waiting for five 

minutes, watching Peter arguing with the guard at the entrance to the Spa Francorchamps circuit. 

“You lot stay here; I’m going to investigate.” 

“Where am I going to sleep?” demanded Peter. “I have to set up my awning and then unload the 

contents of my car into it. Only then is there space for me to sleep in the back.” 

“You could sleep in the driver’s seat, sir,” offered the guard. “I don’t care if your club has paid for 

access tonight, I have my orders.” 

Marc returned to his family “It looks like we are going to set up our caravan this side of the circuit 

tonight.” He looked to his son “It’s a shame your dream-friends can’t help.” 

“I could always try to call Steve la Spook,” offered Max. 

Phoebe turned to her brother and spoke “I thought you said he was called Steve the Spook?” 

With that, there was a ** puff ** of smoke “Hello, I’m Steve the Spook”. 

Phoebe and her parents looked on, stunned into silence as Max casually greeted his friend “Hello 

Steve the Spook. I thought you’d changed your name for a posh French style?” 

“I’m not a snob,” replied Steve the Spook, “and I’m definitely not French.” 

“How come you are here?” asked Max, I’m not asleep yet.” His family looked on, hopeful for a 

sensible answer. 

“Because I was summoned” replied Steve the Spook. “You are lucky we all decided to visit your 

awake-place, as we wanted to treat you on this special circuit.” 

Dad was confused “But you are all a part of Max’s imagination. You can’t be here now.” 

“I’ll leave then, if I must” offered Steve the Spook. 

Max calmed Steve the Spook down and then explained the situation. After advising the family to 

wait, followed by the customary ** puff **, Steve the Spook was gone. A few minutes later a rather 

large dragon landed by Peter, who stepped back and asked “Are you a gendarme? I didn’t realise the 

Belgium police looked so different.” 

Max opened the car door as he spoke “I’ll deal with this.” Getting out of the car he called to Peter 

“Don’t worry, that’s Padrick”. 

Padrick looked towards the guard “Do you know that I like to breathe fire. I’m rather partial to 

closed barriers and guards who should be opening them, hic. Oops, excuse me.” 

As Padrick sniggered at his little prank, there was smoke coming from the guard’s cap. The guard 

looked at Padrick, who winked, and then quickly opened the barriers. 

“Would you like me to pop back later, to apologise for singeing you?” Padrick asked the guard. 

“No need for that, er, monsieur” the guard replied. “I understand and will let the other Caterham 

guests through.” 
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Max’s friends were everywhere, mingling with the regular Caterham club members. Pater Goblin 

was looking at the GRS awning; Crazy Pete was looking at Peter; Grayson was calmly observing 

his near-mirror image Graham. Meanwhile, the baron was sulking as he pounded around looking for 

his namesake, finding nobody. 

Over at Team McManners, all of the staff members looked nothing like Andy McMillimig, who was 

nowhere to be seen. An unusually short Parky was talking with his real-world and full-sized 

counterpart. Max was with his dad and saw Jeanette the Jeanie and Lady Rose approach, so asked if 

they could explain it all. 

Jeanette responded “Do you mean my boyfriend’s size? He isn’t very happy, but he will be alright 

tomorrow when I promise to get his perspective right. Honestly, you’d think I was always getting it 

wrong. This is the first time in ages; I suppose I was a little excited about this special weekend.” 

“Um, er, no, I mean how come I am meeting you while I am still awake?” asked Max 

“I thought Padrick had already told you,” replied Jeanette, “it is rather simple. We decided to visit 

you while you were still awake. Of course we have to set up in a separate area of the paddock, but 

as it is so large, that should not be a problem. Of course, it means that you will not be dreaming of 

us this time, but don’t worry, you will get to drive even more.” 

“In the real world? I won’t be allowed to drive here,” observed Max, “and I don’t understand how 

my friends will be able to either.” 

“Oh, that’s easy,” soothed Lady Rose, “Andy McMillimig has set it all up. He created a portal for us 

all to step through and has also generated a window to an alternative time frame at the circuit, so 

that when your dad goes out to race, you can join us.” 

“It will be confusing having two sets of family” offered Max. “And when will Andy get here?” 

“Andy should be here already, so he should not be long” answered Jeanette. 

“Your family are only around in the waking state,” explained Lady Rose. “Do you recall how, when 

you wake up, they share a recollection of your dreams?” 

“Yes,” replied Max, “but they don’t remember much and soon forget everything.” 

Lady Rose smiled “That is because we access their minds so that they can look after you. Don’t 

worry, we met with them in a dream meeting and arranged everything. We didn’t invite you until 

they had all agreed and were happy. They even had a tour. It was a very realistic dream for all of 

them but, of course, we ensured that they didn’t remember anything once they woke up.” 

A very regal looking lady and a smartly dressed boy joined the group. Lady Rose smiled at her and 

turned to Max “Allow me to introduce Baroness von Cheetah and their son, Wolfgang. As our baron 

does not have a representative from your realm, we decided it was only fair to surprise him with a 

visit from his family.” 

“But I thought he was really called Brian Donald Cheetah?” asked Max. “Farmer Keith told me.” 

“That is typical of my husband,” laughed the baroness, “he does have a warped sense of humour. 

Actually our line goes back for hundreds of generations. He is a very serious man and is very 

careful about who he trusts. You, young man are very honoured to be one of them.” 
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Max was interested in the difference between the two factions, those of his real world and those 

from his dreams. He watched Crazy Pete and Peter study each other, each unsure of what to make 

of their opposite number. Suddenly, Crazy looked beyond Peter with a surprised expression “Is that 

Mickey Louder?” 

“Sorry, but how would I know?” asked Peter, looking round to see a rotund man heading towards 

them. “Oh, him. Is he the guest driver that Pater Goblin was telling me about?” 

“Guest driver? With us?” Crazy was shaking. “Oh my goodness, he’s my hero. He’s coming this 

way! I’d better go; I don’t want to show myself up.” Crazy turned to Max “Mickey Louder!” then 

sprinted off. 

“Hello gentlemen,” greeted Louder as he arrived, “who’s that strange character running away?” 

“Er, um, hello,” replied Max, “that’s Crazy Pete and he, er,” 

“He’s late for signing on,” explained Peter, making up the excuse on the spot “and he just 

remembered. Sorry, I’m not from your realm. I hear that you are a star driver.” 

“Three times world champion. Is that enough of a star?” replied Mickey, “he looks a little crazy.” 

Max smirked at the comment, which Louder noticed “So I’m a comedian now? Perhaps you could 

explain the joke?” 

“Sorry sir, but his name is Crazy” replied Max. 

“Oh. I dread to see your reaction if I actually say something funny. Excuse me; I also need to sign 

on, so I need to go over there.” Mickey pointed in a completely direction to that which Crazy had 

gone, then spoke on, “I now say something humorous and get no reaction.” He winked at Max and 

left. 

“He’s a bit abrupt. What do you think?” asked Peter. 

“So far I’m not a fan. He’s a bit large. He’s also a bit old to come racing with us. Plus, he doesn’t 

look very fit. I can’t see him being any good.” Max was not impressed. “I suppose we will find out 

how quick he is tomorrow.” 

“Actually, he is not as old as Michael or his namesake Lord Oftenbroke,” observed Peter, “and he, 

or rather they, are very fit. They both play tennis regularly.” 

“And they are also slimmer than Mickey” replied Max. 

“But they are not as fast,” enthused Crazy, who had just returned. “You wait, he will show you just 

why he’s a multiple world champion. I can’t tell you how much of a hero he is for me. Look, your 

dad is waving. I think it is time for your evening meal.” 

Max returned to the caravan. After eating, the children were sent to bed as there was to be a long 

day ahead of them. Max couldn’t see how he was going to sleep, especially as he was not going to 

see his friends overnight. Instead, while worrying about the absence of Andy McMillimig, he fell 

asleep immediately. 
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Max woke up to an empty caravan. The curtains were still closed, so he thought that the rest of his 

family were still asleep. First he saw that Phoebe was not in the bunk above him, then he realised 

that his parents’ bed had been stowed away. Not that any of that mattered; he needed food and so 

helped himself to corn flakes. 

Having eaten, he decided to open all the curtains and then leave to explore the paddock, which was 

bound to be a hive of activity. On opening the first set, at the back of the caravan, he saw nothing 

but an empty paddock. He dashed to the side window opposite the door and opened them; again it 

was empty. Next he opened the side windows by the door and, there in the near distance, was a 

solitary caravan. Max recognised it as Andy McMillimig’s. 

Cautiously, he opened his door and looked around. On seeing nothing, he walked steadily towards 

the other caravan, all the time peering around, searching for anything. He was nervous. On reaching 

the caravan he paused, undecided. Should he knock, or enter unannounced? His good manners won, 

so he gently rapped his knuckles on the door. There was no answer, so he tried the door handle, 

which was unlocked. Max entered into darkness. Finding a light switch, which he turned on, Max 

found Andy McMillimig unconscious and bleeding, by the entrance to his time-booth. 

It was a struggle, but Max managed to drag Andy all the way into the time-booth. Looking at the 

controls, Max decided the most likely action would be to press the big green button; he did so and 

then, before it had time to start, dashed out of the booth and slammed the door shut. 

Almost before Max had time to let go of the booth’s door handle, the door swung open to reveal a 

fully recovered McMillimig. “Max, what are you doing in this time zone? You shouldn’t be 

dreaming here.” 

Max explained to Andy about his arrival at Spa and subsequently going to sleep. Andy was grateful 

to hear how he was rescued, but was concerned “St. George is back! He realises that at Pembrey he 

was tricked and has returned. After I sent everybody to your dimension, he reappeared and he 

understands that I am the key to finding Padrick. He worked out that, by keeping me here, you 

would come in your dreams. 

“I’m grateful that he needed to be sure that you would come, or he may have done more than just 

knock me unconscious.” 

“He wasn’t outside” commented Max. “What are we going to do?” 

“I don’t know,” replied Andy, “I just don’t know.” 
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Andy was about to go out and investigate the surroundings. He explained to Max “I want you to 

stay in the time-booth. I am the only person who can open the door and I have set it up so that time 

in the booth will be frozen. This means that, once the door is closed and no matter how long I am 

gone, it will seem to re-open immediately and you will have stepped forward in time. 

“If something happens to me, it will open automatically in four hours. Again, you will not notice 

that time has passed. 

“If you do sense the passage of time, then something else has gone wrong and I would prefer you to 

stay in there all day, until you are tired and fall asleep. That way you will return home safely. If you 

must leave, then wait at least an hour before opening the door. 

“Any questions?” Max shook his head, so Andy continued “I would like to teach you more about 

the booth, but I need to go now, so just step inside. There that’s good. Now, see you again in less 

than five seconds.” 

Andy gave a cheerful smile as he closed the door, which was then immediately reopened. Max was 

counting the seconds off as he walked out of the booth. He was smiling as he looked up “two, 

three...” Max’s mouth opened as he was confronted with a menacing St. George. 

“Surprise! Look at what I have here,” growled the intruder, showing Max what looked like a remote 

control unit “it is a gift from God, a means of accessing your hiding places.” Max studied the 

device, hoping for an opportunity to snatch it and run. 

St. George grabbed Max and dragged him to the front of the caravan, throwing him against a seat. 

Max could see Andy sprinting towards them, but the war-horse Molly, who was tied to the door, 

blocked his path. 

“No one can save you,” snarled the knight, “I shall hypnotise you to send you asleep and then 

follow you back to where you came from. Then I will kill that dragon.” 

Max could see through the window that Andy making his way around the caravan, placing his 

hands on it and concentrating. Whatever he was up to, Max knew it was likely to fail. St. George’s 

incantations were making him increasingly sleepy. Andy banged on the window and St. George 

stepped towards him, laughing “You’re too late now!” 

Using all his might, Max was forcing himself to stay awake, when suddenly Andy was gently 

shaking him. St. George was unmoving, as was his previously restless destrier. Returning fully to 

consciousness, Max asked what was going on. 

“No time to explain” advised Andy, “we need to squeeze past that great lump and his horse to make 

our escape before they are released.” 

Once outside the caravan, Andy looked around, then sighed “I suppose your caravan is the closest 

point of safety. I’ll explain all there.” 
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“When you placed me in the time-booth, I was able to recover. I did not know what to do, but I 

decided to ‘charge myself up’. I thought I might need to freeze time when I went into the paddock 

in search of St. George. Instead, he captured you. I don’t understand that.” 

“He showed me a remote control device that he used to open the door” remembered Max. 

“That can’t be!” Andy was astonished. “They are only stored in one place and they are all accounted 

for. Does it look like this?” 

Andy showed Max his own device and Max nodded “It looks exactly like that, but it was dirty and 

scratched. It has a number on it. Twenty Seven.” 

“You asked earlier what I was planning to do. Now I know. But first, we need to return to my 

caravan.” 

St. George mounted Molly and rode her to the mid-point between the caravans. There, he scanned 

the area and waited. 

Max was watching and asked “So you can beam yourself through space as well?” 

“No,” replied Andy, “that was a trick I made up on the spot. When I grabbed the caravan, I poured 

my energy into all of it, freezing time. As Molly was attached to it with a lead, she was also frozen. 

I then entered the caravan and grasped your shoulder to release you. That is why I seemed to 

suddenly appear. We only had a few minutes to make our escape, which is why we could only travel 

the short distance to here. 

“Be careful, Max. Make sure he doesn’t see you through the window. I need to pray for a while to 

build up my energies. I’ll do it by the door where I won’t be seen.” 

After fifteen minutes Andy stopped his prayers. He explained why the knight was still waiting, 

patiently “He has access to my technology and it appears that he knows that I must return to my 

time-booth. He’ll be waiting quite a while though, as I am now ready. I can focus on freezing time 

in the area around him. It’s a shame that the sun is shining, as he will know that it has moved and 

therefore we have escaped. 

“Time won’t be frozen for long, so we need to take the most direct path, which is right past St. 

George. We need to walk slowly, though, as I need to stay focussed. 

They walked on. As they passed the mounted horse, Max asked where they were going. 

“To where I expect to get some answers. The year is 1955 and we will be able to watch the start of 

one of the greatest motor racing drives in history.” 

Max turned back towards the Saint and realised that he was staring straight at them. He decided not 

to distract Andy any further. 

Standing next to the time-booth, Andy spoke to Max “You need to sleep now. I will induce it and 

you will awake refreshed, in the morning of your dimension. 

“I need to ask if you are willing to return to me the next time you sleep. It could be dangerous, but 

otherwise St. George may be able to reach you direct. And you can tell Pater Goblin everything. The 

problem is, I just don’t know what St. George’s powers are. Well, what do you think?” 

As Max agreed, St. George escaped the time-lock. At the point of falling asleep, just as his eyes 

were closing, Max saw Molly galloping towards him. 
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When Max woke up, it was still dark. He checked his watch and saw that it was just gone 07:00am. 

Carefully, he got out of bed and dressed. Silence for a child, especially a boy, is often a matter of 

reducing the clatter, and so it was for Max. After cleaning his teeth, he left the caravan’s bathroom 

to be confronted by his father “What’s up son?” 

“Dad, I need to see Pater Goblin now; it’s an emergency.” 

“Have you been dreaming again? It can wait. Go back to bed for an hour.” 

“I can’t do that dad,” whispered Max, “or I may end up with Andy McMillimig again. I need to get 

help. Please, I’ll explain to you on the way.” 

Seeing how concerned his son was, Marc agreed. Once outside, they could talk normally. Max 

explained everything that had happened, from the moment he had fallen asleep. 

They approached the GDS awning and Pater was already working with Mickey Louder, who was 

trying to squeeze himself into a race car. Marc called “Pater. We need to talk and, frankly, I’m not 

very happy. It seems that Andy McMillimig has accidentally put my son in danger.” 

Pater left a struggling Louder, who was stuck fast. The small group went to Pater’s oversized 

caravan where Padrick was cooking breakfast. “Padrick, can you please leave us in privacy for a 

while,” asked Pater, “and help Mickey either into or out of his car.” 

Alone, they discussed the situation and Pater quickly formulated a plan “We need to deal with what 

we have, not what we want. What we want is for Max not to return to Andy when he next falls 

asleep, but we can’t stop that. So what I propose is that he is always monitored by one of us. When 

he falls asleep, we will be able to go with him. I’m sure Jeanette will be able to sort out a spell. 

Once over there, we will get Andy to put Max asleep again and we can sort things out with that 

stupid knight. Just one thing; it is too dangerous for Padrick. 

“The next hour or so is the danger period. I’ll go and see Jeanette and together we will round 

everybody else up and tell them everything. Once they are all aware of the situation, we can ensure 

that there is always somebody watching Max. He will not be alone. 

“Marc, I want you two back here within the hour.” Pater looked at Max “In the meantime, whatever 

happens, do not fall asleep!” Pater then looked back to Marc “You take Max back to your family 

and get breakfast. Fill in my colleague on your way back. He will stay with you.” 

“What colleague?” asked Marc. 

“Steve the Spook!” called Pater, who then looked at Marc “that colleague.” 

With a ** puff ** Steve the Spook appeared “Hello, I’m Steve the Spook!” 

They all left the caravan and walked past Padrick, who was busy jumping up and down on Mickey 

Louder. Pater walked in a different direction as Steve the Spook listened intently to Marc. 
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Everybody from both dimensions had been told of Max’s adventure and so were on full alert, 

watching his every move and looking out for the unlikely appearance of Andy McMillimig or St. 

George. Dad had put his foot down over Max taking part in the weekend’s racing, until Steve the 

Spook offered to ride with him and Padrick volunteered to fly overhead. There was initial talk of 

cancelling the event completely, but it was decided against as they needed to keep busy. 

Today, four half-hour test sessions were scheduled for the Caterhams. Most of the drivers had 

arrived at the assembly area for the first, where Pater spoke to Marc “The window to the circuit in 

our alternative time-zone has been open since yesterday. St. George is not in there. Even if he is, 

then it is Padrick who is in the most danger, as he well knows.” Knowing how worried his dad was, 

Pater changed the subject “How does it feel to be looking at your son, in his race car, ready to go 

out?” 

“I have to admit to feeling proud,” admitted Marc. 

Max was parked next to Mickey Louder, who was still trying to get into his car. Padrick had given 

up trying to squash him in and resorted to breathing fire on the seat, to try to get it to expand. 

Louder was not impressed “I might be wearing fire-proof overalls, but I can still feel the heat!” 

Crazy was standing by Louder’s car, desperately trying to think up a way to help. Max saw him turn 

to an approaching Jeanette and asked her “Can’t you reduce his size a little? He’ll fit in easily then.” 

“Sorry Crazy,” replied Jeanette, “but I have already offered that. He says that he didn’t win three 

world championships by cheating.” 

“How is it cheating?” Crazy was confused. “It isn’t his fault that he is overweight. Oh, but it still 

isn’t cheating.” 

Max’s respect for Louder increased a little, but he thought to himself that to give up racing on such 

a minor principal was foolish. He saw Louder give up and walk away from his car, the walk turning 

into a jog and then a fast run. Max shook his head, muttering to himself “So now we are going to 

have a heart attack victim. That’s just what I need to complete the weekend.” 

Marc, seeing that his son was in the safe hands of Rock Bernie, waved at him and headed towards 

his own assembly area. There he would climb into his own car, which was prepared by Ben Rock. 

The first session went on without any problems. All the drivers kept to within their limits, including 

Crazy and his alter-ego Peter. Returning back to the paddock, Crazy was jumping up and down with 

delight. Max saw that Grayson had a timing sheet with him, asking “How come you are so fast? No 

offence meant, but at Snetterton you were slow.” 

“Well, do you remember that Mars and Mercury Cars reported 105bhp, but I was still complaining 

about a lack of power?” Grayson nodded and so Crazy continued, “Well, von Cheetah told me to 

work out the problem, so I did. The power was recorded on a rolling road, where it is easier to stand 

by the engine and apply the throttle directly at the carburettors. After all, that is where the throttle 

pedal is linked via a cable. So after the Snetterton weekend I thought to myself that, maybe pressing 

the pedal all the way down doesn’t get full throttle. I checked it out and was correct, so the cable 

has been adjusted and now I am getting all those lovely horses.” 

“And you are second fastest,” offered Grayson. “Well done.” 

 As they spoke, Mickey Louder sprinted past, panting heavily.
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“Every time I see him, he is either running or doing press ups”. 

“Now, now, Max. Don’t be mean. He is trying to lose weight.” 

“It’s a bit late for that, dad. He tried to do sit-ups earlier. That wasn’t a pretty site.” 

“I don’t think any of his exercises can be described as pretty.” They both laughed. 

Mickey was now sprint-training. He started from one end of the paddock and ran as fast as possible 

to the other end. He then turned round and gently jogged halfway back, slowly walking the rest of 

the way. He had already completed five runs and was returning for his next. 

Crazy joined the two Navaeros and spoke with awe “Isn’t he amazing? Such determination!” 

Max and Marc looked at each other, wondering just what Crazy saw in the man. Marc called 

Mickey as he walked by “How many sprints are you doing?” 

“Twenty, then I will do a hundred press-ups, followed by running two laps of the circuit before it re-

opens. 

Max’s mum joined them and took the opportunity to offer her advice. “You do realise that sprinting 

so hard raises your heartbeat?” 

“I do,” replied Mickey, “which is why I slowly jog and then walk back to the starting point, so that 

my heart-rate is reduced slowly.” 

“That is very sensible,” agreed Zandra, “but I don’t think that you aware that, when your heart is 

beating so hard, your body cannot use the fat to provide energy. Instead it has to use muscle, so your 

fat loss would be much less if you were to have a gentle run.” 

“Of course I know that!” replied Mickey. “And why do you think I need to lose weight? Anyway, 

the circuit is quiet so I think I’ll go for my laps now. Good day to you all.” 

“He’s incredible!” swooned Crazy. 

Phoebe came to join them and noticed Crazy, commenting “He looks like he’s in love. Have I 

missed something?” 

It had been a strangely enjoyable day so far, with the worries of the coming evening being put to 

one side. Dad described his feelings “I am really happy to be competitive here, especially at one of 

the best circuits in the world. Spa Francorchamps is one of the few remaining classics and is very 

technical. Many world class racing drivers rate it as their favourite and it is certainly mine.” 

“We were both third fastest in our second session, dad,” observed Max, “that certainly helps us to 

love the circuit. I only had Crazy and Grayson ahead of me, with the baron behind.” 

“I don’t have a baron to race against,” pondered dad, “but I do have Peter and Graham ahead. I 

think we will have an interesting race tomorrow.” 

“We have to get there first,” cautioned a suddenly serious Max.
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It rained for most of the afternoon, which meant it was a fairly ordinary day for the area. Max felt 

very guilty when he returned from his first drive after dinner, when he realised just how wet and 

cold poor Padrick was. Driving straight into the paddock and climbing out just as the dragon 

landed, Max went over to apologise “I didn’t think of you when I went out, Padrick. You must be 

frozen; I’m really sorry.” 

“Oh, no need for that,” shivered Padrick. “Besides, at least I can get revenge”. With that, he opened 

his wings and flapped them until they were dry, which had the unfortunate consequence of ensuring 

everything around him became soaked. With a snigger, Padrick gave an unconvincing apology, then 

arched his left wing and breathed fire into it. “Ah, that’s better. Now for my other wing”. With both 

wings nice and warm, he flapped again, drying and warming Max. 

Mickey Louder jogged towards them, panting away, giving a cheery wave as he continued. Max 

watched him and asked Padrick “No luck in getting him into his car?” 

“Not a chance,” replied Padrick, “and I really was jumping up and down on him hard. He’s had to 

order a new crash-helmet.” 

The same smartly dressed boy that Max had met the previous day approached and spoke “Hi, I’ve 

just been watching you drive. Well, I was watching my dad really, but it was fun to watch you too.” 

“Thanks. If I remember correctly, you are Baron von Cheetah’s son. Am I right?” 

“That’s right. Wolfgang’s the name. You are very brave driving the car. I have been for passenger 

rides with my dad and he terrifies me.” 

Max went red, but brushed aside the comment “I’m not brave at all. The feeling of speed is different 

when you are in control. How come you got a passenger ride on a circuit? Don’t you have to be at 

least sixteen years old?” 

“Ahem! Says you, who is actually driving!” Wolfgang laughed. 

“I’ve never heard of the name Wolfgang before. Is it German” asked Max. 

“Yes, I’m named after a hero of my dad’s” replied the boy. “Wolfgang von Trips, who was a racing 

driver in the 1950s and 1960s. He was nearly World Champion, but crashed at Monza in 1961 and 

died. Thankfully, racing is much safer these days, especially when you consider that my dad models 

his driving on von Trips’ style”. 

“But your dad is often worse than Crazy” observed Max. “Sorry, I didn’t mean to offend. And he 

does seem to, how shall I put this, push the rules to the limit.” 

Wolfgang thought for a moment “Yes, that sounds like my dad. He is a rather special person”. 
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Looking out of the caravan window, Mickey Louder could be seen running in the distance. He never 

did get to test his car. That did not stop Crazy from praising his every move. Max and his family 

had eaten and were in the company of Diane and Michael. 

“I have to tell you something,” commented Diane. “I’ve often said that, if we were nobility, we’d be 

called Lord and Lady Oftenbroke. Isn’t that strange? Well, it wouldn’t be if Max’s dreams were just 

dreams. But the even stranger thing is that I’d never told anybody that joke when Max was about.” 

“You’re right, Diane. I never knew that,” offered Max, looking away from the window, “but you are 

about to meet them now, as here they come.” 

There was a knock on the door and it opened “Only us,” called Lady Rose, “I hope we are not 

intruding.” 

“Perfect timing” replied Marc. “We need to ensure Max doesn’t fall asleep alone. Do come in.” 

“Excellent” smiled Lady Rose, “let’s grab a few minutes of peace before the party at the GDS 

awning begins. Am I allowed to call it a party?” 

“It is the strangest party I have ever heard of,” quipped Max, “the lets all gather round me and wait 

until I fall asleep party.” 

Max got up and walked to the exit “I’d just like to have a final bit of privacy, if you don’t mind. It’s 

too busy in here, so I’ll go and use the paddock toilets.” 

“Go on then, son” replied his dad, “but don’t be long.” 

Max stepped out of the caravan, walked up a chair and, all alone, sat in it. Immediately, he was fast 

asleep. 
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“Where is everybody?” asked Andy McMillimig. 

“I didn’t bring them” admitted Max. 

“How do you mean? They couldn’t come?” 

“No, they were all prepared. I just sneaked off and went to sleep.” 

Andy could not believe his ears. “Well, I’ll have to put you back to sleep now, so that you can go 

and get them.” 

“Wouldn’t that make you as bad as St. George?” asked Max, angrily. “Forcing me to do something I 

didn’t want to do, against my will. I’ve been thinking about this all day. The problem is, and I know 

that the adults wouldn’t listen to me, but I know I’m right. 

“With just the two of us, St. George has less people to catch and pit one against the other. He can’t 

hurt me, as he needs me to fall asleep. He is not likely to hurt you, or he already would have done. 

But Colin, Parky, Crazy? He could grab and threaten to kill any of them if you don’t do as you are 

ordered. If you refuse, he can kill them, catch another and that time you will do as you are told.” 

“I hadn’t thought of that” admitted Andy. He strode to the office window and looked outside. 

“Where are we?” asked Max. “You said something about 1955 and a motor race.” 

“Do you know what I am named after?” asked Andy. “I’ll answer that. The Mille Miglia, one of the 

greatest road races there has ever been. Mille Miglia is Italian for One Thousand Miles, which is the 

approximate length of the race. It was first held in 1927 and the last real race was in 1957. But this 

year is the greatest of them all. It is now the first of May, 1955. The race has already started for 

many of the drivers, but not all, for they start one at a time, each separated by one minute. The first 

driver to start left at 9:00pm last night. Fangio started at 06:58am this morning, driving car number 

658. Peter Collins started at 07:02am, driving car number 702. Stirling Moss is about to start at 

07:22am. Can you guess his race number? Come, look out of the window and watch”. 

Max reached the window to see a red Ferrari, with the number 721 on the side, accelerating into the 

distance. Behind, a Silver car that Max realised was a Mercedes-Benz was pushed onto a platform. 

Andy explained “We are in Brescia, Italy and we are watching the starters. That’s Mario Rossini 

setting off. The man about to drive the Mercedes 300 SLR is Stirling Moss, one of the greatest 

racing drivers of all time. Sitting beside him is Denis Jenkinson, who is only acting as co-driver 

because he is arguably the greatest motor racing journalist there has ever been. Together, they have 

a secret weapon that Denis has invented, called pace notes. To create them, they needed to drive the 

route before the race, not necessarily at racing speed. Denis recorded everything he needed so that 

he can re-read the route in advance to Stirling. That includes accurately recording where corners 

are, how severe they are and how fast they can be taken; what is beyond the crest of a hill; all sorts 

of dangers. And if Denis got just one note wrong, they could die in the resulting accident. The same 

would apply if Stirling misunderstood Denis’s instruction. But as you are about to witness, they 

trusted each other completely, producing one of the most epic races ever.” 

Andy completed his description just as the Mercedes Benz, number 722, accelerated into history. 
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Looking to Andy, who was walking away from the window, Max asked “I take it we are here for 

more than just a motor race?” 

“This is the base of my operations” explained Andy. “I don’t just mean here, but here and now. 

Every time I arrive, it is seven o’clock on the morning of the first of May, 1955, although I can then 

come and go throughout the day. As I had hoped, you arrived just in time for the show”. 

“Now, let’s get on with business”. Andy walked to a wall safe and entered a combination number. 

Opening it, he pulled out a case and unlocked it, before asking Max “What number did you say that 

remote was?”  

“It was number Twenty Seven” remembered Max. 

Andy opened the case and pulled out a brand new remote, showing it to Max “You also said it was 

dirty and marked. It looks as though we are in time. The only question is, how on earth did St. 

George get in here?” 

“The same way I did?” offered Max. 

“No, that is simply not possible. I would not willingly guide him in and he cannot force his way in. 

You see, only I can pass through. If anybody else is with me they are suspended as they pass, so 

even if they are holding onto me, they will not enter. They simply stay there until I release them, 

one way or the other.” 

“What if St. George held a prisoner?” asked Max, “Me, for instance. Just as an example.” 

“I would be able to trace his movements back through time until I found you, then your movements 

forward through time until the present, then go and rescue you. It is all quite simple.” 

“That must take a lot of power. Where do you get it all from?” asked Max. 

“Oh, that’s easy, I invented a perpetual energy device. Basically it creates energy from nothing.” 

“That’s not possible,” exclaimed Max, “even I know that.” 

“How was the universe formed Max? Wasn’t it the Big Bang? First of all there was nothing, then 

everything. All you need to do is work out what caused the Big Bang and you have all the energy 

you need. Actually, once I worked it out I realised that there wasn’t a Big Bang at all.” 

Max was aghast and realised that protecting Padrick might just come second to saving the world “If 

you carry out the same act that caused the Big Bang, then surely there is, um, er, just a little bit of a 

danger to Earth, the solar system or even the galaxy?” 

“Nonsense, it’s all very straightforward. Here’s a simple question: what do you get when one 

particle of matter meets one particle of antimatter?” 

“Auntie what?” 

“That’s the theory of the Big Bang,” explained Andy, “where first there was nothing, then there 

were equal amounts of matter and antimatter, which just so happens to cancel each other out when 

they contact each other. I just turned the theory round. All I had to do was create a tiny area of 

absolutely nothing, and out would pop both matter and antimatter. It is all very simple really.” 

Max realised that he needed to work out if Andy was actually a mad scientist and, if so, how to deal 

with him. Also, was that a more important task than stopping St. George? 
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“We are on the approach to Pescara,” explained Andy, “which is close to halfway through the race. 

We have jumped forward in time by about three hours. I intend to stay for two or three hours, after 

which I have a treat in store for you. Meanwhile we can see the early cars passing through. 

“Why are we enjoying a motor race when we should be dealing with St. George?” asked Max. 

“As neither of us actually knows how to deal with him,” answered Andy, “we need more 

information. How did he get the device? How does he follow us? I have an idea about the latter 

question, as I suspect that the remote has been encoded in one of two ways, so that it can track me. 

The first way that I am investigating is whether the remote was programmed with my DNA. But 

that would involve some complex engineering that only I am capable of.” 

“Can it just be tracking the location of your time-booth?” asked Max. 

“That is the only other possibility that I can think of, but the DNA test can be carried out with or 

without the time-booth, so I want to eliminate the more unlikely method first. If St. George turns up 

now, which is not going to happen, then the only answer is the DNA method.” 

“I’m guessing that would mean that wherever you went, he could follow” commented Max, “So we 

may as well enjoy a motor race, surrounded by hundreds of witnesses, while we wait.” 

“Exactly,” replied Andy, “but how long we have to wait, I am not so sure.” 

“Why did it take so long for him to return to the hunt since Pembrey?” asked Max. 

“We probably scared him off after his first attempt,” replied Andy, “and his religious fervour has 

only now overcome the fears that we placed into him.” 

“So why is he looking for you and not Padrick?” asked Max. 

“That is the big question. Surely it is as easy to get a sample of Padrick’s DNA as mine.” 

The noise of an approaching car interrupted them and so they turned to watch it pass by. They 

continued watching for almost two hours until a Ferrari approached “That is the current leader” 

remarked Andy. “It is being driven hard by Eugenio Castellotti; too hard. He is currently doing 174 

mph.” 

Suddenly there was loud bang as the rear tyre exploded. The tread was no longer round, but a long 

flapping piece of rubber which, at that speed, caused devastation as it ripped into the car, destroying 

it. Thankfully Eugenio was able to come to a safe stop and pulled safely out of the way, but his race 

was obviously over. 

A few minutes later, another loud roar could be heard in the distance. A silver car approached at 

high speed. As it got closer, the number 722 could be seen on the car’s bonnet as it took off over the 

crest of a hill, climbing so high that the two occupants had time to calmly look at each other. “This 

is the moment that Stirling Moss takes the lead for the very first time in the race” observed Andy, 

“A lead that he will hold to the end.” 

“It is also at this very moment,” commented Max, pointing into the distance “that St. George 

appears, proving the DNA method to be correct.” 
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“Why are we standing so high up, on top of a condemned building?” asked Max. 

“Don’t forget to set the stopwatch.” Andy waited for his request to be carried out before answering 

“This may be a ruin, but it is certainly not condemned. It is just one of the many ancient monuments 

that are scattered about Rome. We are standing on top of the nearly 2,000 year-old Amphitheatrum 

Flavium, better known as the Coliseum.” 

“Well, a lot of it has fallen down,” remarked Max, “and I don’t feel too safe.” 

“Not as much as fallen down as you would believe,” lectured Andy. “A huge amount of stone bricks 

were taken by the Christians in order to build their own religious structures. Many ancient building, 

especially those that supported the older religions, have been completely cannibalised on behalf of 

Christianity. 

“Just take a moment to look at the interior. We are on top of a stadium that was constructed under 

the orders of father and son Emperors Vespasian and Titus. Instead of being built to watch modern 

sports such as football or athletics, this was created to watch enemies of the state fighting to the 

death, against each other or wild beasts. The 80,000 or so spectators were ordinary citizens of Rome 

and got in for free; the spectacles were therefore very popular and often watched by a capacity 

crowd. 

“To answer your original question, we are here so that St. George cannot sneak up on us. I want to 

know how long it takes before he finds us. I would also like to sneak up on him if I get the 

opportunity, as I need to get a sample of his DNA. How, I do not know, but we will worry about that 

later. Finally, the Mille Miglia race can be seen in the distance as it passes through Rome.” 

“We spent about two hours at our last spectating point” noted Max. “Is that how long we will stay 

here?” 

“Possibly, but we don’t know how long it took St. George to find us near Pescara.” 

For two hours they stayed on top of the Coliseum, watching the racers in the distance. Then Max 

spotted a shimmering on the ground and pointed it out to Andy. Through the shimmer strode St. 

George, with his horse doing what came naturally. Something smelly. St. George looked up, directly 

at the pair. 

For another hour, St. George walked his horse around the area, looking for a way up, until finally he 

had moved far enough to satisfy Andy. Having already set the coordinates, he spoke “Let’s go!” 

Andy pressed a button on his controller, grabbed Max’s hand and stepped forwards. Max was not 

keen on walking straight off the ruin’s brickwork, but was firmly in Andy’s grip and a moment later 

was standing by the excrement deposited by Molly the horse. 

“Pick up a sample while I reprogram the coordinates and we can get out of here.” 

Max was not impressed, but St. George had spotted them and started to charge their way. Aware that 

they were not going to leave until a sample was retrieved, Max leant down, grabbed a handful with 

his left hand and reached up for Andy’s hand with his right. At the last moment, the mischievous 

youngster span round, instead grabbing Andy with his left hand. 
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“DNA from the horse is just as effective as from St. George,” commented Andy, “and a lot easier to 

get hold of. I suppose I deserved your little act of revenge on me,” Andy winked at Max, “and we 

are both nice and clean now. 

“I have now programmed Poseidon with the DNA details and so should be able to trace the horse 

back to where both it and St. George originally used the stolen remote.” 

“Is Poseidon a computer?” asked Max “I thought he, or it, was a god. After all, you do pray to him”. 

“I don’t pray to him,” laughed Andy “although I usually claim to. It is just the most efficient way to 

gather and direct the required energy. I chose Poseidon as a name for my computer as that is the 

name of one of the twelve Greek Gods that lived on Mount Olympus”. 

“I kneel because it is more comfortable, especially for long repairs. I look up and stretch upwards 

with my arms, as it allows the mind to concentrate on exactly what is required. This is normally a 

damaged part of the car that needs to undergo time-reversal, so that it will no longer be damaged. I 

bend forward and down, as that allows me to see the area of the car that I am working on. I then 

look down at the ground to momentarily break my concentration, so that when I look and reach up 

again, I can re-focus with new energy. The last bit is like blinking to avoid staring at one spot for 

too long. All the energy is funnelled to me by Poseiden.” 

“You said that you had to create a Big Bang. Do you have to do that for every repair?” asked Max. 

“I didn’t actually say that,” replied Andy. “Do you know that energy is created from nothing in 

space all the time?” Max shook his head and so Andy continued, “It is a known phenomenon but 

scientists don’t know why. They also don’t know what caused the Big Bang. I had a theory and it 

turns out that I am correct. 

“Here is a question for you, Max. How empty is space?” 

“Very empty,” replied Max, “which is why it is called space.” 

“Wrong!” grinned Andy, “every part of space is full of stuff, just not very much. Every star, 

including our Sun, throws off heat, but also matter, radio-active particles and neutrinos. The last, 

neutrinos, are so tiny and lacking in material that they can pass through entire planets. What all this 

means is that nowhere in space is actually totally free of energy. But occasionally, and for the most 

fleeting of moments, a tiny spec of space contains absolutely nothing. No heat, no radioactivity, 

nothing. But an unknown law of physics, one which I discovered, states that there cannot be nothing 

and therefore matter and antimatter are created to fill the void. The new material is flung outwards 

but, due to space being so full, the point of nothing only lasts for the briefest of moments. 

“Now, at the point of the Big Bang, there was nothing, therefore matter and antimatter was created. 

But as all this material was being flung outwards, there was still nothing at the centre, so more 

matter and antimatter were created. And so it went on, forever. So it is not a Big Bang, but a never 

ending Great Splurge. 

“Now let’s work back to before that start of the Great Splurge. Well, then there was nothing so the 

splurge must have start earlier. But before that, and before that, going backwards forever and ever, 

as there was nothing, there was a splurge. In other words, it has been going on not for billions of 

years, or even trillions, but for all of infinity. And that theory is my source of power.” 

Max was more worried than ever. 
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“Moss is about to win, after ten hours, seven minutes and forty-eight seconds. Roughly,” Andy 

grinned, “while averaging ninety-eight miles per hour. The very moment you next see him, he will 

be travelling at over 100mph.” 

They were still in Andy’s office, overlooking the finish line. The noise of a very loud, angry and 

fully fit racing car interrupted the peace. With a squealing of tyres, the Mercedes appeared as it 

rounded the final bend, completely sideways. “That’s what winning the 1955 Mille Miglia looks 

like, as does a 100mph perfectly controlled slide. I could never tire of that sight.” 

Max was totally absorbed by it all “I have to admit that am impressed,” he spoke slowly and calmly 

before continuing “All, right, I admit it. I am blown away. I suppose I should thank St. George as, 

but for him, I would never have seen any of it.” 

“Talking of which, it looks like Poseidon has finished his DNA analysis. I will soon have the 

coordinates and shall programme my remote for five hours earlier. Hopefully we will find out how 

St. George gets the remote and that will help us to formulate a plan on retrieving it. Of course, after 

two hours we will have to avoid our slightly older St. George too, but we should be able to use my 

remote to get away from him a couple of times without too much trouble.” 

“Can’t we just take the device off him,” asked Max, “or even stop him from receiving it?” 

“No, otherwise we will never have met him; therefore we won’t be able to stop him. That means he 

will get the remote again and we will all go round in time-circles. No, we have to accept what he 

has done and simply stop him causing further chaos.” 

“Can I see Poseidon?” asked Max. 

“Not really, as he is in space” Andy replied. “Once I had fully developed him, I decided that 

orbiting him in 1955’s space was the safest option, as the technology to access him did not exist.” 

“Isn’t there a chance of it, er, him being seen on a telescope?” asked Max. 

“No, the shielding stops that.” Max looked confused, so Andy explained “Poseidon consists of a 

spherical shield which completely surrounds a central point. The shielding is actually a window, so 

that anything entering the sphere immediately passes to the opposite end without passing through. 

Within moments there is nothing left in the centre and so a Little Splurge begins and Poseidon 

gathers the power. Nothing can destroy the shield from the outside, but from the inside, once the 

required power density is reached, it overpowers the shield, which is shut down. Once the shield is 

deactivated, ordinary space passes through and so the Little Surge collapses. The shield is then re-

started, creating a new Little Splurge and so it goes on, collapsing and re-starting”. 

“So it can’t turn into a super-weapon and destroy the world?” asked Max. 

“It would take billions, no, trillions of my Little Splurges to do that. It could certainly be used as a 

devastating weapon though, which is why it is hidden here. Mind you, in tens of millions of years 

from now, if not hundreds of millions, super versions of Poseidon will be used to feed the Sun and 

save the human race. 

“But enough of that talk. I don’t want to bore you too much. Time for you to return to your racing.” 

“Save the human race?” thought Max, he decided he did not want to sleep just yet. Too late! He was 

gone. 
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“Somebody owes us an explanation!” 

Max looked up from his bed “Ah. Morning dad.” 

Mum insisted on breakfast being eaten first, by which time friends from both dimensions were 

gathering for a report. Still in the caravan, Max spoke to his family first, with just Lord and Lady 

Oftenbroke, their this-dimension compatriots Michael and Diane, and Pater Goblin also present. 

Nobody could deny Max’s logic about going alone, but they were not happy. It was decided, and 

Max agreed, that tonight just one person would return to Andy with Max, but dad was not happy 

that it could not be him; it had to be one of Max’s dream-friends. But who? 

Max looked out of the window, listening to the elders decide. The first thought was Crazy, as he is 

always running about and so is very fit. But he is just too foolish. Just at that point, Max spotted 

Mickey Louder gasping as he tried to sprint by, just not very quickly. What did Crazy see in him? 

He was a silly old man, desperate to have just one more moment of glory, a moment that would 

never come. 

“So it’s decided, but will he agree?” asked Marc. 

What had Max missed? Not wanting to look foolish, he couldn’t ask. 

“I’ll question him”, answered Pater, “and if not, perhaps our second choice of Grayson will agree”. 

“How’s that with you, Max?” asked dad. 

“That seems like a sensible choice to me, dad.” 

“Really?” asked Lady Rose. “Are you sure? After all, he is a little selfish at times”. 

“For the rest of the time,” observed Lord Michael, “he is a lot selfish”. 

The door knocked, an invitation to enter was offered and in walked Parky. Back to his full size, but 

looking very tired he spoke “Hello, I hope you don’t mind me disturbing you”. 

“Nonsense, come in,” invited mum. “It is a little packed in here at the moment. My goodness, you 

look worn out; sit down and I’ll make a cup of tea.” 

“It’s that Louder character,” replied Parky. “He kept me awake all night with his exercises. I could 

have woken Jeanette and she would have dealt with him, but I was worried that she wouldn’t be 

able to return to sleep. I’ll be alright once I’ve kicked myself into gear. 

“I won’t stop for that cuppa, thanks. I’ve just been asked to find out if there is any progress on 

deciding, you know, if someone will return with Max and who”. 

“We have decided,” replied Marc. “Pater is about to report that we consider Grayson to be the best 

reserve, but that we will first ask Baron von Cheetah”. 
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“Who’s in Louder’s car?” asked Max. 

“Do you see any person in particular running about, making a pest of himself?” asked Rock Bernie 

in reply. 

“You don’t mean? Oh my goodness, I do hope he doesn’t drive too slowly.” Max was worried. 

“Poor Crazy will be heartbroken.” 

“Well, he won the race to the front of the queue for qualifying,” smiled Rock Bernie, “unlike you, 

young man, who’s almost at the back. Ah, the green light is on. I’ll leave you to your fun.” 

One by one, the cars pulled off and exited the pit lane. By the time that Max had left, the lead cars 

had disappeared. Max had deliberately waited until late before he queued as, for this race, all five 

classes of the Caterhams were racing together, totalling more than sixty cars. As Max was in the 

slowest class, the Classics, he decided he would stay out of the faster car’s way by starting behind 

them. 

Spa Francorchamps is a long circuit, at more than four miles, which is why so many cars are 

allowed on it at one time. As the faster class of cars directly ahead of him pulled away, Max found 

himself alone. He could see some Classics in the far distance and slowly clawed his way towards 

them, but it took time. Eventually he caught and passed a struggling Master Steve, then Lord 

Oftenbroke, but it was ten minutes from the end before he saw another. This time, he recognised the 

car as belonging to Louder and was amazed at just how quickly the three-times world champion 

was caught and then left. 

Getting out of his car in parc ferme, Crazy excitedly spoke to Max “Did you see Louder go onto the 

circuit? Oh, I wish I could have joined him, but he dropped back from me. I should have slowed 

too, and got some tips.” 

“Crazy, calm down. I don’t know how to put this,” Max was genuinely sad for his friend, “but 

Louder was rubbish. I caught him even faster than I did Master Steve, and he had engine problems.” 

Crazy was upset as Max left to find his dad, who had also been driving. By the time he arrived, his 

dad’s results sheets had just been published. Max read that Graham was on pole position for both 

races, with Peter fifth for Race One and fourth for Race Two. Dad claimed an excellent third place 

for Race One, but a disappointing eighth for Race Two. 

Returning to his dream-friends to see where he had qualified, Max was waved over by a jubilant 

Crazy chatting with Mickey. “Have you seen the qualifying, Max?” 

“I hear that you have qualified fifth and fourth, Crazy, with Grayson on pole” replied Max, 

expecting the results to be a repeat of his dad’s. “Well done.” 

“No, I was sixth and fifth, with Grayson second” replied Crazy. “Mickey is in pole position in both 

races. When you passed him, he was slowing until a group of faster Caterhams caught him so that 

he could use their slipstream.” 

“Not bad for a senile old man, eh?” quipped Mickey. “Where were you? Oh yes, fourth and ninth. 

That’s good, very good. Maybe when you’re as old as me, you’ll be even better.” 

Max thought for a moment, before speaking “I suppose I deserve that. I apologise.” 

“Apology accepted, not that you needed to give one” replied Mickey. “Frankly, I would rather earn 

a person’s respect than simply receiving it for no good reason. I appear to have earned yours.” 
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“He’s still running” commented Max, to Crazy. “I’m guessing that you enjoyed talking to him in the 

paddock afterwards, but how did you pluck up the courage to approach him?” 

“I didn’t!” beamed Crazy. “He searched me out to tell me that he thought I drove very well. He 

asked me how I felt qualifying only fifth and fourth. I did admit to being a little disappointed, but it 

was my best of the season. He went on to explain my mistake, that I should have hunted for a 

slipstream like he did, as Spa is such a fast circuit with plenty of long straights. 

“He explained that it is best to be at the front of a faster group of cars, which is what he did. As one 

car passed him, he slip-streamed it. As that car pulled away, another passed and so he slip-streamed 

that one. And so it went throughout the lap.” 

“So when I deliberately started from the very back,” observed Max, “I was actually ruining my 

chances.” 

“Not completely, as you did get lapped by them later in the session” commented Crazy.” You could 

have slip-streamed them then.” 

“Oh dear,” replied Max, “I slowed down to let them all go by safely.” 

“I think my best lap was when I caught the Baron” remembered Crazy. “He was too far in the 

distance until he had a big slide. Then I just gently closed up to him, slip-streaming all the way. It’s 

a shame he went wide later in the lap, although I suspect he did that deliberately.” 

“Of course, now you are an even bigger fan of Mickey Louder” observed Max, “but did you mind 

his comment where he stated that he would rather earn people’s respect?” 

“Not at all,” replied Crazy. “When he started racing he had a very calm driving style, not like mine 

at all. He had a very computer-like attitude, so I wasn’t a fan. 

“In one race, he had a huge crash that should have killed him. It’s all too scary to describe, even for 

me. The basics are, after his crash he was hit by another car, his car caught fire with Mickey still in 

it, and then at the hospital he was read the last rites, which priests do only if they are sure you are 

going to die. Mickey heard this and was not impressed and so was determined to live just to prove 

the priest wrong. 

“He only missed two races and then, in a third car, outperformed the driver who had replaced him. 

The replacement driver was kicked out and Mickey only just missed winning the title that year, but 

he won it the next. 

“I think he earned my respect, don’t you?” asked a smiling Crazy. 

Max agreed. 
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Even though Max had qualified fourth, being in the slowest of the classes meant that there were 54 

cars lined up in front of him on the grid. What was worse, the pole position spot was so far away 

that he could not even see the starting lights. 

The noise from cars ahead suddenly grew, indicating to Max that the green lights were now being 

shown. Max raised the engine revs of his own car and waited. As soon as he saw movement from 

cars far in front he set off, reacting much faster than many drivers around him. Max Passed four 

cars on the run up to La Source Hairpin, a very tight right-hander, but Crazy was even faster, pulling 

ahead. Max followed Crazy who got a much better exit than those immediately ahead and surged 

along the following straight. Next was Eau Rouge, a world renowned couple of corners respected 

and loved by all drivers, including the very greatest. Max followed Crazy as, at the end of the pit-

lane he turned left just as the circuit went steeply downhill. Moments later, at the bottom of the dip 

he turned right, heading even more steeply uphill. Crazy drove around the outside of a slower driver 

in a quicker car, refusing to lift off his throttle as the steep hill would kill his speed. Max had to lift, 

and so Crazy pulled ahead. At the top of the hill the cars went light as they turned left, negotiating 

Raidillon and heading onto the Kemmel Straight. This was where all the slower drivers, that both 

Crazy and Max had past, were able to accelerate, pass and pull away from the two Classic drivers. 

The damage had been done, though, as Max had lost the tow from Crazy, who was still 

slipstreaming the others and so pulled away. Max could see several Classics in the mix ahead, 

including Smidt and Louder. 

There was nothing Max could do but slowly drop back, into the clutches of Trevor, Thomas and the 

baron. Now, as part of a foursome, the drivers worked together, slipstreaming each other along 

straights and not fighting through corners. Using this method, all four slowly closed on Crazy, who 

had dropped back from the leaders. Still a long way ahead, with only a few laps remaining, it 

looked like Crazy was safe. But he was pushing too hard and so made a mistake, going very wide 

into Pouhon, a very fast left-hander that required just a little braking and a lot of bravery. Crazy 

provided too little of the former, or too much of the latter and so drove straight off. Max was now at 

the back of his group and was the only one not to pass Pete as he rejoined the circuit. 

Heading towards La Source, Max pulled to the inside to attack Crazy, who did not defend. Instead, 

Crazy drove wide, ensured a good exit and picked up Max’s tow on the exit. Crazy shot past, 

closing on the three ahead. Always good through Eau Rouge, Crazy lined up a pass on two of the 

cars ahead. Travelling at over 100mph along the Kemmel Straight, there was a large gap between 

the baron and Thomas, which Crazy aimed for. There is a kink to the left about halfway along this 

straight and it is along here, having not seen Crazy, that the baron turned in. There was no avoiding 

contact and Crazy, after driving into the side of the baron, was launched into the air. Thankfully 

Thomas avoided any contact, but both the baron and Crazy spun to a standstill as Max drove by. 

The race was red-flagged, with Louder winning the race and Grayson finishing second, a result that 

won Grayson the championship. 
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“Hi, Wolfgang” greeted Max. “How is your dad?” 

“He’s furious with Crazy” answered Wolfgang. “He says that your dad saw a similar accident with 

Peter, so it must be all his fault.” 

“Well, Crazy says that the clerk of the course spoke to him,” explained Max, “and asked whose 

fault he thought it was. Crazy replied that it was just a misunderstanding, so it was taken no 

further.” 

Wolfgang nodded “My dad laughed when he heard that. He went to speak to some club officials. 

Look, one is talking to Crazy now. They are going into that awning. Shush, let’s listen.” 

“That was ridiculous! Somebody could have died! Don’t expect to be racing tomorrow!” 

“Hello boys,” interrupted Grayson, “I don’t suppose that is Crazy talking right now! Don’t worry; it 

will all blow over. The problem with a racing accident is that it is always the other fellow’s fault.” 

“How well do you know my dad?” asked Wolfgang. “I doubt he’ll let it blow over.” 

Max changed the subject “Well done on becoming a double-champion, Grayson.” 

“Thank you young man. Graham is also a repeat-title winner. I will be going into town tonight to 

celebrate. I’ll take Crazy with me, as he looks like he could do with cheering up. Do you two want 

to come along? With your dads, of course.” 

“I think I shall have a pleasant evening with my father as he festers in the pits of hell,” Wolfgang 

rolled his eyes. “I’m not even going to ask if he would like to go out for a drink with Crazy.” 

“Ah, fair comment” admitted Grayson. “How about you, Max?” 

“I’ll ask,” replied Max, “but Crazy might be sent home early.” 

“No he won’t!” Grayson was adamant. “What can the club do? Nothing. Frankly, they have already 

gone too far. Sorry Wolfgang, but your dad’s just over-reacting as normal.” 

Wolfgang smiled “No need to apologise; he needs something to moan about. Especially as he may 

become a hero when he goes off with Max tonight. He can’t do with such nonsense as being 

popular.” 
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“No thank you, I’m just sticking to half a pint.” Crazy was insistent. “I want to be fully prepared for 

tomorrow’s racing. There will be no more mistakes.” 

“I thought you said it wasn’t your fault?” laughed Grayson. “Anyway, I’ve already bought it so I’ll 

just put it there. You don’t have to drink it.” 

“Now, now,” cautioned Marc, “no more teasing. I have to say, that was a pleasant pub meal.” 

Of course, Crazy could not be impolite, so drunk the extra half pint. And the next two, which was 

considerably less than Grayson’s intake. Finally it was time to leave, with a rather drunk Crazy Pete 

leading the way. 

Grayson was impressed “I wish I could get drunk on two pints! Do you think your dad would have 

been that drunk if he hadn’t stuck to lemonade?” 

“I don’t think I would have been,” replied Max, “and I’ve never even drunk any alcohol. By the 

way, why did we have to sneak out of the circuit? After all, we do have tickets. Do we have to sneak 

back in?” 

“The main entrance is miles away, so this way is quicker. There are security cameras all round and 

the staff will have seen us leaving, so we should be alright.” 

They approached a locked gate, but there was a large gap at the bottom. Crazy ran up to it, threw 

himself onto the floor, and rolled smoothly as he past under it before getting caught. 

“It’s a good job you’re not a member of the S.A.S.” quipped Grayson, who struggled under the 

fence with a little more dignity. 

They walked on to the next gate and Grayson could not resist “Oh dear, no big gap at the bottom. 

How are we going to get through it?” 

As expected, Crazy reacted instantly by leading the way and clambering to the top. Marc and Max 

looked at each other, confused. Finally at the top, with one leg either side, Grayson called up “Oh, I 

remember now. This gate was unlocked.” With that, he pushed the barrier open and walked through. 

Back in the paddock, Crazy retired to his car, while the remaining three returned to Max’s caravan, 

outside of which was seated his mother. She greeted them “Good evening boys, you are all just in 

time. The baron should be with us in about ten minutes. You can keep me company as Phoebe has 

already gone to bed. The poor girl didn’t sleep much last night and has been tired all day.” 

Turning round, Marc spotted Louder who continued with his press-ups. Marc called over a 

welcome, which Mickey responded to with a cheery wave. He wasn’t very good at one-armed 

press-ups, so fell onto his face. Grayson and Marc, reacting out of instinct, rushed over to help, 

watched by Max’s mum. While he fell asleep. 
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Max woke up. The very first thing that he saw was “Phoebe! What are you doing here?” 

“I just made sure that I fell asleep first,” replied Phoebe, “as I guessed that would get me into your 

dream.” 

“Outsmarted by my sister!” Max shook his head. “Again!” 

Phoebe was grinning as Max looked around and realised that he was in Andy’s office.  

“Before you ask, yes I could have stopped her” Andy admitted. “I expected you to be entering and 

so just let her slip through. If I had known, I would have blocked her and sent her back. At least this 

means I have found a flaw in my security; one which St. George cannot now take advantage of.” 

“Have you any more ideas about him?” asked Max. 

“Yes, I know when and where we are going” answered Andy. “The date is 23
rd

 April, 203AD and 

the place is Libya. The remote was first used in a small church on the outskirts of a city called 

Silene. We are about to go.” 

“Shouldn’t we explain the situation to Phoebe first?” asked Max. 

“No need,” explained Phoebe, “as I ate as soon as you went off on your drunken night out, then 

quickly went to bed and fell asleep. I’ve been here nearly two hours and had everything explained. 

You had already told me most of it. Or you told dad and I listened in. Anyway, now I know more 

than you, as Andy explained how machines like Poseidon will one day save the world, or even the 

Sun.” 

“I was drinking orange juice! It’s Crazy that got drunk.” Max grinned at the memory. “Before we 

go, tell me how the world will be saved?” 

Andy apologised “Sorry, but it is too late for that, as the remote is set and will transport us at any 

moment. Maybe later.” 

With that, the remote opened a window the three quickly walked through. 
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The sun was shining and the field they were standing in was green. Andy looked around before 

making a decision, pointing “There is a cottage over there. We’ll go and ask if a mounted knight has 

been seen.” 

As they approached, a woman could be seen sweeping the garden path, sobbing gently to herself. 

Andy was cautious, as he did not want to upset her any further, but he needed help. Then he realised 

that St. George himself may be the reason she was upset. He called “Excuse me.” 

She looked up, spotted the children and opened her mouth in shock. “You must go! Protect your 

children. Go!” 

“We are quite safe, thank you Miss” soothed Max. “Are you alright. Can we help?” 

“These are evil times. Not even the king’s daughter is safe” replied the woman. “Especially not my 

daughter.” She started to cry further. 

Phoebe stepped forward “Please Miss, please don’t cry. Tell us what is wrong and we will help. I’m 

Phoebe and this is my brother, Max. What is your name?” 

The woman dabbed her eyes with a handkerchief and attempted a smile “Susan. My name is Susan. 

Hello Phoebe and Max. Let me explain and then you must leave. 

“There is a lake nearby that is inhabited by a ferocious dragon which spreads disease and plague 

amongst the population. When it first arrived, we were able to appease it by feeding it two sheep 

every day. But when we ran out of sheep, it insisted on one child every week. We have no choice. 

Either one child a week, or disease will kill hundreds instead, every day. So we have a lottery, in 

which my daughter was selected just three weeks ago.” Susan started to cry uncontrollably. Phoebe 

approached her and gave her a hug. 

Twenty minutes had gone by and Susan was feeling a little better. She had been taken into her 

kitchen and made a hot drink. Phoebe spoke gently “You mentioned the king’s daughter. Has she 

also been taken?” 

“No,” replied Susan, “but she will be. She was selected in the latest lottery and is due to be escorted 

to the lake any moment now. The king offered us his wealth and half of the city if only his daughter 

was withdrawn. I can’t blame him for trying; I would have done anything to save my darling 

Felicity. Of course, the people refused. The poor girl is being dressed as a bride, ready to be fed to 

the dragon.” Again, she burst into tears. 

Max stepped forward “I’m sorry, but we can’t save your daughter, but we may be able to save the 

princess. We are shortly to meet a dragon-hunter. Give us directions to the lake, and I promise that 

we will deal with the dragon.” 
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“St. George!” called Andy. “You may find it hard to believe, but you are just the man we need.” 

“Very hard!” replied St. George, who was blocking their path. “Take me to the dragon!” 

“St. George!” cried Max and Andy. They dashed up to him and wrapped their arms around Molly’s 

front legs. Max called up “We have a dragon for you!” 

“I know!” replied St. George. “Now take me back to your time so that I can slay him!” 

“There is a dragon in that direction,” screamed Andy, gaining St. George’s full attention, “that is 

terrifying the locals by eating their children! If you really think you are a saint doing God’s work, 

then perhaps you should start to live up to expectations!” 

“Show me!” St. George ordered. 

By the time they reached the lake, St. George was aware of the story, but was not convinced. Then 

he spotted what he could only describe as a beautiful young princess. Approaching her was a vile 

looking dragon, whose eyes were shining with desire for the young meal. The princess screamed in 

fear. Saint George threw his spear and wounded the dragon, who pretended to be grievously injured. 

St. George freed the princess from her bindings. He wanted to kill the dragon, but felt his duty was 

to get the girl to safety without taking unnecessary risks. The dragon followed, still pretending to be 

grievously injured. It spoke “Please forgive me, I beg you. I will follow you to the city where you 

can treat me as you see fit.” 

They arrived in the city’s main square, with the dragon cowering, his eyes darting around at the 

menacing populace. The king, alerted, arrived and his daughter ran into his arms. 

“I will kill you all!” roared a defiant dragon, rising, flapping his wings, laughing. “Your city will 

suffer for defying me! When I have killed you all, aside from a few unfortunate survivors, they will 

spread the word that I now demand a child every DAY!” 

St. George, aghast at what evil he had brought into the city, picked a spear and threw it into the air. 

The dragon roared, enjoying himself as he used his tail to flick away the feeble weapon. The locals 

ran in all directions as St. George drew his sword and charged. Again, the dragon used his tail to 

flick the knight off his horse. Molley cantered to her left and bit at the dragon’s right leg. This 

distraction allowed St. George to roll under the dragon’s wing. He thrust his sword upwards, 

directly into the dragon’s heart. The dragon roared in pain, tried to stand and then collapsed. Dead! 

The crowd, just a moment ago running in panic, all froze and turned. Silence. Was this too good to 

be true? 

“Three cheers for St. George!” cried Max. The crowd roared their approval. 

St. George walked up to Max, Phoebe and Andy and held out his open hand, which was carrying the 

remote device “It looks like my mission is complete. Thank you.” There were tears in his eyes. 

“I think we need to do one more thing” advised Phoebe. “We can’t bring the children back, but I 

think we should return to the lake, find the dragon’s lair and collect the remains. At least the parents 

can have a burial.” 

“Good thinking” offered St. George. “I will escort you.” 
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Phoebe found the entrance. It was well hidden and closed by a large boulder, but she spotted the 

crushed rocks, over which the boulder had many times been pushed out and back. St. George had to 

use all his great strength, but eventually they gained access. 

“It’s a bit damp in this tunnel” Max complained. “Hold on, what’s that noise?” 

“It sounds like bleating” noted Phoebe. “It is bleating. Look, what was that? Somebody is there.” 

“There are still some sheep alive” commented Andy. 

“That means there may be...” St. George didn’t dare finish his sentence. 

Max moved ahead, carrying his torch “Hello!” Shadows vanished. 

“If there are any, er,” Phoebe was also too scared to use the word “people about, they have good 

reason to be scared of us.” 

Max thought for a moment, then called out “Felicity!” He called again “Felicity! It’s alright. We’ve 

come to rescue you.” 

A shadow returned. Then, from a distance, a small girl appeared. 

 

28 

The dragon had been stocking up on his food reserves, in preparation for a harsh winter. Once the 

sheep were all eaten, the real feasting would begin; the dragon had been looking forward to that. 

Instead, they were alive; all of them. The children, that word that could now be used without fear, 

were running around with joy, singing and dancing, as they approached the small cottage. 

“Susan!” called Max, standing by the gate. 

The door to the cottage opened and out stepped a sad, lonely woman. As she looked towards Max, 

her eyes widened and her knees went weak. Bursting into tears she called out “Felicity! You’re 

alive, my darling!” Mother and daughter ran to each others arms, sobbing tears of delight. 

A little boy looked up at Max and asked “Am I going to do that when I see my mum? I don’t care. It 

will be worth the teasing from my friends.” 

 

29 

Back at Andy’s base, he was confused “I now have two remotes, both with the number 27.” He 

consulted Poseidon and found that something was seriously wrong “There never was a St. George. 

He was called George and died a coward in a holy war. It doesn’t make sense.” 

“It makes perfect sense,” commented Max, “because I have a plan. You will need to program the 

undamaged remote. But I’ll only tell you why if you promise to describe to me how the world will 

be saved.” 
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A solitary figure walked down the aisle of the small church on the outskirts of Silene. He selected a 

seat at the front, near the middle. Shaking with fear, he sat, clasped his hands together, and started to 

pray out loud “Please Lord, there must be another way. I’ll do anything, anything. Please, I beg you. 

“I know this crusade is in your name and I understand that I have to kill all the heretics, but why the 

women? Why the children? Please, no, anything but the children.” 

The man started to weep, trembling uncontrollably. Slowly, he regained control “I mean it. I’ll do 

anything. Please.” 

“There is another way!” boomed a deep voice. “Kill the dragon! Your mission is to kill the dragon!” 

“A dragon? How? I’m just an ordinary knight. Sir George, son of Gerontius.” 

“Not anymore!” boomed the voice. “You are now Saint George, slayer of the dragon! Look around 

and you will find an instrument that you will learn how to use. It will guide you through your path 

until you slay the dragon. Do not deviate from your path. Kill the dragon!” 

Silence. George, now St. George, looked around. There was nobody else in the church. But there 

was a strange object. He picked it up. He studied it. He thought to himself “Kill the dragon!”  

 

31 

“That went well” Andy was pleased. “Good idea Max. I didn’t actually say that I was God, did I? 

No, I didn’t and if George got the wrong idea, well, that’s his problem.” 

“Now for my reward” asked Max. 

“Okay, but I will have to keep the explanation simple. If I inspire you to take up science, I don’t 

expect you to come back in twenty years and tell me I got it wrong. Deal?” 

“Deal!” agreed Max. 

Andy went straight into the details “The Sun is made up mainly of hydrogen and helium. Gravity 

keeps it all together and pulls it in so tightly that it ignites and shines, throwing heat and energy into 

space. As it is using up fuel, it is getting smaller. But here is the confusing bit. It isn’t really getting 

smaller because, as there is less material, there is also less gravity, so it doesn’t pull itself in so 

tightly, therefore actually gets bigger. Because it is bigger, there is more of a surface area to shine, 

so it gets hotter. Over a billion years ago Earth was too cold for life and Venus was just right. Over a 

billion years from now, Earth will be too hot for life to survive. 

“In the future, a giant version of my Poseidon machine will be able to continuously generate all the 

fuel that the Sun is losing, so it will remain unchanged and life will remain on Earth. 

“If you look into deep space, you can see stars that appear to be younger than they should be. For 

each of them, an intelligent civilisation has developed to the point where it was able to save its star. 

Point a telescope to any of them and signs of life will be found.” 
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Sunday Awake 

 

32 
“I didn’t mind Max’s dreams when they were, well, dreams.” Max’s mum was worried. “After all, a 

fertile imagination is good for a child.” 

“I agree, but now that his friends are here in the real world, well, it is putting Max in danger” 

observed dad. “We don’t even know how this weekend is going to end. The worst thing is that I’m 

powerless to help. After this weekend, I’m going to tell Max not to see his friends again. Assuming 

we get through this weekend.” 

Max woke up just in time to hear the conversation. He spoke, sleepily “Morning mum. Morning 

dad. It’s over. Andy is safe, so is Padrick.” 

His parents looked at each other, warily. Dad asked “Until that evil St. George finds you again, I 

suppose?” 

“He’s not evil, dad,” cried Max, “he’s just misunderstood. He’s really the kindest, most caring, 

bravest man I have ever met.” 

Max’s mum broke the shocked silence “I’ll make breakfast.” 

Phoebe was now sitting up. She looked directly at Max and gently shook her head. 

Eating their food, they were disturbed by a commotion outside. Looking out of the window, dad 

was confused “I can see six men, all identical. Like twins, or triplets or, I don’t know.” 

“Sextuplets” answered mum. 

“No,” corrected Max, “They are all the same person. Andy McMillimig is back.” Max got up and 

dashed out of the caravan, with Phoebe following behind. 

Approaching Andy, Phoebe called “Max! Before I forget about the dream, like I normally do. Don’t 

tell anybody I was there. We might get into more trouble.” 

“Is that why you shook your head?” asked Max, to which Phoebe replied “Yes.” 

Max’s parents followed and an Andy McMillimig introduced himself. Together, the three returned 

to the caravan for a private conversation. 

“He’s an earlier version of me,” explained Andy, to Max and Phoebe, “so I know what is being 

discussed. I tell them exactly what happened. Sorry Phoebe, nice try, but I had to tell the truth about 

everything. They are already very proud of you both and that pride is about to burst. Your mum 

describes you both as her little adults. Thanks to you two, fifteen children, were saved and countless 

more were never put in danger. Your parents will meet with us early next year to discuss whether 

you can continue to come to race meetings with us.” 

Just then, Mickey Louder ran past. 
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“I have a headache” moaned Crazy. 

“Two pints!” cried Grayson. “Peter is as bad as you. Two pints! You’ll be alright once you’ve had a 

drink of water. Anyway, how’s your car? Are you racing today?” 

“I asked Team McManus to look at it, but they refused as Peter collided into one of their drivers in 

the other race. But Peter just had a wonky exhaust which was easily fixed, so I suspect that, now 

that Team McMillimig is back, my car will be repaired. 

“To answer your second question, I haven’t been told anything else and I’m not going to ask, so I 

expect to be racing.” 

Max looked away from the two drivers to watch Louder as he struggled into his car. Once he had 

somehow positioned himself over his seat, with his feet extended into the footwell, Padrick Dragon 

flew the short distance to the top of the roll-cage, placed his feet through a gap and landed on 

Louder’s head. Padrick flapped and flapped until Mickey popped into his seat. 

“I think that explains why Louder did not stop his exercises” remarked Max. 

Louder removed his mangy old crash-helmet and replaced it with the new one. The race start was 

still an hour away, but it was obvious that Louder was ready. 

It started to rain and it soon became obvious that it would stay wet for the race. 
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Max was due to start ninth out of the Classics, one place lower than his dad due to Louder’s pole 

position. There were only three cars behind Max as he drove his formation lap. Because of the 

length of the circuit, there was no green flag lap and so the marshals, already behind the pit-wall, 

had to position the cars by gesticulating. Lining up towards the back, the marshals waved the three 

cars behind Max into position, but not him. He waited patiently to be placed, but then the engine 

revs soared and off the cars went. 

Max was not impressed. Already well back, he accelerated hard through the rain. Caution from the 

drivers ahead meant that Max was able to regain his grid position by the time he got to La Source. 

He concentrated on getting a good exit and was rewarded by passing several cars from a faster 

class. 

It was raining hard now, so that Max was able to stay with the less confident drivers in the quicker 

classes. He was doing well, driving cautiously but still fast. Instead of braking hard at the last 

moment, which is always likely to lock the wheels in the wet, Max braked early and gently. This 

gave him more control as he entered each corner, therefore recovering any time that would 

otherwise have been lost. 

Entering the second lap, Max was approaching La Source flat out for the first time. He didn’t know 

when to brake, so waited for the car ahead to do so, then pulled alongside and applied his brakes. 

Max felt that if his rivals were all being over-cautious he would make the corner easily. He still 

braked earlier than he felt he needed to, but at least he rounded the corner without incident. Deep 

into the second lap, entering a fast right-hander called Fagnes 1, he saw a crashed car ahead, in the 

Armco crash barrier. Rounding the left-hand Fagnes 2, Max realised that it was Crazy. 

The laps went on, with Max making places all the time, but then his engine began to cough and 

splutter. Only half way round the lap, Max considered pulling over, but instead attempted to safely 

limp to the pit lane. This he managed, with his car sounding ever-sicker, and so Max retired. He 

limped his car to the paddock and returned it to the Rock Trolls. 

Once out of the car, Max saw that Crazy was loading his car onto the trailer, so went over to see 

how he was.  

Crazy greeted Max and then explained “I was enjoying the race, until I got silly. I was easily 

keeping up with Grayson who was not that far from Louder. I wasn’t able to challenge, so just 

decided to take my time. Now, Rule Number One when racing in the wet is not to go onto the 

painted kerbs. I know that, but I went in a little deep and that’s where I ended up. Rule Number Two 

when racing in the wet is, if you do manage to get onto the painted kerbs do not apply power. I just 

tickled the throttle and that was enough to spit me off. Crash! All my fault.” 

“I don’t suppose you’ll be happy to hear that Peter also had the same accident?” asked Max. 

“You suppose right” answered Crazy. “Two clowns together, eh? Still I wouldn’t swap a better 

result, or even a win, for compromising your weekend. You’ve done well, young man. Will you be 

back next year?” 

“I hope so” replied Max. 

“So do I,” offered Crazy, “as do the rest of us.”  
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For Max’s race, Mickey Louder won again. Max cheered for his new hero. Grayson was second, 

with Baron von Cheetah third, his first ever podium position. The baron was smiling, enjoying the 

moment. Grayson and Mickey congratulated him just before a joyous Wolfgang threw himself into 

his dad’s arms. 

Once the celebrations were complete, Max asked Wolfgang if he would come to more races, then 

looked towards the baron. “He will be a distraction, so no” replied the baron who then looked at the 

trophy he was holding, then back to his son. “Some distraction! Maybe you can come again.” 

Max ran to greet his dad, who had, predictably, also retired. The results were different though as 

there was no baron. This time it was Graham who won, with Trevor second. 

“Come on son, it’s time to leave” called Max’s dad. “Go and find your sister and we’ll be off. She’s 

saying goodbye to your friends, which is what I expect you’ll want to do first, anyway.” 

Max ran back. He first went to see Andy McMillig to say his goodbyes, then ran towards the Rock 

Trolls. On the way he stopped to give Jeanette a hug and shake Parky’s hand. 

His next stop was at the GDS awning, where he saw only Pater and Padrick packing cars away. Max 

called out “Steve the Spook!” 

Just then there was a ** puff ** and Steve the Spook appeared. “Hello, I’m Steve the... Max! Have 

you come to say goodbye?” 

“I have. Thanks for looking after me.” 

“It’s our pleasure,” replied Steve the Spook. “Oh well, I can’t bear these long goodbyes.” With a ** 

puff **, he was gone. 

“I have only just met you,” greeted Mickey. “Making your acquaintance has been a pleasure.” 

Pater was next, with just a handshake. 

“See you then, Max” called Padrick, indifferently. “Your sisters back with your parents so you can 

go now. Bye.” 

Max smiled and turned to leave, thinking that Padrick was showing a brave face. 

“Just one thing Max”, called Padrick, causing Max to look back. 

SLURP! Max got a big wet lick on his cheek, and Padrick spoke more softly “See you next time, 

kid.” 
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Problems to fix 
 Give different character names for both dimensions. Ensure continuity throughout the book. 

 Assembly Area or assembly area? 

 Parc Ferme or parc ferme? 

 Slipstream or Slip-stream? 

 Pit lane or pit-lane? 

  “text.” or “text”. 

(position of full stop). 

 

 

 

Should I mention my web site somewhere: www.RacingPeter.com.  

Maybe in the Acknowledgements? 

 

http://www.racingpeter.com/
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The Cast 

Bold if has been introduced - maybe not the red driver 

Name Pseudonym 
Need to name all 

Support Team Partner's 

Name 

Pseudonym 

The Navaeros     

Max     

Phoebe     

Marc  Rock Trolls Mum  

Granddad     

The Drivers     

Graham Smith Grayson Smidt    

Stuart Thompson  Thomas Teapoux    

Trevor Harber Trevor Mint  Sarah Harber  

Colin Jardine Colin Netherfree Rock Trolls   

Darren Grainger Parky Ranger McMillimigs Genni Hunt Jeanette (genie 

of the lamp) 

Peter Tattersall Crazy Pete 

Thanks to Jon Hemsley 

from Bombardier! 

While I don't like 'Pete', 

this is just a character 

name, so I suppose I'll 

take it. 

McMillimigs   

Robin Webb     

Pete Cannard     

Michael Segal Lord Michael 

Oftenbroke 

Rock Trolls Diane Lady Rose 

 Lady Rose    

Steve McMaster Master Steve 

The Master 

   

Rock Trolls     

Ben Rockey Rock Bernie    

Gail Hiskey Dunno. Rock Gail 

isn't right. 

   

GDS  Goblins, 

Dragons and 

Spooks 

  

Peter Godfrey Pater Goblin    

Steve Foster Steve the Spook 
Steve la Spook 

Steve le Spook 

Steve de le Spook 

Steve Deli Spook (I 

said de le!) 

Steve 

Works for GDS   

Patrick Weightman Padrick Dragon Works for GDS   

Hannah Hannah Dragon    

Peter Godfrey Pater Goblin He is the owner   
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of GDS 

Team McMillimigs     

Andy McMillan and Andy 

Adshead and all the others 

Andy McMillimig    

     

Officials     

Keith Marchment Farmer Keith. 

Maybe he'll bring a 

tractor to the races. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

 


